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Preface 

 
The idea of writing the history of St. Ildephonsus’ came to me towards the end of a 
sabbatical in America where I was completing a Master’s degree by course work. It 
seemed a sufficiently compact project to be undertaken on a part-time basis and it 
would keep alive some of the lines of inquiry and habits of reading which had re-
awakened during my study leave. I knew I would be on the spot, there had been no 
previous work done on the subject, and many of the early participants in the story 
were getting on in years. 
 
The response to my proposal that the history be submitted as a Master’s thesis in the 
Schools of Art, Education or History at both Murdoch and the University of Western 
Australia was so favourable that I was very much encouraged to go ahead. In the 
event, Murdoch University’s structure suited my available time better, and so the 
project has been carried out under the supervision of the Schools of Education and 
Social Enquiry there. Professor Geoffrey Bolton and Dr. John Watt have read some of 
the chapters and given me the benefit of their insight and experience, but the major 
part of the supervision has been done by Professor Brian Hill, and I am extremely 
grateful for both his very positive support and his very thorough critiquing of the work 
as it has progressed. 
 

Mention must be made also of the many ex-students, lay and religious of New Norcia 
who have shared their memories with me, read and commented on the various 
chapters and generally given me every encouragement to improve and complete the 
work. But probably my deepest debt of gratitude is to Mrs. Maureen Sutton, my long 
suffering and overworked secretary who patiently deciphered my handwritten first 
draft and then as the first typescript was corrected and modified, painstakingly 
produced the final draft in such a clear and attractive format. 
 
To all of these people, my very sincere thanks. 
 
Brother Valerian 
 
Newman College 
Churchlands Western Australia 
December 1984 
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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
St Ildephonsus’ College, New Norcia, founded by the Benedictine Abbot, Dom 
Fulgentius Torres and staffed by the Marist Brothers, was formally opened in 
February 1913. In the course of the school’s golden jubilee year, the Marists gave the 
abbey a year’s notice that they would be withdrawing and that the College would then 
become a Benedictine responsibility. True to their word, the Brothers left New Norcia 
at the end of 1964 and thereafter the school operated along somewhat different lines, 
first as St. Benedict’s and currently as part of the co-educational Salvado College. In 
these later identities or manifestations, however, the school has not had quite the same 
grip on the popular Catholic mind in Western Australia as it enjoyed during the Marist 
era. In that first fifty years S.I.C. – as it was frequently called – developed a mystique, 
a status that had very little to do with academic, sporting or social prestige and which 
is only partly explained by the romantic associations that New Norcia itself has for 
many West Australians. The present study – an educational, religious and social 
history of the College – is an attempt to both capture and understand something of that 
mystique. 

1. 
 
 



 
 
No history of similar scope has been attempted for the school and written sources are 
not very extensive. The entire, handwritten, Register of Enrolments is extant and there 
are complete sets of the school magazine available - a magazine having been 
published every year except the very last. But school magazines are traditionally 
limited to only that history which is ‘fit to print’. There are, additionally, some 
internal records – mainly annual reports on the workings of the school and the Marist 
community, prepared during the visit of Provincial Superiors – but these too are 
somewhat formal and limited to the religious aspects of the Brothers’ and boys’ lives 
rather than dealing with the wider school picture. The writer, being a Marist Brother 
himself, has had the benefit of access to Marist Province Archives in Melbourne and 
Sydney, the Archives of the Perth Archdiocese, and, through the courtesy of the 
monastery archivist, to the Benedictine Archives at New Norcia. He has also inherited 
some of that fund of goodwill towards St. Ildephonsus’ still felt by many surviving ex-
students and former staff members, and their recollections, recorded on tape, have put 
some colour and warmth into the cold print of the archival material. 
 
This last source, as well as the author’s affiliation, may perhaps suggest an exercise in 
antiquarian nostalgia or even ancestor worship. Yet while some degree of emotional 
identification is almost inevitable, a sustained effort has been made to maintain critical 
objectivity and genuine fidelity to the recorded evidence. No specific theoretical 
framework has been used to shape the narrative which is basically chronological. The 
first three, shorter, chapters set the scene, remote and proximate, religious, social and 
personal. The next deals with the school’s first half-decade, using a pattern of 
commentary which becomes standard for each of the other chronological chapters: 
personnel, academic curriculum, sport, living conditions, religious education, relations 
with the monastery, with the sister school, St. Gertrude’s and with the outside world. 
Chapter five is devoted to the more “political” side of the school’s relationship with 
the monastery, a theme which is thereafter largely incorporated into the chronological 
chapters. 
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Chapters six and seven return to the sequential treatment covering approximately a 
decade each but divided according to historical phases and to the terms of office of 
successive headmasters, rather than simply to the regular re-appearance of round 
figures. Chapter eight pauses in the chronological treatment to reflect on the life, the 
contribution and the limitations of the Brothers staffing the school. Nine and ten 
resume the narrative, retaining the thematic style adopted earlier. Chapter eleven sets 
out why and how the Brothers came to leave New Norcia. And the final chapter 
attempts to analyse – using several starting points – what the school did, in fact, 
achieve during those fifty years: what lay behind the mystique, in other words. 
 
Even this account may still suggest a work of more interest to the Old Boys’ 
Association than to serious students of education, history or sociology. It is certainly 
worth repeating that there is no over-riding theory of education, no sociological or 
historical model being used to shape or select the raw material. So, if this work has a 
contribution to make to any of these disciplines, it will be largely as a case study 
described, one hopes, with enough objectivity and sufficient detail for more 
specialised analysis by scholars better trained in those disciplines. Nevertheless, it 
may be worth indicating some specific fields to which this “case study” could be of 
interest. 
 
Firstly, and most obviously, St. Ildephonsus’ provides the philosopher and historian of 
Australian education with a remarkably pure example of a Catholic secondary school 
in what might fairly be termed the “epic” or “heroic” age of Catholic education in 
Australia. By the time S.I.C. was founded, the “Free, Compulsory and Secular” 
education controversies of the late nineteenth century had subsided even in late-
starting Western Australia. All the colonial governments had successfully withdrawn 
state financial support from Church schools, but the Catholic bishops, for their part, 
had succeeded too in  convincing  their  flocks  of the necessity  and the value  of  
Catholic schools.  
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Not just typically, but almost universally, these schools were single-sex, entirely 
staffed by, and virtually identified with, the Religious Teaching Orders. Throughout 
its history, S.I.C. fitted this model precisely and it ceased to operate just as the 
theological upheaval of Vatican II in Europe and the introduction of Commonwealth 
financial assistance in Australia were beginning to make alternative models 
imaginable and economically possible. The educational philosopher’s pickings may 
be somewhat thinner than the historian’s, for reasons that will become clear as the 
story unfolds; but even so there is much that can be read “between the lines”. 
 
Secondly, St. Ildephonsus’ was a boarding school staffed by a group of men who 
shared a strong ideological commitment and was patronised by students, the majority 
of whom came from a similar religious and socio-economic background. For most of 
its history, the school year was very long: two “halves” with a two week break at mid-
winter and a longer break at Christmas time. And the school was almost absolutely 
isolated by the still rudimentary scope of mass media, by its geographical location – 
quite remote from any ordinary town – and by the monastic atmosphere of the New 
Norcia Mission itself. The sociological term for such a situation is a “total institution” 
and it is a phenomenon which holds a certain fascination for some students of 
sociology. 
 
In this latter respect – as a boarding school – S.I.C. was somewhat less typical of 
Catholic schools in general during this period, but it was not on that account unique. 
Its uniqueness came rather from the combined and competing influence of the two 
religious orders which were involved with the school throughout this stage in its 
history. The Benedictine settlement at New Norcia is the only one of its kind 
anywhere in Australia and lends a remarkable, “old charm” touch to the history of 
Western Australia in general. The system, or, more accurately, systems of dual control 
of the school  arranged  between  two  orders as  different  in  character  as  the  
Benedictines and the Marists were every bit as unusual in the history of the Catholic 
Church in Australia. So there is material here for both the State and the Church 
Historian. 
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Other disciplinary approaches might perhaps be suggested; but enough has been said 
to indicate the sort of interests which lie behind the narrative which follows. To its 
Old Boys and its former teachers, St. Ildephonsus’ was a great school and a much 
loved institution. For the Benedictine Community at New Norcia, for Australian 
Marist Brothers, for the general Catholic population of Western Australia and 
particularly of Perth, S.I.C. and its ex-students provided a colourful and distinctive 
thread in the web of their social and religious experience. If the chapters which follow 
preserve something of that mythology for posterity and make its essential 
characteristics available for the studies of more specialist scholars, they will have 
served their purpose.  
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Chapter  1 
 
 
 
 
 
Origins 
 
 
120 kilometres up from Perth, on what is now the Great Northern Highway, 
lies the Benedictine settlement of New Norcia, founded in 1846 by the 
Spanish missionary Bishop, Dom Salvado. Although the monastic community 
continues to flourish, and the co-educational Catholic boarding school, 
Salvado College has some two hundred1 secondary students enrolled, New 
Norcia is probably best known in Western Australia today as a pilgrimage and 
tourist centre. Its museum of European art, aboriginal artifacts and 
Benedictine relics of ecclesiastical and agricultural endeavour attracts 
occasional parish groups from Perth and features as a regular stop for buses 
involved in wider-ranging tours of the State. Even to the casual motorist 
passing through, the settlement must seem somewhat exotic: a handful of 
large institutional buildings, verging on the grandiose in architectural scale, 
clustered in a sparsely timbered valley with hardly enough houses or shops 
around them to constitute a town in the ordinary Australian sense of the term. 
 
The northernmost of the institutional buildings, three storeys high and 
reputedly Byzantine in architectural style has now been integrated into 
Salvado College and constitutes the boarding accommodation for the boys. 
Nevertheless it still contrives to hold aloof, perched half way up a low, rather  
barren  hill, reminiscent of  a well preserved crusader fortress in some remote 
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corner of Palestine. Built in 1912 by Abbot Salvado’s successor Dom Fulgentius 
Torres, this red brick castle was opened in 1913 as St. Ildephonsus’ College, the 
second Catholic boys’ boarding school to operate in Western Australia, the first 
to be run by the Marist Brothers in this State. It is the history of this school with 
which the present study is concerned.  
 
In the preface to his stimulating Centenary Portrait of Melbourne’s Xavier 
College, Greg Dening poses the “philosophical problem of finding a school”2, of 
capturing its character, its atmosphere, its soul. When dealing with St. 
Ildephonsus, a seemingly inescapable starting point lies in the school’s isolation. 
As one early, albeit not particularly enthusiastic, visitor wrote: 
 

Without visiting the locality, it is difficult to take in fully the situation of New Norcia 

College. It is situated about fifteen miles from Mogumber, the nearest railway station 

which is about eighty miles from Perth. Mogumber is completely in the bush; there is 

only one hotel and a few huts near the station. A motor car runs daily to New Norcia 

and in the fifteen-mile journey it passes only about four settlers’ farms. There is no 

settlement about the College . . . There is no water supply . . . There is no system of 

lighting . . . The nearest Doctor is forty miles away.3  

 
Acceptable solutions to the lighting and medical difficulties were eventually 
found but the water supply was to remain a perennial problem and the sense of 
isolation only gradually and partially diminished, even in the post World War II 
period when the School acquired a succession of increasingly reliable buses. 
 
Geoffrey Blainey has made a very persuasive case for the economic and social 
impact of isolation on Australia as a whole.4  Yet isolation is chiefly a form of 
insulation: it certainly flavours, perhaps even concentrates the central experience, 
but cannot entirely account for it. The empty miles of sparsely settled “bush” 
which surrounded St. Ildephonsus’ seem mainly to have intensified an 
atmosphere which was every bit as exotic as the architecture of the settlement 
suggests. Upwards of three thousand boys passed through New Norcia in the 
period we are studying and the two constant and central features of their daily 
experience were the close contact with the Marist Brothers who taught them and 
the background influence of the Benedictine Monks. 
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Any attempt to understand S.I.C. which failed to review at least briefly the 
history of these two very different Religious Orders would run the risk of 
superficiality. 
 
The Benedictines are, from one point of view, the oldest order in the Catholic 
Church and, from another point of view, not an order at all, but rather a 
scattering of autonomous monasteries which choose to follow the same rule of 
life. St. Benedict (c 480-550) is commonly credited with being “The father of 
Western Monasticism” yet few accurate details are known about his life and his 
essential achievement was to write a Rule of Life for monks rather than to 
establish an order as such. Modern scholarship5 suggests that the Rule was not 
entirely original. But its sane, humane life-style, balancing prayer, spiritual 
study and work under the direction of a life-tenured Abbot within the stable 
confines of one monastery, proved an attractive and effective antidote to the 
turmoil of the Dark Ages. 
 
The role of the Benedictines in preserving classical learning and in civilizing 
the Holy Roman Empire is generally acknowledged.6 And despite periods of 
external assault and internal decay, the monasteries following the Rule of St. 
Benedict – or one of its derivatives, such as the Cistercian observance – grew 
over the centuries, reaching a peak in the High Middle Ages. In 1350, for 
instance, there were three hundred and fifty Benedictine and Cistercian 
monasteries in England alone. The effect of the Reformation on the northern 
European monasteries is equally well known, however, and the Counter 
Reformation and the New World Missionary Era seem to have passed the 
monks by, the initiative being seized by the more mobile orders of friars – the 
Franciscans, Dominicans and Carmelites – or the even more modern, and 
highly educated Jesuits. 
 
It is, perhaps, not so generally recognized that the Enlightenment was also hard 
on the Benedictines and that the French Revolution and its Napoleonic 
aftermath came within an ace of administering the coup de grâce. By 1810, in 
the whole of Europe, “less than two percent survived of the fifteen hundred or 
more Benedictine houses that in 1790 had spangled the landscape.”7 
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As the Napoleonic wave receded, a series of revivals began, a process that 
was forever being set back and harassed by the anti-clerical edicts of the 
various European bourgeois liberal regimes. When Dom Salvado first entered 
St. Martin’s monastery at Compostela his seminary studies were interrupted 
by one such edict in 1835 and his first attempt at founding a missionary 
Benedictine college at the Escorial was thwarted by another such edict. The 
Middle Ages seemed, in retrospect, much more benign. Little wonder that 
there was a strong element of the Romantic in this nineteenth century revival 
– a return to historic sites, ancient chants and Gothic-revival architecture. 
 
This reference to Dom Salvado’s missionary college brings us closer to New 
Norcia itself and touches on a significant tension in Benedictine history. At 
the risk of over-simplification, the purpose of a Benedictine monastery is to 
develop and maintain a community of prayer – liturgical prayer, celebrated in 
common – nourished by personal study and piety and balanced by some kind 
of work which serves partly as recreation and partly to make the community 
self-supporting. In order to achieve this, or alternatively, as a spin-off from 
having achieved it, monasteries through the ages have run farms, schools, 
hospitals and libraries or become centres of liturgical and historical 
scholarship and home bases from which a network of parishes or missionary 
stations have been staffed with clergy. However, through these same ages, 
situations have often arisen in which there developed a tension between the 
essentially monastic or common life of prayer and the work of farming, 
teaching or even preaching. As far back as the “benign” Middle Ages, 
Chaucer had quoted with approval the old text “A monk out of his cloister, is 
like a fish out of water.”8  
 
The later religious orders, mentioned above, have a centralized structure of 
authority and a system of annual visitation which tries to hold that sort of 
tension in balance but the Benedictines’ predilection for the autonomy of the 
individual monastery gave some scope for variation on the mix between work 
and prayer. 
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During the nineteenth century there was considerable external (largely 
Vatican) pressure towards centralizing the “order” into a number of 
“Federations” or “Congregations” with some commitment to co-operation, 
mutual support and mutual monitoring. There was also a strong internal (i.e. 
Benedictine) trend towards a more purely monastic and liturgical life. 
Because of these competing pressures Dom Salvado was able to maintain a 
high degree of independence for New Norcia and at the same time to continue 
recruiting Spanish Benedictines specially trained for missionary work at the 
college he had established within the abbey at Montserrat. Both of these 
characteristics were to have some bearing on the history of St. Ildephonsus’.  
 
The actual foundation of New Norcia – named after the Italian town which 
claims to have been St. Benedict’s birthplace – and the monks’ role in the 
pastoral development of the Victoria Plains need not concern us here. The 
story has been well told elsewhere.9  Suffice to say that the Benedictine 
mission can probably claim to have been the most humane, consistent and 
successful attempt at civilizing and Christianizing the Australian aborigines 
undertaken anywhere in the nineteenth century. Yet having said this much, it 
is also necessary to say that it failed. Fifty years of devoted and imaginative 
work by Bishop Salvado and his monks did not succeed in converting the 
aborigines into the Christian, small farmer families he seems to have 
envisaged.10 By the time of his death in 1900, in fact, there were very few 
aborigines left in the area around New Norcia and although the Abbey’s 
territory was extended in 1903 and the new Abbot made Bishop of an 
extensive, albeit sparsely populated diocese, it was clear that New Norcia 
would have to find if not a new raison d’être, then at least a new modus 
vivendi. It was to the Marist Brothers, among others, that Bishop Torres 
turned in seeking to establish this new direction. 
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If the Benedictines  were “ born again ” in the  aftermath of  the  Napoleonic 
Wars, the Marist Brothers first saw the light of day in precisely the same 
context. Founded at Lavalla in the diocese of Lyons in 1817 by a newly 
ordained priest, Fr. Marcellin Champagnat, the “Little Brothers of Mary” as 
he called them evolved quickly from the role of parish catechists to the 
teaching and management of elementary schools especially in the small 
country towns of central France. 
 
From the outset the Brothers were intended to be lay Religious, that is to say, 
they took the three traditional vows of Poverty, Chastity and Obedience and 
lived the common life to which these vows bound them; but they did not 
become priests. This makes them significantly different from the Benedictines 
where some candidates do become priests or choir monks while others remain 
as lay brothers. Instead, the Marists had their own local superior called the 
Director, said their prayers in community and taught in schools with their 
Director as headmaster; but they had to rely on the diocesan clergy or the 
priests of other religious orders for daily Mass and the Sacraments both for 
themselves and, in the case of boarding schools, for their pupils also. The 
Marist Brothers’ vocation quickly became the quite specialized one of lay 
Religious teacher. 
 
The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars had ravaged the French education 
“system” and the Brothers’ work was much in demand. Many other teaching 
orders, male and female, were founded in France during the same period but 
even by those standards, the growth of the Marists was startling. When Fr. 
Champagnat died in 1840, there were forty-nine Brothers deceased, two 
hundred and eighty Brothers and novices living and six thousand pupils in 
forty schools.11 By the time his successor as Superior General stepped down, 
twenty years later, there were two thousand and eighty-six Brothers teaching 
in three hundred and seventy schools. The first openings in Britain had 
already taken place and it was from there that Brothers were sent to make the 
first Australian foundation, in Sydney, in 1872. 
 
This explosive development, particularly into so many small and scattered 
communities, demanded a very different organizational  model from that of  
the Benedictines with their larger, stable communities and life-tenured Abbot.  
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The pattern which evolved among the Marists was one in which the Director 
was appointed for three years and possibly another three, in the one 
community, after which he had to be appointed to another community or 
alternatively, to retire from the leadership and “rejoin the ranks.” Brothers not 
in a leadership role could be moved at any time – although this usually took 
place at the start of a school year – and there was no limit to their stay in one 
posting. 
 
As the number of communities grew, they were divided into groups called 
provinces with a regional or Provincial Superior, appointed by the Superior 
General for a period of three years, with an option, like the Directors, of being 
re-appointed for an additional term. The Provincial, in turn, appointed the 
Directors and Brothers to the various communities within his province. He 
normally did this in consultation with a Provincial Council of local senior 
Brothers and, via correspondence, with the Superior General. He also 
negotiated with Parish Priests and Bishops in regard to the opening of new 
schools because the Bishop is, in Canon Law, the official teacher in his 
diocese and no one can open a Catholic school in that diocese without being 
delegated by the Bishop to do so. Finally, the Provincial visited all the 
communities in his province each year to check on the efficiency of the school 
and the manner in which the Rule was being lived in the community. 
 
As the number of provinces grew, they too were grouped and put under the 
supervision of one of the Assistants-General who, together with the Superior 
General, formed the General Council of the order which answered only to the 
Vatican. This grouping was done along language lines rather than simply 
according to geographical proximity. Thus, at one time, the Assistant General 
for the English speaking Provinces had responsibility for schools in the 
United Kingdom, United States of America, Canada, South Africa, Australia 
and New Zealand – and this in the days before air travel. The Superior 
General and his Council were elected by the Provincial and elected delegates 
from each Province in a meeting called a General Chapter held every nine 
years. 
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With such a centralized three-tier administration, the Marist Brothers, 
internationally, maintained quite a uniform character, despite their 
geographical spread. Yet this uniformity was not simply due to the 
administration structure, the black habit with white bib (or rabat) and the 
community lifestyle laid down by the Rules. The Brothers’ focus was 
education and they had entered the field in most “western” countries just as 
modern systems of universal education were “taking off”. As a result there 
had been, from the outset, a strong imperative to meet government regulations 
and to provide a standard of education at least comparable to that provided in 
the government schools. Thus the founder had taken pains to make sure that 
the Brothers were trained in the most up-to-date methods then available and 
had negotiated seemingly endlessly with Commune, Prefecture and National 
authorities. His successor, Br. François, published the founder’s pedagogical 
ideas in a handbook called Le Guide des Ecoles12 which remained the basic 
manual for all Marist Brothers for school and class management till as late as 
the 1930’s. And the third Superior General, Br. Nestor, who came to the 
position from an extremely successful period in charge of the Brothers’ école 
normale, developed these practical ideas into a philosophy of professional 
development which he expounded through circulars which were sent to all 
communities.13  
 
Yet alongside this international “uniformity” there was a final characteristic 
of the Marists to which attention must be drawn. Wherever they had gone a 
high priority had been given to local recruiting and to making the newly 
established “mission” a self-supporting province as soon as possible. Local 
vocations came readily in Australia – where the State Aid controversy had 
made the Brothers’ work highly visible – and although Europe continued to 
send some assistance up till the start of the Great War, the first Australian- 
born Provincial was appointed in 1902 and thereafter the Australian Province 
can be regarded as self-sufficient. This indigenous membership of the Marists 
as contrasted with the continuing Spanish influence among the Benedictines 
at New Norcia was to be a significant factor in the history of St. Ildephonsus’. 
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Footnotes for Chapter 1 
1 This number is being maintained only with considerable effort however according to an article in The Western Mail August 27-28th 

1983. p.28.  

 

2 Dening, G., op.cit. There is no pagination in the preface from which this quotation comes.  

 

3 M.M.A.  A typescript report signed by the then Provincial, Br. Clement, dated 27 April 1916. 

 

4 Blainey, G. The Tyranny of Distance, Sun Books, Melbourne. 1969. 

 

5 For this snippet and most of what follows on the history and character of the Benedictines, I rely on a collection of essays by modern 

English Benedictines edited by: 

 

Farmer, D.H. Benedict’s Disciples. Fowler & Wright, Leominster. (Herts) 1980. 

 

6 It was referred to in passing by the State Governor, Sir Gerald Strickland at the opening of St. Ildephonsus’, for instance. But for 

further verification see: 

 

Davis, H.W.E. Medieval Europe, O.U.P. London, 1963 pp. 107-108. 

 

Fisher, H.A.L. A History of Europe, Ed. Arnold, London, 1965, p. 175. 

 

Gibbon, E. The Decline & Fall of the Roman Empire. Random House N.Y., Vol. II, pp.754 ff. 

 

Simons, G. The Birth of Europe. Time-life, Netherlands, 1968 pp. 61-66. 

 

Stenton, Sir F. Anglo Saxon England. O.U.P. London 1971, pp. 158 ff.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
 
The Founding Fathers     
 
 
 
 
 
Although the Marist Brothers, by reason of their direct contact with the 
students, were soon to establish and maintain the major influence in the 
history of St. Ildephonsus’, there can be no doubt that it was initially a 
Benedictine foundation and, more particularly, the brainchild of Dom 
Fulgentius Torres, Salvado’s successor and second Abbot of New Norcia. 
 
Salvado’s first choice of successor had been another Fulgentius:1 the then 
Prior of New Norcia, Dom Fulgentius Dominguez, who had spent more than 
forty years on the West Australian mission. And it is interesting to speculate 
on the direction New Norcia might have taken had this life-long disciple of 
Salvado succeeded to the Abbacy. Dominguez pre-deceased the Bishop by 
almost two years, however, while the latter was on his final visit to Europe. 
During the early weeks of this visit Salvado had been Torres’ guest at the 
church of Our Lady of Montserrat which was under the patronage of the 
Spanish consulate in Naples, and when news of Dominguez’ death reached 
him in Rome, the old abbot contacted Torres and his superiors at the Abbey 
of Montserrat, to secure him for New Norcia. 
 
Torres, a native of Ibiza in the Balearic Isles, had delayed his entry into 
monastic  life  due  to  family  opposition2  and  had  supported  himself  by 
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teaching while attending the University of Barcelona, where he obtained 
degrees in both Arts and Science. When he did eventually enter the Abbey 
of Montserrat – in 1885, the year that Salvado had founded his missionary 
college there – he made quite rapid progress. After ordination and some 
years as a teacher in the missionary college, he was sent as superior to the 
Benedictine mission at Mindanao in the Philippines, till the outbreak of the 
Spanish American War. It was from this posting that he had come to 
Naples and besides his Spanish, Benedictine and missionary background, 
his knowledge of the humanities and sciences, he had also picked up a 
certain amount of music, medicine and architecture. Little wonder that 
Dom Salvado considered him a suitable successor. 
 
There has been a tendency in Western Australian history to lionize the 
achievements of Bishop Salvado and to ignore the work of his successors.3 
This is not entirely surprising, given the undoubted strength of Salvado’s 
personality and the romantic, pioneering background, which gave him such 
ample scope. Nevertheless this tendency has been somewhat less than fair 
to Bishop Torres whose task it became, in Marvell’s phrase, “to cast the 
kingdom old into another mould”. Salvado’s other advantage was 
longevity. Had the more self-effacing Torres’ health been better able to 
withstand the very demanding pace he set himself, he might have lived 
long enough to see his quite remarkable achievements more widely 
recognized and have thus escaped the relative oblivion to which he has 
been consigned. 
 
In the previous chapter it was suggested that the colonizing and missionary 
phase of New Norcia’s history had come to a close by the time of the 
founder’s death. It is a measure of Dom Fulgentius’ insight and strength of 
character therefore that, coming in as a complete outsider, he should have 
adopted so resolutely the role of “new broom”, following his formal 
election as Abbot in 1902. While paying due deference to the memory of 
his predecessor – he arranged for Bishop Salvado’s remains to be brought 
back to Australia and buried with full ceremony in the mission’s public 
church – Torres moved quickly to convert  New  Norcia from its mission 
organization into something more like that of a regular monastery. 
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Some of the older lay Brothers who had traditionally slept in the 
orchard or stables and dressed more like agricultural labourers than 
monks were moved back under the monastery roof and into the 
Benedictine habit.4 The monastery itself was renovated and extended 
and more choir monks were recruited from Spain to improve the 
choral celebration of the Divine Office. 
 
These changes did not meet with unanimous approval either within 
the monastic community, where old ways changed slowly, nor in the 
wider world of Western Australia where at least one critic evidently 
saw the move towards a more rigorous monasticism as being 
somewhat narcissistic and a dereliction of social responsibitlity.5 
Abbot Torres seems to have been a quietly determined character, 
however, and pushed steadily on. The Abbey’s area of ecclesiastical 
responsibility, the Abbey Nullius,6 had been extended by the Vatican 
in 1903 from the Indian Ocean inland to Southern Cross, but even 
then there was not a big enough concentration of aborigines to serve 
as a focus for the Benedictines’ energies. When the Abbot attended 
the Third Plenary Council of the Australian Hierarchy in 1905, 
therefore, he readily accepted the Bishops’ invitation to undertake a 
new mission to the aborigines in the Northwest and in 1906 personally 
explored the Kimberley region before selecting a site on the Drysdale 
River. The foundation was approved by Rome in 1910 and Abbot 
Torres named as Administrator Apostolic, an appointment that 
involved his being raised to the episcopacy that same year.7  
 
Even prior to accepting the Kimberley as a new outlet for New 
Norcia’s missionary zeal, the Abbot had given some thought to the 
local scene. After the 1903 extension, the Abbey Nullius covered 
some 30,000 square miles but had a Catholic population of only 
fifteen hundred.8 Nevertheless, the completion of the Midland 
Railway a few years earlier, the slackening of the goldfields’ hold on 
the diggers and the government-backed growth of the wheat industry 
gave some grounds for hope of closer settlement in the Victoria Plains 
and beyond.9 New churches and primary schools were built at  Moora 
and Goomalling, the two largest  centres, and perhaps to give New  
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Norcia something more than geographical geographical centrality to the 
miniature diocese, the boarding school the Abbot had originally intended10 
for the aboriginal girls was re-conceived as a college for white girls and 
opened in 1908 as St. Gertrude’s. 
 
Interest in the girls’ college was so widespread that Dom Fulgentius 
evidently felt confirmed in the new direction he had taken and in October 
1907 he was able to win the unanimous support of his monks to build an 
additional college for white boys and to sell off Marbro, one of the 
monastery’s most profitable properties, to pay for its construction.11 Even 
in the short term such unanimity was not always to be forthcoming;12 but 
as the enrolments at St. Gertrude’s grew from forty, at the start of 1908 to 
seventy- seven by year’s end, the plans for the boys’ college were 
expanded from the single-storey structure originally envisaged, to the 
three-storey building which stands to this day. 
 
Exactly how the Bishop saw his boys’ school fitting into the state and local 
scene is not recorded – he was a man of few words even in his diaries13 – 
but it was certainly planned on a scale much too large to serve simply the 
needs of the Abbey Nullius, even on the most optimistic projections. The 
Christian Brothers had opened a highly successful boarding and day school 
in St. George’s Terrace, Perth in 1894; but C.B.C. charged substantial fees 
– 56 guineas per annum, compared with S.I.C.’s 32 guineas14 – and as a 
foundation member of the Perth Schools’ Association, managed to 
maintain both a certain social exclusiveness and a broader religious 
tolerance. C.B.C. took some pride in its multi-denominational enrolment.15 
In the prospectus published in the first S.I.C. magazine we find the claim 
that “The purpose of His Lordship the Bishop is to bring Catholic 
education within reach of the masses”.16 And in a more confidential 
context, the Marist Provincial quoted the original agreement to the effect 
that “Bp. Torres’ object was educational not financial”.17 Whatever the 
nature of the Abbot’s motivation, it is clear, at least, that with no capital 
debt, thanks to the Abbey’s munificence, S.I.C. was able to start, and 
continue, as a school to which Catholics of quite modest means might 
aspire to send their children. 
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To refer to Abbot Torres as the founder of St. Ildephonsus’ however, 
means more that nominating him simply as the initial benefactor or even as 
author of the original inspiration. Passing reference has already been made 
to Dom Fulgentius’s interest in architecture. With St. Ildephonsus’, as with 
St Gertrude’s, he actually drew up the plans, had them checked by the 
Spanish ecclesiastical architect Sanier and supervised the construction 
himself. Lay brothers dug the clay and baked the bricks locally and then 
worked alongside the gang of hired bricklayers who had built St. 
Gertrude’s and moved straight on to the construction of S.I.C. Br. Basil 
Asla, the monastery mason was the leading bricklayer but, sadly, fell from 
the scaffolding when the building was up to the third storey. Although he 
survived the fall, he was crippled for the rest of his days.18 Small wonder 
then, if the community developed a proprietorial attitude towards the 
school: it was quite literally the “work of their hands”. 
 
The very name of the school – hardly one of the typical Irish-Australian 
Catholic standbys – was Benedictine and, again, paid deference to the 
older traditions of New Norcia. Dom Ildephonsus Bertran – who took his 
own religious name from a seventh century Spanish Benedictine saint – 
had been another of Salvado’s companions for more than forty years and 
served, for a time, as prior of the Abbey.  
 
Even then, the debt of St. Ildephonsus’ to Abbot Torres has not been 
exhausted. To staff St. Gertrude’s, the abbot had naturally had to find an 
order of sisters with the appropriate personnel. He was fortunate enough to 
secure the services of the Sisters of St. Joseph, the Australian order 
founded by Mother Mary MacKillop. In fact, St. Gertrude’s was the last 
establishment personally approved by the Mother Foundress before her 
death. The Josephites, as they are also called, had a strong tradition of 
working in quite isolated country areas, among the poorer classes, a 
tradition which the Marist Brothers shared from their French origins. But 
how the Bishop could have known about this, or whether it influenced his 
choice is now impossible to establish, since there is no clear evidence  that  
he  had come  across  the Brothers earlier in his career.19  
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Still, he had to find a suitable Australian- oriented order to staff the boys’ 
college because despite the Benedictines’ honourable tradition in 
education, Dom Fulgentius had few fluent English speakers and even 
fewer trained teachers within his own community. 
 
If there had been no previous acquaintance with the Marists it is difficult to 
explain why he chose them. Most of their Australian schools were then in 
Sydney and they were not as well known to the general (i.e. Irish) Catholic 
population of the West as the Irish Christian Brothers. He did approach the 
latter and apparently was refused. Perhaps he feared their refusal had in it a 
certain element of protectiveness towards C.B.C. Perth with which the new 
college would be to some extent in competition. Perhaps he simply took 
advantage of the loophole, which the Marist Provincial’s polite refusal left 
him, namely, the slight possibility of a more favourable response from 
their Superior-General, in Europe. When Dom Fulgentius wrote to Brother 
Stratonique, however, the reply from the General Council, while equally 
polite, was equally negative.20 Even in Europe the Marists were short of 
trained personnel. 
 
Again Bishop Torres’ quiet determination came to the fore. The Monastery 
Diary records that on June 8th 1912 he left for Perth to embark on the 
Macedonia for Europe. “He had been forced to undertake this trip because 
all his efforts by letter had failed since there was a shortage of personnel. 
The Christian Brothers had alleged similar cause”.21 He disembarked at 
Marseilles and went straight to Grugliasco in Northern Italy where the 
Marist mother-house had been located since the expulsion of the Brothers 
from France in 1903. The hunt did not stop there: he was referred to the 
Assistant-General for the English-speaking provinces, Br. John Dullea, 
who was then visiting England, and finally ran his quarry to earth in the 
Brothers’ house at Duncan Terrace, Islington, London.22 
 
Br. John evidently succumbed to the Abbot’s insistence, for on July 28th,23 
a scant six months before the school was due to open, an agreement was 
signed, back at Grugliasco, between Br. Stratonique and Bishop Torres  for    
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three years, renewable, under which the Marist Brothers agreed to supply a 
staff for St. Ildephonsus’ College in return for an annual stipend of £50 per 
Brother, plus their keep and the outfitting and travel expenses of the 
original Brothers. The Benedictines were to retain possession and financial 
control of the school and to provide the religious services “including Daily 
Mass and the Holy Sacraments free of all charge”.24  The Marists were to 
be consulted regarding any change to school fees; they were left free to 
follow the directions of their own superiors and also, significantly, to 
recruit novices for their own order. 
 
Bishop Torres returned to Australia presumably well satisfied. A letter 
from Brother Stratonique announced that the European brothers would 
arrive in Fremantle on board the Orient Liner Orvieto on January 25th, 
1913.25 But the General Council’s decision had placed the Australian 
Provincial in an awkward situation. Manpower was just as tight as it had 
been at the time of the original request and New Norcia was extraordinarily 
isolated from the rest of the province even by Australian standards. As if to 
emphasize the foreign-ness of the decision, only one of the four Brothers 
sent from Europe, an Irishman called Br. Columban, could speak English 
fluently and he had been sent as cook! The other three were: Br. Edward 
Hurley, born in Shoreditch, London, but trained on the continent from 
early adolescence and no longer fluent in his mother tongue; Br. Priscillian 
Blanc, an Italian; and Br. Herman Emile Nuber, a German. These last two 
spoke almost no English and were quite young, having just completed their 
novitiate at Grugliasco. Obviously they would all need Australian support 
and guidance. 
 
There is no report of discussion in the Australian Provincial Council 
Minutes; just a brief note26 that the list of Directors for the following year 
made out at the previous meeting had been altered with Br. Stanislaus 
Healy being sent to New Norcia instead of to Kilmore in Victoria, as 
originally intended. A letter from Br. John in 1913 to one of the Provincial 
Councillors reports that Bishop Torres has fully paid the travel expenses 
and suggests that there may be “substantial aid to your finances from that 
house (i.e. New Norcia) at the end of the year.27 
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The real attitude of the Provincial Councillors to this remote new 
foundation thus foisted on them from overseas can probably be 
deduced more accurately from the tone of a report written by the 
first Provincial to visit New Norcia. Br. Clement, was distinctly 
unenthusiastic; but of that, more later.28 
 
It may seem a little odd, therefore, to class Br. Stanislaus with 
Bishop Torres as one of the founding fathers of St. Ildephonsus’, 
since the latter had worked long and hard for the foundation of the 
school whereas the former was simply sent there under religious 
obedience and by reluctant superiors at that. Yet Br. Stanislaus was 
the first headmaster and despite his indifferent health and the brevity 
of his tenure – he died during his fourth year at New Norcia – he 
contrived to stamp his character upon the school in a way that is 
difficult to define. He launched the annual magazine in the school’s 
first year, for instance, setting a high literary standard and personally 
designing the elaborate cover illustration which was used unchanged  
except for the introduction of colour – for the whole fifty-one years 
of the school’s existence. 
 
Richard Charles Healy – Stanislaus was his name in religion29 – was 
born in Maitland in 1857 and lost his father early in life, leaving him 
much under the influence of his mother. He completed his secondary 
education at St. Stanislaus College Bathurst, and feeling drawn, like 
his older sister, to the religious life sought the advice of the mystical 
and brilliant, but somewhat erratic Fr. Julian Tennison Woods,30 
friend and one-time confessor of Mother Mary MacKillop. Because 
the young man showed great devotion to the Blessed Virgin, the 
priest recommended the Marist Brothers and only eighteen months 
after the Brothers’ arrival in Sydney he entered their novitiate, 
becoming the fourth Australian to do so. 
 
Within a year of his taking vows in 1875 he was put in charge of the 
Juniors – secondary-school-age boys who were considering entering 
the order – and he continued in that position for the next fourteen 
years, impressing  the Provincial and the Brothers generally with his 
own fervent piety and the success with which he kindled similar 
piety among his charges.31  
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Although he had no opportunity for university studies, he also acquired 
a reputation for refinement and cultural pursuits, being endowed with 
considerable gifts as a pianist, poet and painter, albeit in a style which 
now seems quaint and, at least a little, pre-Raphaelite. 
 
After this long stretch of relative seclusion, he was made headmaster of 
St. Joseph’s, Hunters Hill, the Brothers’ first college in Australia. His 
four years in this position were not very happy, due partly to internal 
bickering between the French and English-speaking Brothers and the 
French-speaking Provincial, Br. Felix, who ended his term prematurely, 
sending him to what Br. Stanislaus himself considered exile in the 
recently established school in Bendigo. 32 This was the nadir of his 
fortunes. Thereafter, he became assistant Provincial and from 1903 to 
1906, first Australian-born Provincial of the new separate province of 
Australia, New Zealand and Oceania. The strain of travel was too much 
for his delicate constitution, however. He asked to be relieved of the 
responsibility and returned to seclusion as Master of Novices at the 
newly acquired novitiate at Mittagong, sixty miles south of Sydney. It 
was from this position that he was appointed first headmaster of St. 
Ildephonsus’. 
 
This long background in what religious orders nowadays call 
“formation” – the training of Juniors and Novices, even some aspects of 
the Provincial’s job – surely goes some way towards explaining the 
impact that Br. Stanislaus had on S.I.C. Because of his delicate health 
and retiring disposition he did not do a lot of classroom teaching – 
mainly art and senior secondary religious education, the latter seasoned, 
apparently, with a great deal of wit and good humour.33 However he 
would also have given little homilies to the whole student body at 
morning and evening prayers in the chapel; he started a “Children of 
Mary” Society which encouraged recitation of the Rosary and other 
public devotions to the Blessed Virgin, and from the office bearers, and 
others, of this society he selected a smaller group whom he trained in 
meditative prayer. Of  this last group, which eventually grew to twelve, 
nine were later to enter the priesthood or religious life.34 
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The creation of such a group within the school population of less than 
two hundred must have established a frankly religious atmosphere, the 
more so since the school was, in turn, surrounded by the monastic 
ambience of New Norcia itself. 
 
Yet St. Ildephonsus’ had been conceived in terms of a general Christian 
education, not simply as an antechamber to the monastic or priestly life. 
And though he certainly contributed largely to the spiritual climate of the 
school it has been suggested that Brother Stanislaus also had quite a 
significant influence on its broader educational effectiveness. According 
to this hypothesis,35 his seniority in the province as an ex-provincial and 
the fact that in spite of his physical frailty he had accepted such an 
arduous assignment as New Norcia, gave Brother Stanislaus considerable 
bargaining power in the selection of staff for the school – a transaction in 
which the provincial normally held most of the high cards. No 
correspondence survives to substantiate this hypothesis but it is generally 
agreed36 that the selection of Brother Sebastian and the recruiting of the 
lay teacher Roy McKechnie were definitely Brother Stanislaus’ own 
doing and the speed with which a strong, experienced staff was built up 
in those days of scarce manpower does give the theory considerable 
creditability. 
 
The broader contribution of Brother Sebastian will be dealt with in a later 
chapter; but there is an aspect of the wisdom of Brother Stanislaus’ choice 
of him which is worth highlighting. Brother Sebastian, originally from 
Napier and one of the first New Zealanders to join the Marist Brothers, had 
been a former Junior of Brother Stanislaus and a colleague of his at both 
Hunters Hill and Mittagong, but he had otherwise had a much more 
straight-forward teaching career than his mentor. Although a loyal 
supporter and great admirer of Brother Stanislaus he was a very different 
personality: a vigorous teacher, disciplinarian, administrator and 
sportsmaster, he was very much a man’s man, a good conversationalist and 
a spell-binding public speaker especially  on  his  favourite  subject:  The  
Irish  Question. 37  It is to Br. Sebastian,38 then, that we owe this quite 
significant account of the Brothers’ arrival in Western Australia: 
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I approached the rails of the good ship at Fremantle late in 1912. Coming on 
deck as the boat on which Br. Stanislaus and myself had sailed from Sydney 
(tied up), I looked down on the wharf, thinking that I would be quite unknown, 
here in the West. 

 
My attention was drawn to a group of men who began shouting and waving and 
calling my name – shortened to “Seb”. 
 
As soon as the gangplank was in position, they rushed to greet me and I 
recognized a number of my former pupils from St. Joseph’s College, Hunters 
Hill. Heading them was C.S. Gallagher, then Comptroller of Stores for the 
Government Railways, and T.S. McNulty, Under-Secretary for Agriculture, A. 
G. (Dicky) Haynes, soon to become Perth’s leading lawyer, J. and M. Molloy, 
prominent in Civil Affairs, H. and P. McGrade, A. T. Kinshela and H.C. 
Spencer, all from St. Joseph’s. With them were . . . Old Boys of Bendigo . . . 
Samoa . . . Auckland . . . and Parramatta. 
 
These men, hearing that the Marist Brothers were coming to Western Australia 
immediately formed themselves into an “Old Boys’ Association”. They later 
presented a largish jarrah shield carrying smallish shields for inscribing 
academic Leaving Class Scholars of the year.  

 
Two features of this account are worthy of comment. The first is Brother 
Sebastian’s obvious pride, not only in the warmth and affection of the Old 
Boys’ welcome, but also in the substantial public service and professional 
positions to which several of them could lay claim. This was of immediate 
practical value: the welcoming committee took the two new arrivals to 
meet Archbishop Clune, the well-established Christian Brothers, some 
prominent political figures, and the heads of many of the leading business 
houses in Perth.39  But there is also that ring of satisfaction about the piece: 
the sense of a job well done, of a task accomplished and exemplified in the 
loyalty and worldly success of these ex-students. 
 
For their part, the Old Boys, by their presentation of a shield for the 
encouragement of Leaving Class students give quite a clear indication as to 
their expectations of the new school. Br. Ronald Fogarty in his account of 
the predominantly lower middle-class origins of the Catholic secondary 
schools founded  by the male teaching orders in this era draws attention to 
the importance of public examinations in the popular mind: 
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In the first place, it supplied a recognized test of the efficiency of the school, 

thereby raising it considerably in public estimation. In the second place, the 

examinations gratified parental aspirations in an age in which parents not only 

laid great store by examination results, but . . . also desired for children the 

honour and character attached to a profession or position in the public service . . . 

Lastly the public examinations had the effect not only of co-ordinating and 

creating a uniform standard among Catholic secondary schools, but of forging a 

useful link between the Catholic and non-Catholic system.40  

 

Bishop Torres may well have sought to bring “Catholic Education within 
reach of the masses” and to transform “the unpretentious mission into an 
attractive centre of religion, education and culture.”41 Brother Stanislaus 
may have succeeded in establishing an “odour of sanctity” within the 
castellated walls of the new college. But it was probably the more down-
to- earth Brother Sebastian and his loyal band of Old Boy supporters who 
had the clearest and most realistic concept of how St. Ildephonsus’ could 
and would develop: how it would fit into the expectations of the Catholic 
and the wider community of pre-World War Western Australia. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opening Day 
 
 
 

The motor trip from Perth was delightful in every sense of the word. 
The bracing air of Saturday morning was a veritable tonic after the heat 
and dust of the preceding days. . . With the exception of a few 
punctures encountered by the car containing the Colonial Secretary and 
some of the press representatives the voyage was uneventful.1 

 
This extract from one of the press accounts of the opening of St 
Ildephonsus’, quoted in the first College Annual, has about it something 
of that “Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive” feeling: a feeling that must 
have been almost endemic in Western Australia in 1913. The population 
influx and economic expansion sparked off and fuelled by the gold 
discoveries had peaked some fifteen years earlier. But many of the 
diggers had settled, brought their families across and, in some cases, 
moved onto the land. The successive governments’ policy of encouraging 
the wheat industry by land legislation and railway expansion was 
progressing so spectacularly that within a few years the value of wheat 
production would surpass that of the output from the goldfields. Western 
Australia, well removed from European rumours of war, was enjoying 
what the economists2 call a period of consolidation, and the party that 
gathered for the opening of the new college exemplify rather neatly the 
point of development that the State had reached. 
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For the Governor, Sir Gerald Strickland, it was to be one of his last 
public functions in Western Australia before moving to Sydney to take 
up the Governorship of New South Wales. Virtually a career imperial 
administrator, Sir Gerald had been Governor of Tasmania before starting 
his five-year term in the West. Naturally, since the granting first of 
representative and then of self-government, the office of Governor had 
been dramatically reduced in significance. Nevertheless, he still provided 
the visible link with the British Crown and Empire and, as such, served 
on this occasion as the target for some nationalistic sniping from Sir John 
Forrest who hinted, in offering “The Toast to His Excellency”, that even 
though the office was no longer so crucial, it should now be reserved to 
Australian-born subjects of the King. Sir Gerald took the bait and in his 
response to the toast gave a jovial yet hortatory rebuttal.3 The “debate” 
was reported at some length by the reporter from The West Australian 
who devoted an article to the issue quite separate from his account of the 
opening.4 Australian nationalism had evidently not yet been reined in by 
the imperial fervour that the early phase of the Great War was to bring 
with it. 
 
Even so, it is likely that only someone of Sir John’s elder statesman 
status would have engaged the Governor, however lightly, in public 
debate. Bestriding Western Australia’s early days of exploration, self-
government and federation like the proverbial Colossus, Forrest could 
justifiably claim to have been the political architect of the economic 
consolidation of which this College-opening was simply another 
symptom, and his attendance in the company of Lady Forrest was both a 
tribute to the work of the Benedictines and a sign of the priority now 
being given to building up the social infrastructure. In one of the 
photographs5 taken during the Abbot’s presentation to the Governor, Sir 
John can be seen standing next to Abbot Torres, one hand resting on a 
balustrade, the other in one of his waistcoat pockets: the posture of a man 
who is clearly master of all he surveys. Nevertheless, in  his speech  he 
not  only  praised  Salvado’s  work with the aborigines but, with 
somewhat lumbering wit, endorsed the new thrust in aid of “the other 
aborigines who are of a different colour”6 referring to them in typical 
speech-day fashion, as “ the statesmen of tomorrow.” 
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Sir John was gracious also to Jeremiah Clune,7 then recently retired from 
thirty-nine years service on the Victoria Plains Road Board and the only 
survivor from among the early settlers of the district to attend the 
opening. The earliest selections in the area had been taken up around 
1840 by two “gentry” families, the Drummonds and Scullys, who had 
entrusted their management to indentured servants, Scottish shepherds 
with names like Mackintosh, Macpherson and Davidson. Within a few 
years these Scottish shepherds had taken up leases on their own account 
and at the same time, Martin Butler, who had arrived in the colony with 
Bishop Brady’s missionary party and come up to the Victoria Plains with 
Dom Salvado also became a landholder in his own right. When the Clune 
family arrived in 1850, Jeremiah’s older sister married Martin and the 
Clunes and Butlers became a force to be reckoned with in the district. 
Jeremiah had co-operated, and sometimes competed,8 with Bishop 
Salvado in the pastoral development of the Victoria Plains and his 
descendants were to have a long involvement with St. Ildephonsus’ 
especially in the sports arena. 
 
H.B. Lefroy, M.L.A. later to serve as state premier for a short time, was 
also in attendance, but he could not quite claim pioneer status.9 It was his 
father, Anthony Lefroy, who had acquired the 1853 leasehold at 
Walebing a few miles further north than New Norcia and the young 
“H.B.” had been educated at Rugby in England. With the encouragement 
of Bishop Salvado he had entered public life on the Victoria Plains Road 
Board soon after leaving school and it was probably more on account of 
his political interests than his position as a local landholder that he 
attended the opening: none of his family ever attended S.I.C. 
 
Similarly James Gardiner, one of the founders of the West Australian 
Country Party was there as a political identity though he too had  some 
land  further north and it had been his “energetic”10 disposal of the 
Midland Railway land holdings that had recently begun to move the 
Victoria Plains out of the pastoral era and into the wider development of 
the wheat industry. 
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In his reply to a toast he held out the hope that  “Young Westralian boys 
(would) be given a sound intellectual and commercial training, in addition 
to a utilitarian knowledge of agronomics”, though he personally 
emphasized this last because “ It (would) be of greater service to their 
young minds to know how to secure the golden fleece from the sheep’s 
back than to study the history of Jason’s legend.” He also made the 
appropriate noises about  “sound Christian principles. . . without which 
no nation can become great.”11  
 
At the time of the opening the Premier, John Scaddan, was in London12 
but the government and the state education system were represented by 
the Honourable Thomas Walker, M.L.A. Minister for Education and 
Attorney General. Apart from a courteous tribute to the Benedictines, 
however, he seems to have confined his remarks to party point-scoring. 
Scaddan’s government, the first majority Labor government in the State’s 
history, was still in its honeymoon period with the Education Department 
and the Teachers’ Union.13 Walker, referred to somewhat ironically by 
Professor Bolton as a “noted humanitarian,”14 was a man of little formal 
education himself15 and his interest in the subject may well have been 
limited to the political questions of when, where and how to establish the 
next state high school. St. Ildephonsus’ was, after all, the fourth Catholic 
Boys’ high school to open in the State and there was, as yet, only one 
state high school: Perth Modern. The Eastern Goldfields high school – 
where much of the Scaddan government’s electoral support came from – 
did not open till the following year.16 
 
Archbishop Clune – he had no connection with the local Clunes17 – did 
not attend the opening either and was represented in his turn by 
Monsignor Nicholas Bourke, recently retired as Vicar General of the 
Perth Archdiocese. The significance of the Archbishop’s absence as an 
indicator of contemporary  relations between  the  Abbey Nullius and  the 
Archdiocese is not, at this stage, open to accurate interpretation: he may 
simply have been sensitive about upstaging Bishop Torres on what must 
have been a very big day for the Abbot. 
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The Marists, however, may have felt a little chagrin. There is an oral 
tradition18 that when the Old Boys’ had taken the Brothers to meet the 
Archbishop on their arrival he had made some remark about their 
competing with “his” Christian Brothers. This was rather a sensitive issue 
with the Marists, for despite the fact that their recruits were 
predominantly from the Irish-Australian majority of the Catholic 
population, they still tended to be seen as a French order. And in their 
dealings with the still almost exclusively Irish-born and educated 
Australian hierarchy, they had often felt themselves to be regarded as a 
second best, acceptable only if no Irish Christian Brothers were 
available.19 Nevertheless, Monsignor Bourke, a pioneering priest in the 
York and Guilford districts and with strong connections both to the 
Benedictines and to Catholic education in Western Australia,20 was quite 
a respectable substitute. 
 
In spite of Monsignor Bourke’s background in education, the visitor who 
probably best understood the significance of the occasion was Brother 
Nunan, then in his second term as headmaster of C.B.C. Perth and a 
highly respected figure in educational circles. Although quite a number 
of independent colleges had begun in the settling-down period after the 
gold rush, four had come to be regarded as what we might now call the 
“Establishment”: Perth High (later Hale) School, C.B.C. Perth, Guildford 
Grammar, and Scotch College. Their suzerainty was formalized in 1905 
when they formed themselves into the Perth Schools’ Association which 
was to remain exclusively intact until the nineteen fifties. Yet even in this 
company, Brother Nunan’s school tended to stand out. With one hundred 
and forty-one boarders and one hundred and ninety day boys it was by far 
the biggest boys’ secondary school in the state and regularly excelled in 
both sports and academic results. C.B.C. students had won four of the 
Rhodes Scholarships awarded between 1904 and 1912.21 Perhaps even 
more significantly in terms of Catholic parents’ preference for public 
examinations C.B.C. “had the honour of introducing the Adelaide 
University examinations into Western Australia and of having (thereby?) 
given an impetus to secondary education in the state which has since 
caused such keen rivalry among the various colleges.”22  
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In a series of thumbnail sketches, two recent writers23 have seen the then 
headmasters of C.B.C., Scotch and Perth High as respectively 
exemplifying the three characteristic ideals of late (English) Victorian 
education, viz, Godliness, Manliness and Good Learning. Given Br. 
Nunan’s status as a Religious it is not surprising that Leinster McKay and 
Hancock chose him as the exemplar of Godliness. But while their sketch 
does not suggest a personality of Br. Stanislaus’s semi-mystical and 
reclusive mould, there can be little doubt that his views on Catholic 
education were very close to those which St. Ildephonsus’ would espouse. 
“Frequent confessions and communions, solid instruction in religious 
matters, habits of politeness, honourable aspirations, industry, manliness 
and self-respect, together with practical piety are in our opinion the 
means to be recommended if we desire success that will be permanent.”24 
With C.B.C.’s supremacy then so firmly established, Brother Nunan 
could have afforded to let his mind dwell on such ideals at the New 
Norcia opening. But with lower fees, slightly wider curriculum and often 
comparable exam results, St. Ildephonsus’ was soon to supersede C.B.C. 
as the largest, though not the most prestigious, Catholic boys’ boarding 
school in Western Australia.25  
 
Among the public servants in attendance were Mr. T.S. McNulty, the 
Under-Secretary for Agriculture and Mr. C.S. Gallagher, the 
“Comptroller of Stores” for the Government Railways. Both men were 
present out of loyalty to the Marist Brothers rather than as representatives 
of the Public Service, however, both being ex-students of St. Joseph’s 
College, Hunters Hill and founder members of the West Australian Marist 
Brothers Old Boys’ Association.26 Nevertheless, despite their 
t’othersiders origins and education both had  played some part in the 
period of  consolidation that we  have been describing. Mr McNulty 
served for several years as secretary of the great Gold Fields Water 
Scheme. And as a senior officer of the railways, Mr. Gallagher had 
likewise had a hand in the enormous extension of the rail system which 
had taken place during the previous two decades. Both men sent their 
sons to S.I.C. and one of them, Bryan Gallagher, later became one of the 
school’s two ex-student Bishops and the first West Australian to be raised 
to the Catholic episcopacy this century.27 
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All of this toasting and speechifying had been part of the “sumptuous 
banquet” served to the distinguished guests in the College dining room 
after the initial inspection of the settlement’s major buildings. Even by 
the standards of the time it was considered a “somewhat lengthy 
programme”28 and one wonders how the boys had occupied themselves in 
the meantime. At any rate once the toasts had concluded, the official 
party stood for the national anthem played by a group of violinists from 
the monastery, and moved out into the not quite completed front entrance 
of the school somewhat sparsely decorated with flags and palm fronds. 
Here Sir Gerald formally declared the building open and was presented 
by Bishop Torres with an illuminated address, hand engrossed by Br. 
Stanislaus. If one looks at the photographs referred to earlier, between the 
heads of the surrounding adults, a few boys can just be discerned, 
resplendent in their Eton collars. Presumably they were intended to be 
seen and not heard on this vice-regal and historic occasion. 
 
Yet they are a necessary element in completing this outline of the era, 
providing a statistical sample and a context within which their elders’ 
aspirations and achievements can be placed. By the end of the year the 
school’s enrolment was to reach one hundred and twenty-two but on this 
opening day only sixty-three had been entered on the College Roll, 
clearly inscribed in Br. Sebastian’s copperplate. Slightly less than half 
have indisputably Irish names, but presumably the vast majority were 
Catholic and in this respect they were not representative of the State as a 
whole where,  due  to   the  influx  of   the  gold rush,  the  Catholic  
fraction  of  the population had declined from almost a third in 1880 
down to a bare twenty percent in 1911.29 
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Geographically speaking they were much more of a cross-section with 
twenty-two of the original sixty-three coming from the Perth – Fremantle 
area, ten from the eastern goldfields, five from Geraldton, two from 
Broome and the rest from a scattering of places around the wheatbelt and 
down into the timber areas of the south-west: from Northam and 
Wyalkatchem round through Pingelly to Jarrahdale and Bunbury and 
down as far as Albany. Travel was still so difficult that in those days of a 
two-term year with a two week mid-winter break some of the boys from 
places like Leonora stayed at school all year, from one summer holidays 
to the next.30  
 
Socio-economically it is difficult to be precise because there is no entry 
for “father’s occupation” in the roll; but it must be remembered that fees 
had been set deliberately low and that Catholics in those days were, by 
and large, over-represented in the poorer classes of society. Victor 
Davidson was exceptional therefore, not only because he was local and 
not a Catholic but, coming from ‘Glentromie’, one of the original 
leaseholds in the district, his father was known – only partly in jest – as 
“the last of the squires.”31 For the rest, there were a couple of boys from 
railway sidings, a couple from logging camps and – before the end of the 
year – a couple from police stations. However, if all those whose 
addresses are given as hotels were the children of the licensees then the 
trade of publican must have been the most popular among lower-middle 
class Catholics. Virtually twenty-percent of those first enrolments came 
from hotels.32  
 
Not much more can be wrung from the statistics of the little crowd who 
gathered around the Governor. The state they came from was rather like 
the building they had come to open. Though architecturally impressive, 
St. Ildephonsus’ was still only roughly finished and lacking in amenities: 
there was  no  glass  in some of  the  windows, no electricity, no  running  
water or inside toilets, no kitchen even. Yet to the boys it must have 
seemed impressive if not palatial. Those who came from the metropolitan 
area and the larger goldfields towns may have become accustomed to 
electric light  and  running  water;  but for  the  rest, the  conditions  they  
were  to experience  in  this  stately  pile were no worse  than they  
experienced  at home, where water still had to be fetched, mutton was 
routinely boiled in brine and light provided by lamps or candles. 
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Even the quiet and sense of isolation that settled over the valley as the 
visitors departed in their cars for Perth must have seemed pretty much in 
the nature of things to these young “Westralians” of that era. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transplanting a Tradition 
 
 
Reference has been made in an earlier chapter to the pervasive influence, 
particularly in matters of spirituality and what might, perhaps, be termed 
“high culture”, of Br. Stanislaus Healy, the founding headmaster of St. 
Ildephonsus’. Mention was made, at the same time, of his retiring 
disposition, indifferent health, and early death. If, therefore, we seek to 
discover the sources of the broad framework, and even the fine detail, that 
were to become characteristic of life at the new college, we must look a 
little more closely, in terms of personal influence, at least, to Br. Sebastian 
Hayden, referred to, with considerable justification, in his obituary as the 
“co-founder” of the school.1 
 
A capable and vigorous man then in the prime of life, Br. Sebastian had 
spent the whole of his teaching career to this point in New South Wales, 
mostly at the well-established and increasingly well-known St. Joseph’s 
College, Hunters Hill in Sydney. His other significant postings had been on 
pioneering staffs establishing Sacred Heart College, West Maitland and the 
Order’s own newly acquired training college near Mittagong. But it was in 
his time at St. Joseph’s, particularly the seven very successful years from 
1902 to 1908 when he taught the senior classes and acted as sportsmaster 
for G.P.S. Rugby and Rowing that, one conjectures, his ideas on education 
took their characteristic shape. 
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For, although he was a well-read man in Irish and Australian history and 
literature,2 he had not had the opportunity to attend university: a situation 
which may seem odd to the modern reader but which was by no means 
unusual in the still meager ranks of private and state secondary 
schoolmasters.3  
 
What were these ideas, then? Br. Sebastian has left us with little in the way 
of a theoretical statement of his educational philosophy. Apart from what 
can be deduced from his actual achievement, the most systematic accounts 
available are the first two Annual Reports4 which – in keeping with Br. 
Stanislaus’ avoidance of publicity – Br. Sebastian delivered on Speech 
Night and, presumably, drafted also. Both are what might be called fairly 
standard exercises: enrolments, academic organization and results, 
religious practices, sporting achievements, cadet activities and 
acknowledgements of the support of various benefactors. Yet there are 
emphases within the routine framework. Academic achievement, for 
instance, is predictably related closely to the public examinations, still 
supervised in 1913 by the University of Adelaide but taken over by the 
newly-founded University of Western Australia in 1914. Parents are, 
moreover, urged to consider secondary education very much as a “stepping 
stone”5 to the university for their sons. This would appear to be a natural 
enough extension of the emphasis on Leaving Certificate results; but in an 
article dealing with Catholic attitudes to secondary tertiary education in 
Melbourne at this period, Br. Bill Greening discerns a quantitative jump, 
which he calls the “Mannix thesis”, urging Catholics to look beyond secure 
or even prestigious employment towards contributing to the mainstream of 
national life: 
 

The progress and development of Australia is essentially bound up 
with university. In this . . . country. . . (it would be the) greatest 
danger if Catholics were to stand aloof from the university. . . to 
contribute nothing to the atmosphere which the coming men of 
Australia are breathing in the formative years of their lives. . . The 
universities should profit by the leavening of living, active 
Catholicism. . . In the natural course, the men who will make their 
mark for good or ill will come from the universities.6  
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It is not entirely clear from the report that Br. Sebastian was echoing the 
full Mannix thesis – the faculties he recommends are arts, mining and 
agriculture – but this urging of parents to accept university education as a 
normal goal for their sons was to be a recurrent theme in headmasters’ 
reports at St. Ildephonsus’ till as late as the nineteen fifties. The country 
parents, in particular, seem to have preferred to pull their sons out after the 
Junior Certificate and get them back on the farm.7  
 
In the meantime, exam results came to be used at St. Ildephonsus’ – as they 
were at Hunters Hill – as a reasonable measure of the school’s and even the 
individual student’s success. Consequently much is made, for instance, in 
the early S.I.C. magazines, of Tom Staples, a publican’s son from Nannup: 
the only boy in the State to pass eight subjects in the Junior Certificate of 
1915; one of the very few to pass Greek, as well as five other subjects in 
the Leaving Certificate of 1917; and, when he repeated L.C. in 1918, 
winner of the Government Exhibition for History and the Gold Medal for 
English Literature. The Exhibition Bursary of  £40 per annum took him to 
the University of Western Australia where he was the first S.I.C. student to 
complete a B.A. - a feat he achieved in the minimum time even though he 
had begun teaching at Scotch College before graduating. Tom’s record 
was, of course, the best of his year; but seven out of the nine who sat with 
him for the Junior were successful and all four candidates in his Leaving 
Class matriculated successfully. With a series of annual results like these, 
the school quickly acquired a good academic reputation which contributed 
to its rapid acceptance by the Catholic community.8  
 
Yet this emphasis on examination results should not too quickly be 
construed as implying an illiberal or narrowly academic focus. There is 
some hint of misgiving in the introduction to the magazine listing of exam 
results in 1915 – “whatever may be said for or against the principle of 
competitive examinations” – and, to take quite another tack, the prospectus 
published in all these early magazines list a course of study which 
comprised:  
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A thorough knowledge of Religion, in addition to Latin, Greek, Modern 
Languages, Mathematics, History, Geography, Physics and Chemistry. 
On the Commercial side are taught Book-keeping, Shorthand and 
Typewriting. Students desiring Technical Education are instructed in 
Carpentry, Forge-Work and Coach-Building, and those who wish to 
turn their attention to the land may follow a course of Agriculture. . . 
Exceptional advantages are offered for the study of Music and Art.9 

 
Such a curriculum was, in its purely academic or artistic aspects, as wide as 
that offered at C.B.C.  in Perth10 and, with the inclusion of both agricultural 
and technical courses, even more ambitious. Brother Sebastian gives some 
attention to both of these latter options in his report of 1913, when the 
technical subjects in particular seem to have been slow in gaining popularity; 
but this may have been more out of loyalty to Bishop Torres who had “the 
great design. . . of making New Norcia famed as a Technical and Agricultural 
Centre”11 than out of personal conviction. These technical subjects were 
offered in the monastery workshops by the Benedictine Lay Brothers who 
were tradesmen rather than teachers and although the numbers enrolled in 
trades seems to have improved in 1914, the “great design” did not long 
outlive the Abbot-founder who died in 1915. By 1921 the trade courses have 
disappeared from the prospectus published in the magazine.12 So, too, had the 
study of Greek. 
 
Mention of Greek’s early demise from the New Norcia curriculum raises the 
question as to how this broad academic offering could be taught by such a 
small staff. In Chapter two it was pointed out that the four Brothers sent from 
Europe had little experience and less English and even though the two non-
English speakers, Brothers Emile and Priscillian, were transferred east within 
six months and replaced by two Australians,13 the new arrivals were primary-
trained and put in charge of Grades Five and Six respectively. Given 
Br.Stanislaus’s poor health, this would still, in theory, have left Br. Sebastian 
responsible for virtually the whole secondary curriculum for the senior boys, 
who, by the end of that first year, numbered more than fifty. Such a wide-
ranging academic repertoire, unthinkable to a modern senior secondary 
teacher, was still quite commonly expected of the more able senior teachers in 
Catholic schools of those days.14  
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Fortunately, however, Br. Stanislaus’s time as Provincial had provided this 
very unworldly man with at least one very useful contact and he was able 
to enlist the services of a former star pupil15 of the Brothers’ school in 
Adelaide, who had since migrated to Perth. Roy McKechnie, like Br. 
Sebastian, had not yet attended University – he signed up as an external 
student of the University of Western Australia as soon as it was founded 
and completed his B.A. in the minimum time while teaching at S.I.C.16 – 
but he already had a thorough grasp of English, French and the classics. He 
came to live at New Norcia, took his meals with the Brothers, studied 
theology and church music with the Benedictines, practised his hobby of 
photography for the benefit of the school magazine, and relieved Brother 
Sebastian of those senior classes for which he did not have either the time 
or the qualifications After five years of this quasi-monastic life he took the 
plunge and joined the Marists at the Mittagong novitiate, where he was 
given the name of Brother Gregory. He never returned to the staff at New 
Norcia but his presence in those early years must, in Br. Sebastian’s eyes, 
have seemed nothing short of providential.  
 
Yet solid teaching, leading to good exam results, was only one aspect of 
Br. Sebastian’s educational “philosophy”. As one might expect of a former 
G.P.S. sportsmaster, he seems to have seen sport as an integral part of an 
Australian education. In the 1913 Annual Report, he calls sport “that very 
important factor in the upbringing of any young Australian” but adds, in 
headmasterly fashion, that “students must always remember that sports are 
only an aid to study, which holds the place next in rank to religion, the 
queen of all.”17 Yet the order of priority at S.I.C. was never to be quite so 
clear to the students as it was to Brother Sebastian. As an anonymous 
scribe in the 1914 magazine commented: 
 

In a place like New Norcia (so far removed from the large centres of 
population) . . .  where  there  is  very  little  else  to  interest  the  
boys outside their studies . . . the realm of sport has an 
overwhelming interest for the students.18  
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And when Martin Hill’s publican father sent him back to St. Ildephonsus’ 
for his final year in 1916, he urged him to bring home some athletics 
trophies, laying no particular emphasis on academic achievements.19  
 
The isolation, of course, made the sort of interschool competition that 
Brother Sebastian had been used to in the Sydney G.P.S. quite out of the 
question, and initially, he and the boys had to be content with internal 
colour competition games. Yet the G.P.S. influence was not entirely 
absent, for in 1913, in this newest of schools, the junior barrackers sent up 
their ardent20 cheers for “Cambridge Blue” and “Oxford Blue” upon the 
desert air. 
 
The early football games that year were largely spontaneous and informal; 
but at the start of the cricket season, proper teams and captains were picked 
and a regular intramural competition was played on Wednesday, Saturday 
and Sunday afternoons between the three teams of senior boys. The Abbot 
continued his munificence by building four handball courts – that game 
being a national pastime in Spain as well as Ireland, apparently.21 So after 
school on the other days of the week, this served as a major focus for the 
boys’ recreation. In winter time hockey and, later, baseball were 
introduced to lend variety to the football regime which dominated 
Wednesdays and Saturdays. And athletics were also begun, but focussed 
around a couple of one-day carnivals, rather than as part of the regular 
weekly cycle. 
 
In all of these competitions – which were encouraged by prizes of large 
cakes for the winners22 – the junior boys had separate teams with different 
colours from the seniors. No attempt was made, in other words, to brigade 
the boys into “houses” or “factions” or, at least, not at this stage of the 
school’s development. In this respect, St. Ildephonsus’ again followed St. 
Joseph’s and the other Marist boarding schools where the dormitories were 
simply  that – places  to  sleep – divided  up  into  juvenile,  junior and 
senior areas rather than developed according to the English model into 
miniature schools with their own housemasters and esprit de corps. 
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Before considering the dormitories and general living conditions, however, 
it must be recorded that some external sport – cricket to be precise – was 
begun in that first year, and continued albeit with some difficulty during 
the war years when the younger men of the already sparsely populated 
district were away in the army. In the spring of 1913, a Victoria Plains 
Cricket Association was founded with four teams: Mission, Marbro, 
Victoria Plains, and College. Mission was a team of Aborigines or 
“natives”23 as they were still referred to; Marbro was based on the property 
of the same name; the Victoria Plains team consisted mainly of Lanigans 
and Clunes; and the College boys of course, formed the fourth team 
although, in later years, some of the Brothers also played with conspicuous 
success. In cricket, where the emphasis on individual skills and experience 
is greater, the adult teams generally won the premierships although the 
schoolboys were seldom disgraced. As regards football, there was some 
hesitation for the first couple of years about letting the boys engage in such 
a hard physical contact sport with adult teams.24 But when, eventually, a 
few social games were allowed, the teamwork of the boys who played 
regularly with, and against, each other generally gave them the advantage 
over the depleted district teams. They also had the advantage, in “home” 
games, at least, of being inured to the conditions of the hard and barren 
football ground which, even today, shows more gravel than grass for most 
of the year.  
 
These spartan playing conditions were only a very minor part of a regime25 
which was quite literally monastic in its daily routine. Boarders – and there 
were only ever a handful of day boys – rose at six to be in time for Mass at 
six-thirty. There was no running water on the upper floors where the 
dormitories were located and basins had to be carried downstairs, filled at 
the tanks and carried back up again so that hands and faces could be 
washed on the open verandahs surrounding the internal courtyards. After 
Mass there was a period of supervised study in the classrooms, before 
breakfast of porridge, tea,  bread  and  jam. This  was  followed  by  a  
period  of  outdoor recreation and, just before classes, by a short session of 
drill or physical jerks inspired, apparently, by the cadet movement which 
even before the war was universal and compulsory. 
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Having thus “rendered unto Caesar”, the boys then moved into class which 
not only started and concluded with a prayer, but was also broken every 
hour on the hour by recitation of a short prayer – thereby taking good care 
to “render also unto God”. 
 
The afternoon classes also started with prayer – the recitation of the rosary 
– but finished on a more humane note with afternoon tea. Outdoor 
recreation filled the time between this snack and the half hour of study that 
preceded the six o’clock evening meal. This too was followed by outdoor 
recreation until the hour’s study from seven until night prayers in the 
chapel at eight o’clock. After night prayers the younger boys went to bed 
and the older ones worked on by lamplight until they too retired at nine 
thirty. Monastic silence was kept in the dormitories, under the Brothers’ 
watchful eyes, both in the morning and going to bed at night. Showers – 
cold showers – were available twice a week, after the football or cricket 
games, always supposing that the water supply was up to it, and the (dry) 
toilets were located, adjacent to the showers, almost a hundred yards from 
the main building. Consequently the boys had to observe a monastic 
regularity in their hygiene and personal habits also. 
 
Bishop Torres, anticipating a maximum enrolment of sixty of so borders, 
had planned on their meals being prepared in the monastery kitchen and 
brought up to the College refectory, presumably on a cart. One of Brother 
Sebastian’s earliest moves, therefore, was to have the Abbot convert part 
of the ground floor into a kitchen. The first cook was the Irish Brother 
Columban, but he, like the two non-English-speaking Brothers, was soon 
transferred east and replaced by a Brother Sylvester Ceresito, who seems to 
have been more renowned for his piety than his panache with pots and 
pans.26 Most of the food – meat, milk, fruit and vegetables – was actually 
produced  by  the monastery and  was as  good and as plentiful as one  
might expect of  institutional catering in those days before refrigeration 
and portion control. The bread seems to have been even more of a staple 
than it usually was in boarding schools, being baked in the monastery from 
flour ground in the monastery mill, and being much appreciated not only 
by the boys who referred to it as “stodge” but also by the Brothers who ate 
the same fare as their students. 
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This description of the daily routine at St. Ildephonsus’ was deliberately 
placed before the account of the school’s religious education programme – 
as we should now call it – not because the location of the kitchen was more 
important to Br. Sebastian than the location of the catechism lessons, but 
because such a monastic timetable must have been every bit as formative 
as the formal class lessons. What the content of these classes might have 
been is not recorded in any of the documentation that survives for this 
time, but again the practice at St. Joseph’s College would have been 
influential. The prompt foundation of the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin, 
already referred to,27 and the early establishment of an annual Retreat, to 
which we shall return, are but two instances of the way in which the 
Hunters Hill model was followed.28  
 
Moreover, as the historian of St. Joseph’s suggests,29 the content of the 
daily lessons would have been governed very considerably by the 
directions set out in The Teachers’ Guide, the Marists’ own school manual, 
which was also referred to, earlier.30 The, slightly later, edition of this two 
hundred and eighty page manual, available to the writer, devotes more than 
sixty of them to religious education; from Chapter IV on “The Moral 
Education of Sensibility” through to Chapter VIII on “Social Education” 
which deals with the application of Christian morality to public, 
commercial and social life. Catholic schools then and since have seldom 
distinguished greatly between religious and moral education. Within 
Chapter IV The Guide has a four page outline of a Junior Middle and 
Higher Course, and while there is emphasis throughout these courses on 
rote learning of the Catechism and the commonly used English and Latin 
prayers, there is also stress on Bible History, the  Life of  Christ, Church  
History, Devotion to the Blessed Virgin and, in the senior years, on an 
Apologetics-oriented treatment of the principal Truths of Faith and 
Catholic Practice.31 
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A catechist trained in the post-Vatican II Catholic Church might query the 
emphasis in this content and would query even more the emphasis on rote 
learning; but there can be little doubt that a student who emerged from 
such a course had as thorough a knowledge of the Catholic faith as it was 
then understood and practised as was considered necessary for the average 
layman. 
 
In fact, contemporary Catholics in the older age group, looking back on 
this sort of course in this sort of school might be tempted to regard it as 
some sort of golden age, when everything was so much simpler. It is as 
well to remind ourselves, therefore, that even twenty years later,32 those 
boys who came from country districts would have been unlikely to see a 
priest in their own neighbourhood more often than once a month. And that 
even in the school context of daily Mass, and after the rejuvenation of the 
annual retreat conducted by Redemptorist priests from Perth, the magazine 
was able to report that the “vast majority” of the boys received 
Communion only weekly, although a “large number” did go more often.33 
Again as at Hunters Hill, frequent reception of Communion was only just 
beginning to establish itself as the norm, following the encouragement of 
Pope Pius X. 
 
Yet when due emphasis has been given to the regular round of daily 
prayers, Mass and Catechism lessons, enlivened by annual retreats, 
sodality enrolments and the solemn celebration or Easter or the Corpus 
Christi procession, we still have not accounted fully for the religious 
impact of S.I.C. on those raw recruits from the length and breadth of 
Western Australia. We still have not given enough emphasis to the role of 
the Brothers: the Brothers who not only accompanied the boys to chapel 
services and took their religion lessons, but who also supervised their every 
waking moment, counselled them when they were troubled, sometimes 
joined in their games, and generally speaking – within the limits imposed 
by personal idiosyncrasy and human fallibility – lived a high degree of 
commitment to the Gospel they preached.  
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In an article on “Teacher Commitment and the Ethics of Teaching for 
Commitment”34, Professor Brian Hill defines four teacher stances in the 
area of religious education, the first of which he calls “Exclusive 
Partiality”. Working from this stance, the teacher “may well feel that it is 
in the students’ best interests to implant in them those things which he 
most surely believes to be true, notwithstanding there are intelligent and 
informed people outside who are of contrary opinion.”35 For Professor Hill, 
this is “indoctrination”, redolent of “medieval inquisition” and the “modern 
psychiatric prisons of Russia”36 and in terms of liberal philosophy this 
analysis is probably indisputable. Indoctrination, however, is a highly 
emotive term to western ears and while Brother Sebastian would hardly 
have quibbled with the longer description of his stance, quoted above, it is 
very doubtful that he saw himself or his confreres as successors to the 
Spanish Inquisition. The boys too were at New Norcia by choice – their 
parents’, if not their own – the values the school stood for were clearly 
known, and there were no locks on the doors. There were occasional 
runaways, but these seem to have had more to do with homesickness and 
other juvenile reasons than a sense of ideological asphyxiation. 
 
Of course, really successful indoctrination circumvents conscious 
rejection; but even so, it would be tendentious to attribute the steady trickle 
of ex-students going off to join the Marist Brothers and the religious or 
diocesan clergy as simply the victims of brainwashing and not the 
respondents to a more wholesome and hearty admiration for their mentors. 
At least one or two boys made this sort of decision every year for those 
first four or five years and, as far as we know, only one had come to St. 
Ildephonsus’ with an ecclesiastical calling in mind. This was Joe Halpin 
who was sent to New Norcia by Bishop Kelly of Geraldton in 1913. 
Referred to by the other boys – from a safe distance – as “Holy Joe”,37 he 
was a vigorous footballer, active in the Sodality of Our Lady and the Cadet 
Unit and consistently successful in the public examinations. When he left, 
and eventually completed his studies for the priesthood in Rome, he 
returned to the Geraldton diocese, to work as a parish priest for many years 
and kept up a lively connection with S.I.C. 
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Then again, what is one to make of Robert Pym, one of the consistent 
handful of “non-Catholic” students at the school, who came to New Norcia 
from Rottnest Island in 1914, stayed for five years and went on later to 
enter the Anglican ministry? Other than to point out that he was one of two 
Church of England clergy that the school was able to list among its ex-
student clergy in the Golden Jubilee edition of the magazine, together with 
a Cardinal, a Bishop, twenty-five priests and thirty-five Marist Brothers. If 
he, like the others, was the outcome of a process of indoctrination, then the 
system was obviously fallible as well as popular. 
 
Among the list of ex-student clergy, there were only two Benedictines, and 
when one looks at their more limited contact with the boys, it is not too 
difficult to hypothesize as to why that should be. The monastery, as per the 
original agreement with the Marist Superior General, provided a priest to 
say Mass every morning at the College, and to hear confessions. Some of 
the priests, including the well-known composer Dom Moreno, and in the 
earliest days, even the Bishop himself took the boys who were doing music 
for violin or piano lessons. Father Lesmes, recently arrived from Europe, 
gradually completed the mural painting of the chapel, using some of the 
smaller boys, like Vesty Byrne38 as models for the angels in the altar piece. 
And some of the Lay Brothers became well known to the boys as 
characters around the place: “Friar Tuck”39 who ran the mill and was 
always covered in flour; Brother Louis with his native boys at the 
orphanage, right next to the school; the Brother in charge of the pigs who 
had a name for each of them; and “Bishop Olive-squasher”, the old Brother 
at the olive press who amused the boys with his stories of what he’d do 
when be became Bishop of New Norcia. Yet the language of the 
Benedictine community was still Spanish and although most of the priests 
spoke English to some extent, they seem to have maintained the more 
formal, clerical distance, established in Europe rather than emulate the 
more approachable and personal manner of the Australian Marists. 
 
If contact with the Benedictines was thin when compared with the 
Brothers’ influence, contact  with the  girls’ college, St. Gertrude’s,  was  
virtually non- existent and was to remain so for almost the whole of St. 
Ildephonsus’ history. 
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The reasons for this sexual apartheid lie largely in the conservative social 
mores common in the Catholic community of that period, reinforced by the 
influence in this case of three celibate religious orders – the Benedictines, 
the Josephites and the Marists – but also in the slightly unnerving 
experience of the early days at New Norcia. 
 
The girls had been at St Gertrude’s in conventual seclusion for five years 
and the opening and development of the boys’ college less than two 
hundred yards away consequently caused something of a flutter in the 
dovecotes. All that separated the two schools was the settlement’s 
cemetery and behind that a paddock in which a few pet emus and wallabies 
were kept. In the corner of this paddock, nearest the girls’ college, the nuns 
had a chicken coop and this quickly developed into a clandestine post 
office. Girls would volunteer to help “Sister” take the feed to the hens and 
while “Sister” was busy collecting the eggs, the girls would tuck their 
notes into the overlap between the pinewood palings of the fence. The 
boys, of course, were not unwilling, and before long something of a track 
had been worn across the cemetery. Presumably these goings on took place 
while the inexperienced European Brothers were still on the staff, because 
the boys had quickly taken their measure and became adept at creating 
diversions to distract their attention while the boys went about their 
preferred business. Exactly when the crackdown came is not recorded, 
perhaps when the Australian replacements, Brothers Tarcisius and 
Walstan, arrived. At all events, an iron curtain descended between the two 
campuses – Brother Edward, the only European Brother to spend much 
time at St. Ildephonsus’, remembered spending many a night in the 
cemetery maintaining the blockade – and thereafter the two schools went, 
quite literally, their separate ways. When the programme called for a walk, 
on Sunday mornings or holidays, a messenger would be dispatched from 
St. Ildephonsus’ to the convent to ascertain which way the girls were going 
and then the boys’ course was charted so as to ensure that never the twain 
would meet. Boys with sisters at St. Gertrude’s would be allowed to visit 
them on Sunday mornings once a month and for the next thirty years that 
was virtually the sum total of contact between the two student bodies. 
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Br. Sebastian, perhaps as a result of those early days, perhaps from 
personal conviction, possibly from a reading of the political situation in the 
settlement, certainly concurred in the separation and when he returned as 
headmaster in the late twenties set his face against any change in the 
arrangements. 
 
Consequently there were three virtually self-enclosed communities within 
this isolated settlement and before concluding this account of these early 
years it is perhaps worth returning to the quality of this isolation. There 
were telephones in New Norcia, but there was as yet no regular radio 
broadcasting in Western Australia. A train stopped at Mogumber every day 
on the way up from Perth and presumably dropped off the papers and the 
mail; but the newspapers would have been largely reserved for the adults 
and the boys would have received, at best, word of mouth accounts from 
the Brothers or bundles of older, local papers sent on by their parents. The 
outside world intervened, therefore, only in the form of occasional visitors: 
church or public figures, Old Boys, or tourists of one kind or another, 
attracted by the uniqueness of this Benedictine colony in the wilderness. 
Thus Professors Patterson and Murdoch paid a visit in late 1913 during 
which the former gave a lecture on agriculture in the College hall to a 
group of local farmers and the senior boys.40 The new Governor, Sir Harry 
Barron, was to have made a visit in 1914; but this was postponed when the 
war began and he did not reach New Norcia till 1916, by which time he 
was on a farewell tour of the State.41 Just before the outbreak of war, 
however, a party of professors from the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science arrived in Fremantle and a botany excursion to 
Mogumber was organized for a dozen of them, during which they stayed at 
the monastery and were shown over the schools and the native 
orphanages.42 The agricultural-botanical emphasis in the visits may have 
been the final efforts of Bishop Torres to make New Norcia a centre for 
Agricultural Science; in later years, the visitors seem to have been 
predominantly musicians and the continuing trickle of political and public 
figures. 
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Not even this degree of isolation could keep out the news of the Great War 
however, though one does wonder exactly how it filtered through to the 
boys other than from Br. Sebastian’s accounts. The magazine makes 
interesting reading in this regard. Western Australia differed form the 
Eastern States in that Archbishop Clune of Perth spoke in favour of 
conscription and thereby stood out in some contrast to Archbishop Mannix 
in Melbourne. Brother Sebastian, was a supporter of Archbishop 
Mannix’s43 views on the Irish question, but does not seem to have had the 
same doubts about the World War. Thus the 1914 magazine Foreword, 
while mourning the outbreak of the war, looks forward to the day when 
“Victory shall smile upon our world-wide Empire”. The 1915 Foreword 
seems to join in the popular revulsion to the sinking of the Lusitania with a 
comment on the “ethics of warfare (being) flagrantly outraged” and the 
1916 Foreword refers approvingly to the West Australian positive result in 
the conscription referendum. 
 
In all of these comments, St. Ildephonsus’ seems very much a mirror of the 
society out of which it had grown; but there was also something of a 
multiplier effect arising out of the international character of the religious 
orders involved. In the 1916 edition of the magazine, therefore, we have 
accounts of how the war had affected both the Benedictines and the 
Marists. From a loyalist point of view the Marists had the easier task, since 
their only school in Germany had been taken over as a hospital and their 
schools in Belgium had suffered heavily in the early stages of the war. The 
Benedictines, being more widely spread in central Europe were confronted 
with a somewhat more difficult public relations problem; but in the four-
page article contributed by an anonymous monk, the sufferings of the 
monasteries in Belgium and Italy are highlighted and the situation of those 
in Germany and Austria is passed over in discreet silence. 
 
At all events, the nett effect on the boys’ attitude seems to have been to 
make them as committed to the war effort as elsewhere. The cadets drilled 
enthusiastically, the Seniors in their full military dress and rifles, the 
smaller boys  unarmed  and  in simpler uniform. Moreover, as they grew  
up and  left school, the ex-students of S.I.C. seem to have joined up as 
readily as any others. 
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The Honour Roll published in the 1918 magazine lists the names of twenty 
old boys who had enlisted and, of these, three were killed in action; one 
spent some time as a prisoner of war, and another was invalided out after a 
training injury: quite enough, one would think, for a school founded in 
1913 and with a cumulative roll in 1918 of four hundred and thirty, of 
whom one hundred and fifty were still at school. Norman Donaldson, 
another hotelkeeper’s son from Port Hedland did his Junior in 1914, joined 
up in 1915 and was killed in October 1917. Clem Connor, the boy who’d 
been elected first captain of the First Eleven was killed three months later. 
 
Little wonder then that the Foreword of the 1918 magazine is rather short 
on triumphalism and looks forward instead to educational goals that 
Brother Sebastian would have accepted as the more ordinary goals of a 
Catholic school: 
 

While we are filled with admiration for the noble deeds of our heroic 
soldiers who died for their country, we trust that the schoolboys of 
today will grow up under their inspiration and be prepared to live for 
their country. . . A time like this calls aloud for such men, such patriots; 
men who will place the good of their country above all selfish ends, 
whose conduct is broad-based upon the eternal principles of Truth and 
Justice. 

 

Certainly Brother Sebastian would have said Amen to that, but by this time 
Brother Sebastian too had been transferred to the east. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
 
The End of the Beginning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the afternoon of Friday, January 19, 1917 a group of two dozen or 
more “professional and commercial” men met in the Savoy Hotel, Perth, 
to farewell Br. Sebastian and welcome his successor, Br. George. Mr. 
James Gardiner, the M.L.A. who had attended the opening ceremony at 
St. Ildephonsus’ four years earlier was asked to propose the toast and in 
doing so he drew attention to the men of different denominations who 
were assembled to wish Br. Sebastian well. “He had,” he said, “had the 
opportunity of seeing how the college at New Norcia was conducted and 
the class of scholar it produced. Apart from education, the moulding of 
the character of the boys …was a big… factor in the process of training 
adopted by Brother Sebastian … and the cause of education in this state 
was losing a great man in their friend”.1 The theme was repeated not only 
by the seconders of the toast, but also in the letter of apology from the 
Minister for Lands, Mr. Lefroy who, like T.J. Lee Steere and the 
President of the Fremantle Chamber of Commerce, were unable to be 
present for the occasion. Mr. A. Kinshella presented the guest of honour 
with a book of views of Western Australia and he was then escorted to his 
ship at Fremantle where he was “farewelled by many friends and 
scholars”.2 
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As he sailed east on the Katoomba to a new posting at Sacred Heart College, 
Glenelg, South Australia, Br. Sebastian must have felt well pleased with the 
success of his efforts at New Norcia and with the popularity which the 
school had achieved in public opinion in Western Australia. Yet the very 
success of the establishment, in such difficult circumstances, had already 
created attitudes and caused stresses which were to lie beneath the relatively 
tranquil surface of its subsequent history and to bring about its eventual 
closure. Brother Sebastian was fully aware of these stresses and strains. In 
fact, he is one of our two major sources for documenting them. 
 
According to the original agreement signed by Bishop Torres and the Marist 
Superior General, Brother Stratonique, the Bishop, in other words the 
monastery, was to provide the school buildings and grounds, its furnishings, 
equipment, provisions and all necessary services in the way of maintenance 
and so forth, free of charge. Consequently the Bishop was to receive “all 
ordinary pensions and fees”3 from the students. The Brothers, on the other 
hand, “in the discharge of their school duties (were to be) free to follow their 
own methods and customs and the directions of their own superiors in 
religion while conforming to the Laws of the State”.4 For this the Bishop 
was to give them their keep plus a stipend of £50 per Brother per annum and 
a bonus of £1.01.00 for each boarder. Even Br. Clement, the Marist 
Provincial to be appointed in 1915, considered this “a very liberal 
remuneration”.5 But as Brother Sebastian pointed out in some notes written 
many years later, “When we first went there all fees used to be forwarded to 
the monastery each week and we applied for necessary supplies. We had 
nothing to do with ordering – very inconvenient”.6 The problem of dual 
control was to be a worm gnawing away at the heart of St. Ildephonsus’ 
from its earliest years. 
 
The first person to challenge the system, however, was the founder himself, 
Bishop Torres. In a letter to the then Provincial, in 1914, when Brother 
Sebastian was still relatively hale and hearty and very clear-headed, he wrote 
an account of two quite dramatic interviews with Bishop Torres in 
September and November 1913. Both were instigated by the Abbot and took   
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place outdoors, in the course of walks. In the first, he asked Br. Sebastian 
to assume full responsibility for the financial running of the school: 
banking the fees, doing the ordering and simply handing over the surplus 
at the end of each year. The latter was quite open to the suggestion 
because he’d found the existing arrangement “most irksome and very 
unsatisfactory”.7 But when he approached the headmaster, Br. Stanislaus, 
he was rebuffed because as far as he was concerned “It was contrary to 
conditions drawn up by the Rev. Br. Superior General”.8 And when he 
sought a second opinion from Br. Bernadine, a senior Brother who had 
been sent to the West for the sake of his health, he too advised against it 
but on the grounds that it would make too much work for Br. Sebastian 
on top of everything else. 
 
The Bishop would not be denied, however. He called on Br. Sebastian six 
weeks after the first interview and invited him for another walk: 
 

We had scarcely left the College when he faced me and asked me 
what was the decision . . . He was somewhat agitated . . . He asked me 
for a decision at once because he was writing to the Propaganda in 
Rome9 . . . I there and then consented . . . He was most grateful and 
said his work for the College would now continue no matter what 
happened to him. He said he would acquaint Propaganda . . . also the 
Benedictines at Montserrat. Each will stand behind the Brothers, and 
the public in Western Australia will support you. We talked long and 
earnestly about many things. He told me he did not expect a long life, 
told me much of how he was hampered by some within his own 
community in regard to the Colleges . . . From the beginning of 1914 
the new arrangement came into force. The Bishop gave me a letter of 
introduction to the leading business houses in Perth . . . (The) number 
of boarders rose rapidly in 1914 and we soon had a solid banking 
account in the Commonwealth.10  

 
The Abbot continued his benevolent interest in the running of the college; 
but his health had not been good since his second visit to the North-
West11 for the foundation of the Drysdale River Mission in 1908 and his 
premonitions about an early death were well founded. His condition 
worsened drastically in late September 1914 and despite the attentions of 
the local doctor and a hasty transfer to the St. John of God Hospital in 
Subiaco, he died on October 5. St. Ildephonsus’ had lost its founder and 
most ardent supporter. 
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From there, the story is taken up by the new Marist Provincial, Br. 
Clement, though he did not arrive on the scene for another ten months. 
Brother Sebastian’s letter and notes had both referred to opposition from 
within the monastery towards the college but he mentions no names. Br. 
Clement, writing a confidential report for the General Council at 
Grugliasco, had no such scruple: “The leaders of the (opposition) party 
were (the) Prior (Fr) Bas and Father Castanares, the Major Domo,” and 
he continues: 
 

After Dr. Torres died, Prior Bas was acting Superior and almost 
immediately wished to interfere with existing arrangements, but the 
Brothers held to the conditions as settled by Dr. Torres. From (then) 
onward the relations were strained and by many petty actions the 
Brothers were made to feel that they were ignored and their work 
unappreciated. 
 
On the arrival of Abbot Catalan, it was expected that he would take 
means of removing the friction, but instead of that he kept quite 
aloof from the Brothers and made no movement to find out if there 
was a second side to the question . . . Some of the younger members 
of the Benedictine Community were in Perth for a couple of months 
and were loud in their talk about the Brothers – what amount of 
money they were drawing from the College, that their services were 
to be dispensed with and that the Fathers were going to take over the 
College themselves . . . 
 
After six months Abbot Catalan came over to the College and spoke 
to Br. Stanislaus about the conditions. Br. Stanislaus told the Abbot 
that I would soon visit New Norcia and that it might be well for His 
Lordship to forward me some statement as to what he would wish to 
have changed etc. Then came a set of New Conditions for a fresh 
agreement by which the Brothers were to take over full 
responsibility for the College and pay the Benedictines £1,000 per 
year etc . . . Suffice is to say that they were ridiculous in the 
extreme.12  

 
The Provincial then goes on to give an account of some of the 
horsetrading and the options available to each “side”. But before 
considering these and their implications for the school, it is necessary to 
pause and introduce more adequately Abbot Catalan who was to be the 
“grey eminence” of St. Ildephonsus’ for the next thirty-five years.  
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The new Abbot, a native of Corella in Navarre had entered Montserrat in 
1892 at the age of fourteen and was ordained as a priest and solemnly 
professed as a Benedictine in 1901. His career bears some superficial 
resemblance to that of his predecessor, because he was then posted to the 
Philippines, but as a teacher at St. Bede’s College, Manila where he 
eventually became President. In 1914 he had been appointed Abbot 
Visitor of the Benedictine Abbeys of the Spanish Congregation, a role 
somewhat akin to that of Provincial among the Marists in that it involved 
his visiting the various Abbeys to check on their regular observance. 
Ironically, New Norcia was the first place he was called upon to visit, to 
supervise the election of Bishop Torres’ successor, and much to his 
consternation – for he had apparently set his heart on living out his days 
at Montserrat13 – he found himself almost unanimously elected on March 
27 and confirmed by the Holy See by the end of June. With the exception 
of occasional visits to Europe and the North West, he spent the rest of his 
life at New Norcia. 
 
Perhaps it was his educational background in the Philippines that had 
given rise to the rumours of the Benedictines’ assuming responsibility for 
St. Ildephonsus’ themselves. However, the original three-year agreement 
was due for renewal in February 1916. Both the Marists and the 
Benedictines had now had some opportunity to evaluate the operation of 
the new College and with a new Abbot on one hand and a new provincial 
on the other, it’s not entirely surprising that there should now have been a 
certain amount of manoeuvering for position. 
 
Clearly, neither party was happy with the existing situation. Br. Clement 
claims that the Benedictine community wanted a better financial return 
from the £25,000 the school had cost to build and also more control over 
the Brothers. For his part, he felt that the school was too isolated for the 
Brothers and for the convenience of the boys and that the dual control 
would cause “constant friction unless one met another Dr. Torres, which 
is a very rare privilege”.14 However, Abbot Catalan was evidently astute 
enough to realize that the monastery could not, in fact, staff the College at 
that stage; and Brother Clement, impressed as he was by the public’s 
acceptance of the Brothers’ work in the West, and convinced that it 
should continue, was not quite confident enough that he could afford to 
secede from New Norcia and start another college, more securely under 
Marist control. 
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His first visit to New Norcia in August 191515 was inconclusive; no new 
agreement seems to have been signed in February 1916; and even after 
his second visit, in July of that year, he still clearly did not know what to 
do for the best. 
 
In the monastery archives at New Norcia, is what appears to be the rough 
draft of “Additions and alterations” to the original agreement, dated 
August 8th 1916 but unsigned. The changes suggested are not especially 
remarkable. They substitute “the Benedictine Community” for “Bishop 
Torres” wherever the latter’s name occurs in the original agreement and 
authorize the change in management that the Bishop had arranged with 
Br. Sebastian. They give notice that the monks will no longer be 
responsible for teaching music and suggest that the amended agreement 
run for another three years with the possibility of tacit and indefinite 
extension thereafter. They also suggest that the £1 bonus paid to the 
Marists for every boarder – the original agreement actually said a guinea 
– should be reduced to ten shillings “to enable us to gain a little more of 
the financial profit of the College”. Since the school fees had been raised 
from thirty-two to forty guineas in 1915 it seems highly unlikely that the 
Marists would have accepted a reduction in their income and there is 
nothing in later records to suggest they did. But the monks did cease to 
take music lessons from around this time so perhaps some of these 
clauses – including the tacit extension arrangement – were accepted. No 
signed fair copy survives in either Benedictine or Marist Archives 
however. 
 
Br. Clement’s report which has been quoted so extensively, was read to 
the Provincial Council meeting of August 27 before being forwarded to 
the General Council and the discussion which followed was inconclusive 
in so far as the minutes record a recommendation to the Superior General 
and Council that seeks to hedge its bets: “The Brothers to remain at New 
Norcia, but as it may not be possible to prevent a recurrence of  the 
difficulties lately arisen, the Council recommends the purchase of a site 
suitable for a College, at a cost of £3,000”.16 
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This uncertainty on the part of the Provincial Council is further 
highlighted by the fact that the issue was discussed again at the October 
meeting and this time the recommendations were somewhat different viz. 
“Recommend Rev. Brother Superior (General) to withdraw from New 
Norcia at the expiration of term. Recommend that the Brothers continue 
in Western Australia. Recommend that Br. George be appointed Director 
of New Norcia for one year”.17 The minutes are a rather unsatisfactory 
source however, in the first instance because there is no indication as to 
when the term was due to expire, or what the General Council’s response 
was. And secondly Brother George was to continue for three years as 
Director at New Norcia without any further discussion being recorded at 
Provincial Council level. 
 
For their part, the Benedictines also seemed unwilling to push the issue to 
a clear conclusion and, in his report, Br. Clement did “not expect any 
more trouble (would) arise during the lifetime of the present Abbot”.18 A 
full year after his election, Abbot Catalan made a formal first visit to the 
College, accompanied by Prior Bas and Father Castanares, and was 
welcomed in the hall with a short concert and another of Brother 
Stanislaus’ illuminated addresses. But by November of the following 
year,19 Fr. Bas had been replaced as Prior, first by Father Salinas and 
then, when the latter was appointed Superior of the Drysdale River 
Mission, by Father Rios. Both of these Benedictines seem to have had 
much warmer relations with the college and the Brothers. 
 
In the meantime, Brother Stanislaus had died of “heart disease”20 just a 
few days before that inconclusive provincial council meeting in August 
1916. In fact, the Angel of Death seemed to be working overtime during 
those first few years of the College’s history – quite apart from the 
carnage in Europe. Brother John Dullea, the Assistant General who had 
succumbed to Bishop Torres’ importuning for a staff of Brothers had died 
in January 1914; the Bishop in October that same year. Then Brother 
Bernardine, the invalid who had counselled Br. Sebastian not to accept 
the financial administration of the school, died in January 1915 at the St. 
John  of  God  Hospital where he  had spent most of his eighteen months 
in the West.  
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Brother Stanislaus’ end was rather similar to that of Bishop Torres: a 
sudden deterioration after years of ill health, a last-minute transfer to     
St. John’s in Subiaco and a peaceful death attended by a good deal of 
public concern. There was one striking difference, however. His body 
was not returned to New Norcia for burial – he was laid to rest at 
Karrakatta cemetery in Perth, next to Brother Bernadine. 
 
It may be drawing rather a long bow to interpret Br. Stanislaus’ burial site 
as symbolic: as a sign of the Marists’ refusal to commit themselves to the 
location at New Norcia. Yet that was the decision that Br. Clement had 
reached. It was not made public, he could name no date, nor see any way 
of putting the decision into effect: but having weighed up all the pros and 
cons in his report, between staying at St. Ildephonsus’ and starting a 
Marist- owned alternative somewhere else in Western Australia, he opted 
for the alternative even though he had “little doubt that by following the 
latter proposal New Norcia College would eventually be closed”.21 
Despite the respect he obviously felt for Bishop Torres and the good 
name S.I.C. had established, this prospect evidently did not daunt him; he 
simply lacked the means to put his decision into effect. 
 
Besides the normally straitened condition of Marist finances, the cause of 
his impotence in this case was the situation in the Archdiocese of Perth. 
During his visit to the West in 1916 Br. Clement had approached 
Archbishop Clune and sounded him out as to the possibility of a Marist 
opening in the archdiocese; as to whether the Marists were, in fact, the 
poor relations. By his own account he received a “cordial invitation”22 
and the formal reply from the Archbishop supports this verdict: “In case 
you find it impossible to continue your good work in New Norcia, I will 
be glad to welcome the Marist Brothers to the Archdiocese”.23 There were 
two conditions, however. The alternative school would have to charge the 
same fees as the Christian Brothers and it could not, for the present, be 
opened in Perth itself or “the immediate neighbourhood . . . financial 
reasons”24 made that impossible. The archdiocese was only just 
recovering from the financial embarrassment which had led to the 
resignation of Bishop Gibney and there was a backlog of parochial 
construction which meant that the Marists would have to wait.25 
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Br. Clement continued as provincial until 1925, an unusually long term in 
that office, and yet the opportunity to move out of New Norcia apparently 
did not arise. After four years of retirement he was appointed Assistant 
General of the English-speaking provinces, a post he held until 1951. 
During those combined terms of almost thirty-five years he visited Perth 
and New Norcia some fifteen or twenty times, becoming highly respected 
and quite popular with the S.I.C. ex-students in Perth; but he seems never 
to have changed his mind. Although he could make no move during his 
provincialate, and his opportunities for direct intervention were reduced 
when he moved to the general council, there was certainly no opposition 
from that quarter when the search for an alternative became quite active 
in the immediate post World War II period.26  
 
So when Brother Sebastian, virtually the last of the original cast to leave 
the stage, sailed off to Adelaide, he left behind a college which was not 
only functioning efficiently and well established in the public mind. He 
was also leaving behind an establishment which in the mind of one very 
highly placed Marist Brother, at least, had a very limited future. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
 
 
The Golden Age:  1917 – 1928 
 
 
 
 
 
The decade after the Great War was spent in Western Australia – as in the 
rest of the Commonwealth – essentially in recovering the momentum lost 
during the war years and this was as true of education as of the primary 
industries on which the state’s economy still almost totally depended.1 In 
the West, however, educational recovery was complicated by the need to 
broaden school coverage in the expanding wheat belt settlements and by 
the militancy of the Teachers’ Union which campaigned successfully to 
upgrade the prestige and pay scales of the teaching profession: all of this 
in the face of public and political opinion that education was absorbing 
too much of the public purse and slowing down the pace of development.2  
 
In the context of these competing pressures it is not surprising therefore 
that the advances in Western Australian education during the late ‘teens 
and the twenties were practical and organizational rather than theoretical 
and ideological. In fact, by Alan Barcan’s account, this could almost be 
said of education Australia-wide, up till the end of the Second World 
War. All of the philosophical capital seems to have been invested during 
what Professor Barcan calls “The Era of Reform, 1902 – 1916”3 when the 
Neo-Herbartian “New Education” of New South Wales’ Knibbs-Turner 
Report and Peter Broad, Victoria’s  Frank  Tate  and  Western  Australia’s  
Cyril  Jackson and C.P. Andrews found expression in government 
legislation and departmental implementation. 
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Thereafter the education debate seems to have lost much of its intellectual 
vigour and its social priority and schools had to fight, as in Western 
Australia, with every other area of government expenditure for their share 
of fiscal support. 
 
Neo-Herbartian theory, with its stress on the moral purpose and the 
character building function of education had been naturally attractive to 
thinking teachers in Catholic schools. Its emphasis on a modernized 
humanist curriculum and on psychologically coherent lesson preparation 
had made a significant and quite direct impact on primary education in 
particular.4 But the demands it placed on teachers and the consequent 
need for better training of teachers had broader effect, on secondary as 
well as primary education, on private as well as state schools. The 
Australian Marists, on this occasion at least, following the tradition of 
their founder,5 responded promptly and positively to the challenge 
presented by the state system. 
 
In his account of the reform period, Dr Mossenson highlights the New 
South Wales influence on Western Australia, which the English-educated 
Director of Education, C.P. Andrews, introduced by his recruitment of 
“former Fort Street men into the Inspectorate”.6 For the Marist Brothers, 
most of whose schools were still in the eastern states, the influence was 
even more direct. When the New South Wales Knibbs-Turner report 
recommended the abolition of the pupil-teacher system under which Br. 
Sebastian and his state teacher colleagues had trained, the Marists 
anticipated the New South Wales state system by two years and acted 
immediately to set up a pre-service training programme.7 When the 
Victorian Government in 1905 passed an act requiring the registration of 
teachers, the Marists requested that their newly established pre-service 
course be inspected and approved by the Victorian authorities so that their 
graduates could receive registration in that state.8 And at secondary level 
a “broader spirit”9 was adopted towards university attendance with  
provincials from Brother Stanislaus10  onwards encouraging Brothers, 
especially those in city schools, to take up part-time studies towards a 
degree. 
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Hence, Brother George O’Meara had completed his M.A. in Auckland 
and was doing the Diploma of Education in Sydney preparatory to 
becoming an inspector for Marist schools when Br. Stanislaus’ death 
created a gap which could not otherwise be filled and the project was 
shelved when he was sent to New Norcia.11  
 
As a direct result of these developments in the first decade of the century, 
therefore, St. Ildephonsus’ came to be, academically speaking, very well 
staffed, from Br. George’s time (1917–1919) right through the twenties. 
Not only were each of his three successors as headmaster – Br. Borgia 
(1920–21), Br. Guibertus (1922–27) and Br. Joseph (1928) – university 
graduates, but Br. Urban Corrigan M.A., an early authority on Catholic 
education, served on the staff for four years and two other staff members, 
Brs. Andrew and Wilfrid gained their B.A.’s by correspondence with the 
University of Western Australia while carrying a full teaching and 
supervision load at S.I.C. during this decade.12  
 
Partly as a result of this level of staffing, exam results continued – with 
occasional disappointments – to be very impressive. Angelo Milesi won 
an Exhibition in 1921, John Horan won another in 1924 and in 1923, at 
the age of only sixteen, Frank Grogan toppled Tom Staples’ record by 
passing all his six subjects in the Leaving at distinction level and won 
both an Exhibition and the Vincent Scholarship.13 So it was not entirely 
an idle boast when the 1924 magazine claimed that by virtue of the 
University’s 1919 recognition of the school as authorized to accept 
Government Scholarship holders, S.I.C. had thereby been “raised to the 
same status as the old established Secondary Schools of the State.14  
 
Good teachers were only part of the explanation for the good results 
however. We have noted already parents’ attitude in this respect and these 
attitudes seem to have been internalized by the boys. Br. Cletus Read, a 
student from  1927  till  1930 remembers how the framed photos on the 
wall of famous achievers of the past were pointed out to him by his 
classmates as figures for emulation.15 
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But there was also a process of selection at work. The modern reader of 
the school magazine is constantly struck by the small numbers in the 
Leaving Certificate classes: seven is a big group, threes or fours are 
common; the Junior Certificate classes are more normal in size – fifteen 
and even twenties are recorded. Evidently only those boys whose parents 
could afford to support them through university, or who had some chance 
of winning a scholarship were encouraged to sit for the Leaving. A 
further indication of the school’s lower middle-class clientele, perhaps. 
 
However, the staff was not strong simply in its academic quality. In the 
decade we are considering, St. Ildephonsus’ contrived, perhaps because 
of its very isolation, far from frequent provincial supervision, to secure 
the services of some of the most gifted and educated Marists in the 
Australian Province.16  Enough has been said, for the moment, of Br. 
Sebastian, who returned to the staff in 1924. Brother George’s term as 
headmaster was cut short in 1920 when he was elected as one of two from 
the province to accompany Br. Clement to the general chapter of the 
order at Grugliasco that year. His delicate health was upset by the rigours 
of travel and the European winter but when he returned to Australia in 
1921 he was appointed headmaster of Hunters Hill and made very 
significant contributions both to the G.P.S. Headmasters’ Association and 
the Association of Catholic Teachers’ in New South Wales. However his 
health collapsed again and he died in 1926 at the early age of forty-
eight.17  
 
Brother Borgia, who had already been a very successful headmaster at 
Hunters Hill, before his two years at New Norcia, went on to become the 
provincial of South Africa and then of his native New Zealand.18 And 
Brothers Andrew and Brendan, who between them served some fifteen 
years at New Norcia during this period, both became provincials of 
Australia in subsequent years – Brother Andrew being arguably the 
greatest19 provincial to  lead the Australian  province.  
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Brother Guibertus20 the first headmaster to do the full six years at New 
Norcia, while not achieving provincial rank, did subsequently serve as 
headmaster at Sacred Heart College in Adelaide and as novice master in 
New Zealand for nine years before returning in his old age to keep the 
books at New Norcia – a legend in his own lifetime. Altogether quite a 
remarkable constellation of talent to have been centred on such a remote 
posting. 
 
Even among the “other ranks” of the Brothers, so to speak, there were 
considerable depths of energy and enthusiasm. Brothers Urban and 
Wilfrid have already been mentioned, but Brother Chanel spent seven 
years at S.I.C. during this period serving as sportsmaster, master of 
discipline, officer in charge of cadets and “clerk of works” i.e. 
supervising the boys while they refloored the handball courts with 
crushed ants nest, cleared and built their own rifle range, junior sports 
ground and tennis courts. In this last role he received some competition 
from Br. Ambrose Ducarre, a French Brother, expelled from his 
homeland at the age of seventeen by the anti-clerical edicts of 1903,21 
who taught French, acted as infirmarian, officered the cadets and also 
supervised the tennis court project during his six years on the staff. 
 
If one asks the ex-student of these days what stood out most clearly about 
the Brothers, it was not their brilliance as teachers, their firmness as 
disciplinarians, their devotion as religious, or even their skill as 
sportsmen, but rather their approachability, informality – their general 
humane-ness. Vesty Byrne who spent twelve years there as a schoolboy 
from 1913 to 1925, speaks of the malcontents who had bucked the system 
at city schools and were sent to New Norcia to be tamed, not by rigid 
discipline but the feeling of “all in together”.22 And John O’Halloran 
would say that most students regarded the Marists more as “big brothers” 
than as teachers or masters – “It was Br. Nestor that showed me how to 
shave when I first started. I didn’t know how” . . .23  
 
Thus we read in the magazines: of Brother George chairing a “Banquet” 
for boys, Brothers and local residents on the eve of the 1917 and 191824 
mid-winter  breaks, with a full  programme of toasts and musical items, or 
of  Br. Guibertus doing likewise at the end of the football season in 1928; 
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of Brother Ambrose being pressed for another song at the peace 
celebrations concert in 1919, of the farewell to Br. George in 1920; of 
Brothers versus boys games of cricket or hockey on the day when the 
annual retreat finished and of Brother Andrew or Brother Theodore 
holding the batting order together in some death or glory struggle with an 
“outside” team; of Brother Chanel being caught up a tree in the burning-
off to clear the rifle range, or asking the boys how they could fill in their 
time during the mid-winter break of 1919 when everyone had to stay at 
school because of the Spanish ‘flu epidemic. One of the clearest 
characteristics of Marist education had always been a belief in 
“unremitting” but “unobtrusive” supervision, yet this did not rule out 
“affection”25 and actually suggested quite a high level of participation. 
“We had blokes like (Br) Cyril and Patricius supervising us and when 
they took us for cricket or handball they always joined in”.26  
 
For the boys enclosed within the fraternal ambience therefore, the year – 
especially as described in the “College Chronicle” section of the 
magazine – resolved itself into a weekly or monthly cycle of classes and 
devotions punctuated by colour “compo” cricket or football or games 
against “outside” teams; St. Patrick’s Day and annual picnics; the retreat, 
Easter ceremonies and the Assumption or Br. Director’s feast day 
holidays; the mid-winter breaks and the head count as boarders drifted 
back late from Geraldton or Kalgoorlie in the early days of the new 
“half”. The seasons afforded some variation: droughts when “Brickie” – 
the dam made out of the hole from which the clay had been dug to make 
the bricks for the college, and traditionally used as a swimming hole – 
was too shallow to dive in and the muddy washing water had to be carted 
from one of the other dams; or floods as in 1917 when the boys return 
from Mogumber station after the mid-winter break with water lapping the 
floorboards of their vehicle;27 or the 1919 bush fires when Br. Tarcisius 
let the smaller boys watch the “very beautiful”28 sight from their top 
dormitory windows, before putting them to bed for the night. 
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In the sporting cycle, the colour comp remained the backbone. Most years 
the Victoria Plains Association managed to scrape up enough players to 
form two or three cricket teams to play the boys – but not every year.29 
Similarly in football. Although the 1920 school magazine reported a 
“great revival throughout the State”,30 after the demobilization and the 
Spanish ‘flu, Victoria Plains could raise only one team, apart from the 
Mission, to play the College. 1921 provided only social games with 
outsiders, and in 1922 with only New Norcia and two college teams in the 
V.P.A., more interest centred on the Moora District Carnival. In 1923 this 
latter event developed into a regular competition which the college won 
in 1924, but withdrew from, midway through the following season, due to 
“get your man” ideas and “unfortunate tactics”,31 particularly by New 
Norcia, it would seem. Social games followed in 1926, the V.P.A. started 
up again in 1927 with four teams but in 1928 combined again with the 
Moora Association. The only games against other schools were social 
matches arranged at the start of the Christmas or mid-winter holidays, and 
these were few and far between. S.I.C. beat C.B.C. in a cricket game 
played on the W.A.C.A. ground in 1918; lost to Scotch at Claremont in 
1921; but defeated the High School (Hale) at football on the Perth Oval 
during the mid year break in 1927.32  
 
The academic curriculum does not seem to have changed markedly 
during the decade but in December 1926 the then provincial, Br. Brendan, 
wrote to Abbot Catalan saying that the university authorities had declared 
the school’s very makeshift laboratory totally inadequate and that unless 
something substantial was done immediately, St. Ildephonsus’ would be 
struck off the list of Effective Secondary Schools.33 The letter is polite but 
insistent: the Abbot had to act promptly. However it was 1928 before the 
new two-storey block of two laboratories and three classrooms was 
completed at a cost of some £6,000. The Marist provincial council 
authorized the spending of £200 on new science equipment to be financed 
by charging five shillings per boy per quarter34 and under Br. Joseph 
McAteer, the new Director’s enthusiastic supervision the laboratories 
were quite lavishly furnished and equipped.35 
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After the Benedictines withdrew from teaching music, that part of the 
curriculum was taken over by a succession of lay teachers: a Mr. Donald 
until 1921 and after that, an ex-student of the College, Karl Meyer from 
Bunbury, helped out for part of the time by his sister. The subject seems 
to have been popular, the music group photo in the magazine usually 
showing forty or more students out of a total population of between one 
hundred and fifty and one hundred and eighty. Violins are as ubiquitous 
as guitars would be in a modern school music group, with the occasional 
cornet, ‘cello or banjo-mandolin thrown in. These were formed into 
orchestras for special occasions rather than as a continuing organization, 
but the pupils are regularly reported36 as doing well in the Trinity College 
(Dublin) Examinations. 
 
In the extra-curricular field, apart from the musical or amateur dramatic 
items prepared for the occasional concerts and the end-or-year 
“Entertainment”, a wireless club seems to have joined the more loosely 
organized camera club around 1925 and received a lot of encouragement 
from Brother Joseph in 1928.37 After three years of quite heavy, if 
intermittent, work on the rifle range by Brother Chanel and his 
“volunteers”, the cadet unit had been disbanded in 1922 as part of the 
government’s general postwar cost-cutting exercise.38 However, the 
school applied to have the now completed rifle range inspected and, after 
a few improvements supplied by the Benedictines were added,39 a 
government-subsidized rifle club was set up to utilize the facility. No 
more drill or route marches, but occasional bursts of practice as 
competition time came round. 
 
Living conditions continued Spartan. The gross roll grew to two hundred 
and four in 1920 and the school was so crowded that the new building 
intended for the aboriginal boys’ orphanage was taken over as the 
makeshift laboratory which the university was to condemn, and the 
classrooms in the main building were re-arranged to provide more 
dormitory space.40 Partly on the recommendation of the assistant general, 
Brother Columbanus, who made canonical visitations in 1920 and 1921,41 
numbers were pegged back as low as one hundred and fifty-two in 1923 
but had crept back up to one hundred and ninety-nine by 1928 and no 
further extension was made to the dormitories.  
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Nor was any significant change make to the hygiene or sanitary  
arrangements, which continued vulnerable to vagaries of seasonal 
rainfall. Other physical improvements were minor – apart from the 
sporting facilities constructed by Chanel’s work parties. A concrete floor 
was laid in the “arcades” or main shelter shed between the school 
building and the handball courts in 1925; and the following year the 
courts themselves were given a cement floor; a shelter shed with 
rainwater tank was built near the junior sports ground.42 An Arbor Day 
project to re-afforest the surroundings in Brother George’s time faltered 
under the incipient droughts and the depredations of wandering 
monastery stock, producing only an avenue of trees leading to the front 
door and a scattering around the walls.43  
 
Under Br. Guibertus, a very noticeable improvement was made in the 
food when he arranged for such delicacies as sausages and bacon to be 
supplied direct from Perth, to relieve the monotony of the stews, chops 
and cold meat – sometimes fly-blown – provided from the monastery-
killed mutton.44 There are occasional mentions too of a tuck-shop 
operating where soda fizz and sometimes ice cream could be bought.45  
 
Another significant improvement came in 1923 when the Benedictines 
installed a generator and had both colleges and the monastery wired for 
electric light. However, the generator’s running hours were geared to the 
monastery’s timetable which started very early in the morning and shut 
down at 9.30 each night.46 In the wake of this innovation a “wireless” 
with loudspeaker horn was donated by Mr. Lavan and several other 
benefactors and in 1928 Brother Joseph purchased a “real live motion-
picture machine”.47 From now on the boys could keep up with such vital 
information as test scores and football results and the more far-fetched 
achievements of “The Flag Lieutenant” or “Rough Riders”. The 
monastery three-ton lorry acquired in 1922 and cars belonging to local 
farmers had replaced the drays and dog carts for the trip from Mogumber, 
or over to Moora. Technology was beginning to nibble away at New 
Norcia’s isolation, but contact with the outside world was still minimal. 
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Little change is obvious in the religious life of the school during this 
period. After Brother Stanislaus’ death, the select group he had chosen for 
special formation in prayer disbanded, but the Sodality continued and, if 
anything, broadened in membership. One of the attractions of 
membership, apart from the honour of reciting the Little Office weekly 
and wearing special regalia to Mass on feast days, was the annual sodality 
picnic.48 Picnics, or something extra for the evening meal, and sometimes 
concerts also highlighted the main church festivals such as the 
Assumption, the patronal feast of the Marists, and at such times the 
already ornate chapel would be further decorated with flowers, candles, 
coloured lamps and altar cloths. The annual retreat, preached usually by 
Redemptorists from Perth – even though observed by three days silence – 
was also something of a treat because these priests spoke English 
colloquially and rhetorically, a change from the somewhat more hesitant 
Benedictine chaplains.49  
 
There were special services to welcome the Apostolic Delegate, 
Archbishop Cattaneo, in 1920 and from time to time visiting missionary 
priests would call at New Norcia and talk to the boys of their work in 
China or the Pacific. Not long after Joe Halpin had settled into his studies 
at Propaganda College in Rome, a special sendoff was arranged at the 
school for three more ex-students – Dick Collins, Captain of the First XI, 
John Murphy, School Captain, and Freddie Byrne – who were following 
in his footsteps. John Murphy’s health broke down and he returned to 
Australia where he died at the early age of twenty-three; but the other two 
were formally welcomed back to the school after their ordination in 1927. 
The assistant-general of the Marists, or the provincial on his annual visits 
would go into the classrooms, taking the boys for religious instruction, 
and checking on their demeanour in the chapel. The verdict was usually 
quite favourable.50  
 
After 1923 the boys’ religious affiliation was entered on the school roll 
and the number of non-Catholics fluctuated between six new enrolments 
in 1923 and thirty-three in 1928 with an average of twenty-five percent of 
enrolments in this six year period being registered as non-Catholic, 
Methodist,  Presbyterian  or  Anglican,  principally  the  last. 
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How they reacted to the Catholic atmosphere of the school and how they, 
in turn, affected that atmosphere is not clear, although Br. Brendan  
expressed some concern about the issue during his provincial visitation in 
1926.51 Certainly, they created some complications as far as supervision 
was concerned because although these boys had to get up at the same 
time as everyone else, they were not expected to attend Mass. 
Consequently, Br. Sebastian, during his second stint on the staff, used to 
attend early Mass over at the cathedral each morning and look after the 
non-Catholics in study while the rest were in chapel. Since the boys never 
saw him at Mass, a rumour developed to the effect that Br. Sebastian was 
not himself Catholic!52  
 
The Benedictines, as we have already noted, had discontinued their 
involvement in music lessons and even though relations between the 
monastery and the Brothers seem to have been excellent during this 
period,53 their influence on the boys must have been confined to their 
chaplaincy role and, of course, the mystique lent by their Spanish accents 
and their leadership of the solemn religious ceremonies at Easter and the 
other important feasts. The monastery continued to be resolutely Spanish 
in its outlook – Abbot Catalan arrived back from Spain in 1921 with 
fifteen new recruits for the monastery and the Benedictine sisters who 
looked after the aboriginal girls – but the boys of those days remember 
them as being friendly and barracking enthusiastically at the football 
games. They were not as interested, apparently, in cricket. 
 
In one respect, however, the Abbot did exercise decisive influence. 
Brothers Andrew and Chanel had expressed some interest in developing 
more social contact with St. Gertrude’s. In the 1921 St. Ildephonsus’ 
magazine a six- page St. Gertude’s segment is included and the school 
diary which forms the major part of this material mentions Br. Chanel’s 
work in repairing St. Gertrude’s tennis court and the fact that some of the 
senior girls were chaperoned to the Assumption Day concert at St. 
Ildephonsus’ by Mrs. Clune. The Lord Abbot evidently put his foot 
down,54 however, and in subsequent years only the girls’ exam results 
appear in the S.I.C. magazine, plus the occasional reference to their 
attendance at the annual sports, the Corpus Christi procession and their 
alternating with the boys at the cathedral services on Sundays. One week 
the girls would attend (morning) mass and the boys (evening) vespers; the 
following week the attendance was reversed. 
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Despite the radio and moving pictures, the outside world was still kept at 
arm’s length also. The football and cricket games provided some outside 
contact, of course, and from 1921 onwards; some of the seniors were 
allowed to attend the New Norcia races on the afternoon of the St. 
Patrick’s day picnic. The school’s own annual sports day, usually held on 
the first Sunday in October, drew not only the St. Gertrude’s girls but also 
some of the local identities and parents from as far away as Perth. But 
apart from these occasions it was still a matter of only the odd visitor, 
called by duty or curiosity to New Norcia, who brought news of the wider 
world.  
 
State governors were periodic visitors, especially when retiring from their 
post; but Lady Ellison-Macartney had to come by herself in 1919 when 
her husband was detained in Perth by the lumpers’ strike in Fremantle.55 
And the following year when the new governor’s wife, Lady Newdegate, 
also made a solo visit, her car was bogged four times on the way and she 
arrived a day late.56 In subsequent years, a governor general (Lord 
Stonehaven), some members of a British parliamentary delegation, an 
empire press delegation, the Australasian Association for the 
Advancement of Science, two (Catholic) members of the 1924 England 
XI, and the Westminster Glee Singers, among others, brought some 
glimpses of the outside world to this “City Set in a Smiling Valley”.57  
 
The Governors generally, and the Governor General in particular58 tended 
to give the boys pep talks about citizenship and empire loyalty, but there 
was a steady trickle of visitors and a succession of staff members who 
encouraged the boys to look at the world through greener-tinted glasses. 
Reference has already been made to Br. Sebastian’s loyalties in this 
direction. Br. Borgia’s speech of welcome to the apostolic delegate 
reveals that he too had a great deal of sympathy  for the Irish cause when 
he speaks of “Sinn Fein idealism . . . vigour and . . . courage”.59 Father 
McMahon, who accompanied Archbishop Clune of Perth on his visit of 
1921 spoke of the Sinn Fein leaders as the “cream of the race”.60 And 
another regular visitor was Mr. P. A. Bryan, editor of the “W.A. Record” 
Catholic weekly newspaper who not only gave the school favourable 
attention in the paper but had also been “an unfailing and 
uncompromising friend . . .  during the trying time of Ireland’s distress”.61 
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Another set of visitors exercising another kind of influence was the Old 
Boys. Early magazines record visits by individual Old Boys and from the 
1917 edition onwards62 there appears a steadily growing section of notes 
on their achievements and whereabouts. At this period these notes were 
written by the Brother editing the magazines with some help from Bob 
Pym, a regular correspondent, who with Reg and Harold Lynch was 
among the earliest advocates of a formal Association. In 1922 the newly 
graduated Tom Staples succeeded in rounding up enough ex-students to 
form a cricket team and began a tradition of Easter visits back to the 
Alma Mater. During the Easter re-union in 1923 the Old Boys’ 
Association was inaugurated with Tom as its first president. In these early 
Easter re-unions up to fifty ex-students came up by train, charabanc or car 
and participated with the Brothers and boys in observing the solemn 
ceremonies of Holy Week. Then, besides the cricket, they took part in a 
banquet, a concert and sometimes a euchre party. Consequently, their nett 
effect was to reinforce the authority of the Brothers and “practicing 
Catholic” ethos of St. Ildephonsus’. But by 1927 they were also 
organizing a banquet for the Brothers in Perth in January, a couple of 
sporting visits to New Norcia and return games against the present 
students in Perth at the mid-winter break and early in the Christmas 
holidays. 
 
By this time too, in addition to the early arts and science graduates of the 
University of Western Australia, the magazine is recording that the 
school’s first doctor, Frank Guilfoyle, has completed his studies at St. 
Bartholomew’s Hospital in London, while several others are getting close 
to qualifying at Newman College in the University of Melbourne. Tom 
Horan has enrolled in electrical engineering at Notre Dame, Indiana. 
Several pharmacists, dentists and lawyers have qualified and Pat 
Rodriguez had not only hung out his lawyer’s “shingle”63 on the Terrace 
but was also making a name for himself as a league footballer for 
Subiaco. Jack Guhl did likewise at East Perth and Dick Bryant, who 
succeeded Tom Staples as president of the Association in 1927, had won 
a place in the Western Australian XI which played the England XI in 
1924. Many ex-students returned to the family farm or business and many 
joined banks or the education department as teachers; but through the 
example of these Old Boys, the professions and sporting world were 
being brought within the legitimate aspirations of the school’s graduates.  
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In retrospect, the period 1917 – 1928 at St. Ildephonsus’ can be seen as 
one of steady growth and successful consolidation: a sort of golden age. It 
was to end on something of a low note however. Brother George’s term 
of office as headmaster had been cut short by his election to the general 
chapter, and Brother Borgia’s by his return to the now separate province 
of New Zealand. Only Brother Guibertus had actually completed the full 
six years as Director; but all three seem to have been popular with staff, 
students, the monastery and even the local people who often attended 
their farewells. 
 
Brother Joseph McAteer, the last of the directors of this era, had come to 
St. Ildephonsus’ only a few years after his very successful period as 
headmaster of Sacred Heart College in Adelaide where, supported by a 
strong committee of parents and friends, he had done a great deal of 
building including a splendid war memorial chapel.64  The isolation and 
loneliness of New Norcia must have come as something of a shock to the 
gregarious Br. Joseph but he seems to have thrown himself into the new 
responsibility with a great deal of energy: starting a Wireless Club, a 
Senior Literary and Debating Society, acquiring the motion picture 
machine, and furnishing the new laboratories.65 Perhaps he overspent – 
though the profits handed to the Benedictines were not down 66 – perhaps 
his enjoyment of company was a little too great for the possibilities at 
New Norcia; but something went wrong. There is no record of a 
provincial visitation during 1928; but the comments in the visitation book 
for the following year note Brother Brendan’s concern about the irregular 
installation of a wireless, a gramophone and the picture machine.67 There 
were also firm reminders about those articles of the rule concerning the 
wearing of the religious habit and forbidding unnecessary visits or mixing 
with lay people. 
 
Some of these issues had been raised in a letter from Abbot Catalan to the 
provincial, tabled at the council meeting on January 6, 1929 and he also 
complained that the staff was too small, the students too free and that the 
Old Boys had stayed up too late at the hostel, presumably during a re-
union.68 At the same meeting a letter from Brother Joseph was also read 
offering his resignation “for reasons sufficiently well-known – I will put 
them in writing if necessary”.69 If he did put them in writing, the account 
has now been lost and at this distance no one has been able to throw any 
further light on the story.  
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His resignation was accepted, he was transferred to the staff at Hunters 
Hill and after the provincial visit in April 1929, Br. Sebastian, who had 
been acting headmaster, was confirmed as director in his place.70 But 
New Norcia’s Golden Age had come to an end. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 
The Depression Years: 1929 – 1939 
 
 
 

In the six Australian States, the economic depression of 1929 – 1937 
produced similar educational reactions . . . widespread reductions were 
made in teachers’ salaries and in opportunities for promotion . . . 
severe restriction of loan money greatly limited the building 
programme . . . The greatest reduction was in Tasmania where 
expenditure fell by twenty-nine per cent . . . Western Australia sixteen 
per cent and Queensland ten per cent . . . In Victoria and Western 
Australia teachers’ colleges were closed and in all states the intake of 
trainee teachers was reduced considerably . . . The depression found 
tangible expression in unpainted buildings, large classes and, in some 
cases, ill-clad and hungry children.1 

 
This sketch, by Professor Barcan, of the educational impact of the Great 
Depression on the state education systems of Australia sets a scene in 
which little could be hoped for in the way of growth or creativity. 
Towards the end of the decade, certainly, he records the foundation of the 
New Education Fellowship in the Eastern States and its introduction into 
Australia of some progressive ideas from England, America and 
elsewhere: particularly with regard to higher school-leaving ages and a 
distrust of public examinations.2 But for most of the thirties, the 
emphasis, Australia-wide, seems to have been simply on maintenance and 
survival. 
 
In 1919 St. Ildephonsus’ had been saved by its isolation from the ravages 
of the Spanish ‘flu epidemic and it might be supposed that the school, 
being entirely  unsupported  by  government  funding,  and  dependent for  
its food supply on a self-supporting monastery, might now have been 
spared the ravages of this new economic epidemic. 
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Such was not to be the case however, although the origins of its problems 
were at least partially independent of the depression. Some were internal 
to the Marist Brothers. Others can, perhaps, be attributed to the character 
of the Lord Abbot and even to the character of Catholicism itself. 
 
Since the school continued to be staffed entirely by Brothers, it naturally 
was not affected by the salary reductions or cuts in State teacher training; 
but there were other reasons why the staff came to “run down” to some 
extent during the thirties. We have touched earlier on the prompt and 
positive response of the early Australian-born Provincials, to the 1905 era 
of educational reform.3 However, during the ensuing years, particularly 
the provincialates of Br. Clement (1914 – 1925) and Br. Brendan (1925 – 
1931) the province was first reduced to one hundred and twenty-four 
Brothers and twenty houses by the excision of the New Zealand Province 
and then it opened twelve additional schools – an average of two every 
three years.4 All of these new foundations were in the eastern states where 
governments, notably in Victoria,5 were more stringent about staffing 
requirements in secondary schools, and consequently the better-qualified 
Brothers tended to be sent there. 
 
Moreover, despite the steady trickle of vocations from New Norcia and 
elsewhere, the number of recruits could not keep pace with this rate of 
expansion and the length and quality of the Brothers’ training inevitably 
suffered. When Br. Andrew succeeded Br. Brendan as Provincial in 1931 
he courageously called a halt to this expansionism, a policy for which the 
depressed economic conditions were actually of some assistance. He also 
began a revitalization of teaching training, both pre-service and in-
service: a process in which the scarcity of money was of no assistance 
whatsoever. The pre-service scholasticate at Mittagong was re-opened in 
1932 and staffed with Br. Frederick Eddy M.A. and Br. Urban Corrigan 
M.A., as Director and  Sub-Director   respectively.  He also started a 
magazine The  Marist Monthly to keep all the communities in touch with 
developments around the Province, formalized a Commission of Studies 
to encourage and supervise the Brothers’ personal study programmes and 
co-ordinate syllabus construction, and expanded the programme of 
summer schools at Mittagong begun in Br. Brendan’s time.6  
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Nevertheless, the damage had been done and the staffing at St. 
Ildephonsus’ throughout the 1930’s was not of the same academic calibre 
as that in previous decades. Despite his abrupt resignation at the end of 
1931, to which we shall return, Br. Sebastian still seems up till then, to 
have retained his customary hold on boys, ex-students and most parents. 
However, his successors as headmaster, Br. Brendan (1932 –34) and 
Brother Placid (1935 – 39) were both older men, solid Religious, but past 
their peak in exercising educational leadership. Throughout the thirties 
there is not a single Brother listed on the staff as having completed even a 
bachelor’s degree although several were certainly working towards them.7 
And the actual number of Brothers on the staff was also reduced: from 
eight brothers in 1929, to six in 1937 and the several years thereafter. 
 
Of course the number of boarders also decreased, presumably as a direct 
result of the Depression, from one hundred and eighty-nine in 1929 down 
to eighty-eight in 1932 and again 1935.8 The average annual enrolment 
for the 1930’s was one hundred and nine per year as compared with one 
hundred and eighty in the previous decade. Apart from approximately 
proportionate shrinkage there was no change in the geographical pattern 
of boarders’ origins during this period, nor in the relative proportion of 
non-Catholic students who continued to provide just below twenty per 
cent of the new enrolments.9 However, by some quirk of the recorder’s 
interest, we do have a list of parents’ occupations for a little more than 
two thirds of the enrolments between 1930 and 1934. There were sons of 
thirty-five farmers and graziers, thirty businessmen; twelve hotel keepers 
and civil servants; ten railway employees; seven miners; five bank 
managers, and mothers who  described themselves as domestics; four post 
office workers; three doctors, policemen and journalists; two politicians; 
and a scattering of professions represented by only one enrolment: an 
engineer, bricklayer and a Mr. Singleton Hooper who listed himself as an 
actor/singer.10  
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In this list the terms “farmer and grazier” and “businessman” are 
somewhat elastic with the former including wheat and dairy farmers as 
well as station owners and managers, and the latter including bankers and 
small shopkeepers as well as men who list their address as “Economic 
Chambers, William Street, Perth”. The overall impression, therefore, is 
still that of a largely lower middle-class clientele, and this is at the very 
depth of the depression when, presumably, the poorer families who had 
formerly been able to send their sons to New Norcia, could no longer 
afford to do so. 
 
The combination of a smaller and less-qualified staff and a smaller 
enrolment means that the school was offering a narrower curriculum – in 
the wider sense of that term – during this period, although there is little 
sign of this in the magazines and other records. The class timetable for 
1933,11 for instance, shows that – thanks especially to the heroic efforts of 
Br. Canisius – the full academic curriculum was still being offered. 
Numbers sitting for the Leaving Certificate continued to be small, an 
average of six per year for the whole decade; but the quality of their 
results continued to be quite respectable. Only in 1930 and 1933 were 
there no distinction passes; in 1936 Hugh Goerke won the school yet 
another university exhibition and the following year John Haynes was 
awarded a Hacket Bursary to the university on the basis of his Leaving 
Certificate results.12   
 
In fact, virtually the only concrete example of a constriction in the 
curriculum was the departure of Miss P. McCabe from the position of 
music teacher in February 1932 “owing to the limited number of music 
pupils”.13 Music fees had been charged as extras, of course, and would 
therefore have offered parents a relatively painless way of cutting costs. 
Amateur theatricals continued, albeit on a somewhat smaller scale after 
the drama enthusiast James Kemp left school in 1931, and  in 
compensation for the disappearance of instrumental music, Br. Eric 
conducted a more active programme of choral music.14 He also revived 
the Wireless Club which went into decline after Br. Joseph’s departure. 
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Br. Canisius replaced Br. Urban as leader of the senior literary and 
debating society and the school magazine which, among other things, 
served as an outlet for the literary talents of students, was spared in a 
province-wide cost-cutting exercise conducted by the provincial council 
in 1933. Only three other Marist schools were allowed to retain their 
magazines that year: St. Joseph’s, Hunters Hill; the original Marist 
Brothers’ High School at Darlinghurst in Sydney; and Assumption 
College, Kilmore, Victoria.15  
 
The senior boys’ sporting interests now seem to have been dominated by 
football and cricket, where there was the best chance of representing the 
school in outside games rather than by the colour competitions of old. 
The local competitions continued to fluctuate in strength however, and, in 
the course of the thirties, the football team played social games only 
between 1929 and 1931, rejoined the Victoria Plains Association (1932 – 
34), transferred to the Calingiri League (1935 – 37) and finished up in the 
Moora Association (1938 – 1939). In cricket too the college moved 
between the Victoria Plains Association and the Waddington Association 
and had victories over Perth Modern and Christ Church during the 
Christmas holidays of 1936 and 1937 respectively.16 Games against the 
Old Boys’ teams either during the annual re-union or the school holidays 
also provided highlights for the cricket and football teams. 
 
Hockey which had faded out after the first five or six years of the 
school’s history was re-introduced as a colour-competition sport in 193317 
and received impetus also from the prospect of selection to play against 
the Old Boys’ team which was doing very well in the metropolitan 
competition. At St. Ildephonsus’ the game was played mainly with bush 
sticks dug up in the course of walks and whittled down at school till a 
two-inch ring could be passed from the handle, down around the hook, 
and over the blade. Despite this  precaution, binding and  repairs  were 
often  done  with copper wire and the resulting stick was sometimes quite 
a lethal weapon. Athletics and, to an even greater extent, swimming 
suffered from similarly primitive equipment.  
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The Lord Abbot had provided a swimming pool for the St. Gertrude’s 
girls to mark that school’s silver jubilee in 1933,18 but the boys continued 
to depend on “Brickie” or, when that was unavailable due to ploughing or 
whatever, on the swimming hole in the river at Clune’s property.19  
 
As far as the religion programme was concerned, very little seems to have 
changed during this decade. The daily round of Mass, Rosary, prayers 
and catechism lessons; the regular meetings of the sodality; the annual 
processions and the annual retreat; all continued much as before. Br. 
Ethelred, later to be appointed headmaster at New Norcia, but at this time 
still in training in New South Wales, believes20 that the improvement in 
teacher education brought about by Br. Frederick Eddy’s direction of the 
scholasticate was “less successful” in the matter of religious education 
and even had there been a noticeable improvement it would hardly have 
had time to affect teaching methods at St. Ildephonsus’. The number of 
non-Catholic boys continued to be a cause for concern both in regard to 
their supervision and to the proper way to look after their religious 
instruction. A comment in the house council minutes of July 1932 seems 
to indicate that they were not simply included in the religion classes with 
their Catholic peers. Perhaps there was some sensitivity about the 
appearance of excessive proselytizing and certainly, although individual 
boys21 were from time to time baptized into the Catholic Church, very 
little is ever22 made of such events in the school magazine. 
 
One change that promised to be significant was the Benedictines’ 
assumption of responsibility for preaching the boys’ annual retreats in 
1932 and 1933. The monastery had begun the practice of sending some of 
their recruits to St. Patrick’s Seminary, Manly23 to do their priestly 
training in an Australian context, and the preacher of the 1933 retreat, 
Dom Gregory, Abbot Catalan’s eventual successor, was a Manly 
graduate. 
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This approach should have made the Benedictine vocation at New Norcia 
somewhat more accessible to Australian boys, and in the next few years a 
number of S.I.C. students – Harry Bourke, Kevin Courtney, Val Noseda24 
and Laurence Cave – did in fact enter the monastery novitiate. However, 
the retreats were resumed by the Redemptorists from North Perth after 
1933 and the Australian Benedictine novices found it difficult to adjust to 
the still predominantly Spanish style of the New Norcia community: the 
Abbot had brought five new Spanish recruits out in 1931 and six more in 
1933.25 Even those like Harry Bourke, who seems to have come to S.I.C. 
from Stanmore Park in New South Wales specifically to join the 
monastery,26 did not last very long and in the entire history of the school 
only Val Noseda, professed as Dom Basil and Laurence Cave as Dom 
Michael, actually persevered as Benedictines.27  
 
Besides these Benedictine aspirants, there was still a steady trickle of 
graduates heading off to the Marist novitiate at Mittagong, or to the 
seminary, usually Propaganda Fide, in Rome. The silver jubilee edition of 
the magazine in 1938 was able to list fifteen Old Boy Priests and thirteen 
Old Boy Brothers and carried an article written by the school’s most 
famous Old Boy, Cardinal Knox, who was at that time still a student in 
Rome.28 If St. Ildephonsus’ cannot be seen simply as a minor seminary, 
ordinations and profession ceremonies are nevertheless given 
considerable prominence in the school magazine and the possibility of a 
priestly or religious vocation was kept very much before the boys’ minds. 
 
Even as the Benedictines were thus taking some tentative steps towards 
making themselves more accessible in the religious sphere, they began to 
lose ground badly in more material respects. Under the revised 
arrangements worked out between Bishop Torres and Brother Sebastian, 
and left in place by Abbot Catalan and Br. Clement, the Abbey was to 
receive all profits from the running of the school – after all costs, 
including the Brothers’ stipends and bonuses had been subtracted – and 
remained responsible for all routine maintenance and any capital 
improvements. This arrangement had produced an average annual income 
of  £57029  for  the monastery  in the period  up to 1920 and of £1,350 in 
the 1920’s. 
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During that decade, as we have seen, some minor improvements been 
made and under a good deal of pressure from the provincial and the state 
education authorities, the new laboratory and classroom block was built.30  
 
Unfortunately, this pattern did not continue into the 1930’s and although 
the annual income from the school for this period averaged out at £830 
per annum – admittedly with low points of approximately £450 in 1932, 
1934 and 1939 – maintenance was let go and no improvements other than 
some minor provision for hot showers,31 were made. Among the boys, 
“Mission” or its abbreviation “Mish”,32 formerly used to indicate New 
Norcia generally or the monastery as distinct from the school, came to 
have a pejorative meaning – an object or a way of doing things, which 
was shoddy, run-down or inefficient. 
 
Why this situation was allowed to develop is not entirely clear. A letter 
from Br. Andrew, then provincial, in the monastery archives seems to 
suggest that as directors, both Br. Brendan and Br. Placid were somewhat 
diffident about approaching the Abbot in regard to money matters. Abbot 
Catalan, for his part, had evidently complained about poor financial 
administration at the school and Br. Andrew had to point out to him that 
as well as the surplus which was naturally diminished by the tight 
conditions – numbers were down, some students were on reduced fees 
and some parents were slow to pay – the monastery was also receiving 
income from the school for the purchase of monastery-grown food 
supplies sometimes “at . . . much higher than Perth market prices”.33 Br. 
Andrew goes on to lodge counter-complaints about the laundry and 
transport arrangements for picking up supplies at Mogumber, but he does 
not mention maintenance. 
 
Perhaps he is right in identifying the problem as basically that of “dual 
management”.34 The Abbot very rarely came near the school and 
consequently was quite unconscious of the broken windows and doors 
and the shaky or missing steps from stairways which grated daily on the 
Brothers and boys. Certainly income from the school to the monastery 
was down and probably no capital development was either necessary or 
possible. 
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Certainly income from the school to the monastery was down and 
probably no capital development was either necessary or possible. But 
maintenance should not have been allowed to fall so far behind, 
especially when the Abbot was seen to have money to spend on oil 
paintings and the fares of Benedictine recruits on his not infrequent trips 
to Europe.35 If Bishop Torres’ early death and Br. Clement’s lack of 
enthusiasm for New Norcia were two early nails in St. Ildephonsus’ 
coffin, the neglect of maintenance during the thirties was certainly a third. 
 
While things had reached rather a low ebb within the school itself, the 
depression years saw a very strong growth of the Old Boys’ Association. 
Dick Bryant continued as president until 1938 and shed reflected glory on 
his old school when, in 1932, he captained an Australian XI in Perth 
which included Don Bradman, Vic. Richardson and another Marist ex-
student, Stan McCabe – formerly of St. Joseph’s, Hunters Hill – against 
the visiting England XI.36 The number of doctors and other professional 
men among the ranks of the Old Boys continued to grow and one of them, 
Dr. Morris Gorman in 1930 donated two annual gold medals for the 
S.I.C. students who achieved to best Leaving Certificate aggregate in 
Latin and French and the best Physics and Chemistry aggregates in the 
Junior.37 Wedding photos appear more frequently in the Old Boys’ 
section of the magazine. Jim Clune married Molly, the daughter of 
Senator Lynch in the New Norcia pro-Cathedral in 192938 and Lisle Pym, 
back briefly from his adventurous career in the Persian oil-fields, married 
a Miss Drake-Brockman in what the magazine notes describe as “one of 
the social events of the year”.39  
 
The annual re-union trip back to New Norcia was one of the major events 
of the Old Boys’ and the school’s year – in 1934 there was much 
merriment among the boys at the sounds of pillow fighting coming from 
the dormitory set aside for the Old Boys’ use40 – but the Association was 
also very active socially in Perth. The repertoire of annual events 
included the ball, the retreat at North Perth monastery, the annual general 
meeting, the dinner for the Brothers, football and cricket matches against 
the present students, the occasional smoke socials and informal dinners. 
For a few years, from 1937 to 1939, when Stan Benporath was treasurer 
of S.I.C.’s and a Miss P. Williamson was secretary of the St. Gertrude’s 
Ex-students,41 the annual ball was held as a combined function at the 
Embassy Ballroom to the satisfaction of both associations. 
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Numbers of paid-up members reached a record one hundred and twenty-
nine in 193542 and remained around that level until the war. Confident in 
this membership and level of activity, the 1938 A.G.M. voted to launch 
an £800 scholarship fund, as a silver jubilee celebration, which would 
provide free education at St. Ildephonsus’ for the son of an Old Boy 
selected in competitive examination.43  
 
An important contributing factor to the strength of the Old Boys’ 
Association was the decision taken by the committee in 1934 to enter an 
S.I.C. ex-students team - The Saints – in the Western Australian Hockey 
Association. The first team, led by Jack O’Halloran, was admitted to the 
B2 Grade in 1935 and went through the season undefeated. The following 
year they were promoted to Reserve Grade where they were again 
premiers and a second team was entered in B2 Grade where they won the 
Challenge Cup, but narrowly lost the Grand Final to Christ Church. The 
1937 season was not quite so successful with the teams, now in A2 and 
B1 Grades, managing to win only the Challenge Cup in A2 Grade 
between them; but in both 1938 and 1939 the A2 team won both the 
Challenge and Hockey cups for their grade and the B1 team, as they say, 
was not disgraced.44  
 
This meteoric rise in the hockey world was naturally good for corporate 
morale over and above the benefits of regular Saturday afternoon 
meetings of twenty to thirty ex-students. But the names that crop-up in 
the hockey team – Jack O”Halloran, Vesty Byrne, Joe Kinshela, Doug 
Pratt and the Wood brothers – also feature very prominently in the 
executive membership of the Association. The year of the team’s 
foundation, there was no hockey played at S.I.C. so the Old Boys’ team 
played the girls’ team at St. Gertrude’s during the reunion weekend. In 
subsequent years hockey was re-introduced at St. Ildephonsus’ and games 
were played between present and past students but, the “tradition” having 
been established, the Old Boys’ continued to play the girls also during the 
reunion thereafter. 
 
Another feature of the Old Boys’ Association development which calls 
for some comment was the institution of the retreat at the North Perth  
monastery, an annual event launched in 1932 which drew an average  
attendance  of  thirty  to  thirty  five  until  well  into the  war  years.45  
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While constituting only a third of the paid-up membership for the same 
period, this attendance at two full days of silent reflection, sermons and 
communal prayer during the May long weekend each year reveals an 
enduring commitment to the faith and pious practices inculcated at the 
college. It provides too a counterbalance to the superficial image of social 
activity and sporting success which the account so far may have 
conveyed. 
 
It was in the context of the 1936 Old Boys’ retreat, for instance, that the 
phrase Catholic Action first surfaced in connection with St. Ildephonsus’. 
The preacher of the retreat Fr. Cahill C.S.S.R., himself an Old Boy of the 
school, was at that time acting as Director of the Holy Family 
Confraternity and made this organization the basis of his invitation for the 
Old Boys to commit themselves to Catholic Action, a concept that had 
become current in the Australian church following the publication of Pius 
XI’s encyclical Quadragesimo Anno in 1931. Membership in the 
Confraternity involved monthly attendance at the Sacraments and weekly 
attendance at the meetings where the Church’s teaching “on such topical 
subjects as Freemasonry, Communism, Divorce, Eugenics, Labour and 
Capital” was expounded. “Do you find difficulty in rebutting arguments 
and objections against the teaching of the Church? Then send in your 
questions to the Director and you will have them answered”.46 From this 
sort of prospectus it would appear that the model of Catholic Action 
adopted in Perth – as, indeed, in all the Australian dioceses apart from 
Melbourne47 – was the Italian model of educational, social and pious 
associations controlled and led by the clergy rather than Cardign’s 
Belgian model which gave much more scope for lay autonomy and for 
political and labour-oriented activities. 
 
Perth was not to follow the Campion Society, Catholic Worker, National 
Civic Council development encouraged by Dr. Mannix in Melbourne, 
which Tom Truman was to see as such a threat to a free and pluralistic 
society.48  
 
This milder interpretation seems to be supported by the nomination of 
Kevin Byrne, in 1937 Old Boys’ notes as “one of the leaders of Catholic 
Action in Perth”.49 Kevin, Vesty’s older brother and like him, both a 
foundation student at S.I.C. and a stalwart of the Old Boys’ executive, 
had been elected  first  treasurer of the Newman Society at the  University 
of Western Australia when it was formed in 1924 and became President 
in 1933. 
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A teacher at the Junior Technical School in Perth, he became a personal 
friend of Archbishop Prendiville and an executive member of such 
organizations as the Central Catholic Library, the Catholic Taxpayers 
Association (a State-Aid lobby group) the Catholic Social Guild and the 
University Labour Club.50 In the light of the U.W.A.’s Newman Society’s 
record of ecumenical activity and political non-involvement, this form of 
Catholic Action would surely have appeared innocuous even to Mr. 
Truman.51  
 
Such an interpretation also chimes in with Patrick O’Farrell’s contention 
that, especially as regards foreign affairs, the Australian Church was 
politically indifferent and uncommitted from the mid twenties to the mid 
thirties.52 Since most Catholics were still working-class and involved to 
some extent in union activities, they were usually Labor supporters and 
S.I.C. ex-student Ted Holman, a compositor on the staff of The West 
Australian Worker and a member of the State Executive of the A.L.P., ran 
unsuccessfully as a candidate in federal and state elections in 1934 and 
1935.53  But this Labor commitment was a natural class affiliation largely 
bereft of specifically Church objectives or clerical support. The 
divisiveness generated by Catholic sympathy with the Irish cause in the 
early twenties gradually faded and it was not until the Spanish Civil War 
that Catholics again became politically distinguishable from the 
Australian mainstream with most Catholics supporting Franco while 
general opinion favoured the Republican cause.54 In Sydney and 
Melbourne this sometimes led to priests and Brothers being abused on 
public transport and spat at in the streets55 and one ex-student of Hunters 
Hill actually went to Spain and fought with Franco’s forces;56 but the 
only sign of such tension at New Norcia is a reference in the Foreword to 
the 1939 magazine: “(The Year) has seen, in Spain, after two years of 
bitter strife, the triumph of national spirit and religion over the efforts of 
godless communism to abolish both”. 
 
Following Professor O’Farrell’s thesis, this account of the Spanish 
situation marks the beginning of the Australian Church’s pre-occupation 
with communism and the turning away from the critique of capitalism 
which had characterized the early days of the Campion Society and 
Catholic Worker.57However, in the case of the Benedictines and the 
Marist Brothers, there were additional motives for siding against the 
republican cause beyond the a priori objections to communist atheism.  
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One hundred and seventy-four Marists were killed by the republicans in 
the Civil War, many of them in straight-out massacres,58 and the 
Benedictines simply underwent another bout of the persecution and 
harassment which had been their lot at the hands of every “progressive” 
Spanish regime since the Napoleonic Wars. Family loyalty as much as 
political principle would have decided where right and wrong lay in the 
Spanish conflict. 
 
Nevertheless there was one somewhat less savoury connection with the 
burgeoning turmoil in Europe which, though slight, should not perhaps, 
be passed over. The 1937 college magazine printed an article presumably 
contributed by one of the Benedictines, on the life of St. Dominguito Del 
Val who, it appears, was the Spanish equivalent of little St. Hugh of 
Lincoln, the legendary medieval child martyr to Jewish jealousy and 
perversity. The article is short and written in the emotive and pious style 
typical of nineteenth century hagiography. Yet to the modern, post-
Holocaust reader, the story makes uncomfortable reading: an example of 
the only partially subliminal anti-Semitism current even in Church circles 
in the thirties.59   
 
New Norcia’s seclusion had not, then, shielded St. Ildephonsus’ from the 
hardships of that decade. Although the causes were somewhat different, 
the Depression-reduced numbers of S.I.C. students had suffered an 
impoverishment of staffing and material conditions similar to that 
endured by their peers in the state high schools of the period. Despite the 
growing achievements of the high flyers, those who left school during 
this decade also faced the same difficulties in finding employment, 
although the old school camaraderie probably made social life – for those 
who lived in Perth, at least – somewhat warmer and fuller than that which 
the average school leaver of the day experienced. But that camaraderie 
had to be paid for in terms of continuing loyalty to the Church and to 
causes which, towards the end of the decade, put Catholics somewhat at 
odds with perhaps the mainstream and certainly the more progressive 
elements of Australian public opinion. The coming world conflict would 
soon resolve that particular tension  however  and,  once  again, New 
Norcia’s  isolation  would  provide only partial protection from the storms 
without; somewhat less from the storms within. 
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      The Marist Community, the Prior and College 
Chaplains.  1920 

 

 
 
Back Row:  Br. Sylvester Ceresito, Br. Andrew Power,  Br. Ambrose Ducarre,  
 Br. Wilfrid Mathieson,  Br. Edward Hurley,  Br. Chanel Morgan. 
Front Row: Rev. Father Alcalde O.S.B., Br. Borgia Coughlin, Very Rev. Prior 
 Rios. O.S.B.,  Br. Brendan Hill, Rev. Father H. Moreno. O.S.B. 
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Chapter 8 
 
 
 
 
The Brothers 
 
 
 
 
 
By now, enough has, perhaps, been written to justify the earlier assertion as to the 
importance of the Marist Brothers in the boys’ experience of education at St. 
Ildephonsus’: that they were a determining factor more significant than the 
Benedictines, more significant even than New Norcia’s characteristic isolation. 
The account has, however, by force of necessity, focused more on the 
contribution of individual Brothers, particularly the headmasters, than on the 
Brothers as a team or as a community. Before pushing on with the narrative 
therefore it seems appropriate to pause at this stage and consider the general run 
of Brothers at S.I.C., their lifestyle and the way they responded to it. And to do 
this we must examine briefly at least “The Rule” which governed their lives. 
 
The Common Rules of the Marist Brothers of the Schools, while by no means as 
ancient as the Rule of St. Benedict, nevertheless attempted to achieve the same 
balance of prayer, work and recreation – albeit adapted to the life of an active (as 
opposed to a monastic) order – which had been the essential achievement of the 
Benedictine Rule. The first edition had been drafted by the founder, Fr. 
Champagnat, before his death in 1840. And the revised version, drafted by the 
second General Chapter in 1852, was approved  by  the Vatican in 1863 as in  
keeping with  the Church’s  Code of Canon Law which, among other things, set 
out the parameters within which the various types of religious orders had to 
operate. 
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The Code of Canon Law itself was revised in 1908 and so the twelfth General 
Chapter, the one to which Br. Clement and Br. George had been called in 1920, 
had as its task – apart from repairing the organizational damage caused by the 
First World War – the redrafting of the 1852 edition of the Rules in the light of 
the new Code of Canon Law. Only slightly different from that of 1852, it was this 
third edition, dated March 1923, which governed the lifestyle of the Brothers at 
New Norcia for most of the school’s history. 
 
The 1923 edition of the Common Rules is quite a lengthy and detailed document 
with four hundred and ninety-two articles divided into thirty-nine chapters and 
three main parts: The Means of Sanctification, The Virtues and How to Practise 
Them, and Rules Concerning Relations with Superiors, Pupils, the Public and 
One Another.1 Since we are concerned here with history rather than ascetical 
theology the discussion will be confined to the relevant sections of Parts I and III. 
The “Means of Sanctification” may sound rather remote from the daily round of 
the boarding school but the Rule was essentially a practical rather than a 
speculative document and one need not read very far in either New Norcia’s 
“Book of Visitations”2 or the “Minutes of the House Council”3 to realize the 
relevance of that section of the Rules. 
 
In brief, the twelve chapters of the first part of the Rule bound the Brothers to a 
life in community dedicated to their personal sanctification and the Christian 
education of children. This united spiritual and apostolic effort was made 
possible by the observance of the three traditional vows of Obedience, Poverty 
and Chastity which, in practical terms, meant that they were to: follow the 
legitimate directions of their superiors; relinquish control of any personal 
property or wages and live a simple lifestyle; and they were to relinquish the 
prospect of marriage. Such a life of self-abnegation, lived for such a cause, was 
in itself considered to be virtuous and therefore sanctifying; but in order to 
further purify and strengthen the Brothers in their common resolve, the Common 
Rules also bound them to a routine of daily, weekly, annual and occasional 
exercises of piety, mostly performed in common: daily attendance at Mass, 
meditation, recitation of the Office and the Rosary, spiritual reading and religious 
study: weekly Confession, Chapter  of  Faults,  fasting,  reading  of  the  Rule  
and  interviews  with  the Brother Director; and an annual retreat and interview 
with the Brother Provincial. 
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However, if all of this, in summary, sounds onerous and exacting to modern, 
secular ears, a sympathetic reader of the text itself can discern a prevailing spirit 
of moderation, balance and commonsense. The daily timetable, for instance, is 
mainly a matter of early-to-bed and early-to-rise with adequate time for prayer, 
meals, spiritual study, lesson preparation and recreation. There was to be a half-
holiday once a week and, in addition, most of Saturday afternoon and Sunday 
morning were set aside for recreation. 
 
The trouble was, that in Australia, the pressure to expand had been so intense that 
the Brothers were over-committed and most houses were chronically under-
staffed and over-worked. St. Ildephonsus’ never had more than nine Brothers and 
sometimes as few as six to look after a boarding population which fluctuated 
between sixty and two hundred and averaged about one hundred and fifty. And in 
boarding schools where the same small group of Brothers were responsible not 
only for the classes but also every other waking moment of the boys’ lives, it was 
the Brothers’ community life – their religious exercises, their recreation and their 
opportunity for study - which tended to suffer. 
 
Overseas superiors, such as the Assistant-General, who made visits of inspection 
every three to five years focused on attendance at community prayers and 
sometimes spoke4 of reducing the number of pupils and increasing the number of 
staff. But the Provincial, on his annual visits and on whom the demands for 
additional staffing and new openings were pressed, usually5 recommended 
greater personal effort and more ingenious timetabling to ensure that community 
exercises were not neglected. On the evidence of the House Council Minutes for 
1932, Br. Brendan and his two councillors, Br. Ambrose and Brother Kostka, 
regularly wrestled in their weekly meetings with the “task of drawing up a 
timetable that would give each member of the community an opportunity of 
performing all or at least some, as far as possible, of his exercises of piety with 
the others . . . the chief difficulty presenting itself (being) the irregularity of 
Brothers teaching during the students’ preparation time”.6 When one looks at the 
timetable they actually produced, the difficulties can be seen for themselves: 
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COMMUNITY 
 

Time Table 19307  
 

 5.00  am    Rising 1.30  pm  Rosary
 5.20  am    Salve Regina8 1.45  pm  Class
 6.00  am    Boys’ Rising 3.05  pm  Recess (5 minutes)
 6.30  am    Morning Prayers and 3.10  pm  Class
                   Holy Mass 3.50  pm  Recreation

 7.00  am    Morning Study 5.00  pm  Office/Community Prayer
 7.45  am    Breakfast 5.30  pm  Study
 8.45  am    Class 6.30  pm  Tea
10.20 am    Recess 7.15  pm  Study
10.30 am    Class 8.00  pm  Night Prayers, Bed for 
11.50 am    Religious Instruction                  Lower classes
12.20 pm    Dinner 9.00  pm  Bed for Leaving and 

                Junior Classes  
SCHOOL 
Time Table 19339  

LEAVING JUNIOR SUB-JUNIOR FIRST YEAR
7.00 - 7.45 French French Chemistry Geom. & Art

8.45 - 9.00 Catechism Catechism Catechism Catechism

9.00 - 9.40 English Latin Latin English

Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Alfred Br. Daniel

9.40 - 10.20 French English Arithmetic Latin

Br. Ambrose Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Alfred

10.20 -10.30 RECESS RECESS

10.30 - 11.10 Maths Maths French History

Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Ambrose Br. Daniel

11.10 - 11.50 History French Physics Geometry

Br. Daniel Br. Ambrose Br. Eric Br. Alfred

11.50 - 12.20

1.30 - 2.15 Latin History Algebra Arithmetic

Br. Eric Br. Daniel Br. Canisius Br. Alfred

2.15 - 3.00 Physics Physics History French

Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Daniel Br. Ambrose

3.05 - 3.50 Chemistry Maths Geometry Algebra

Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Alfred Br. Ambrose

5.30 - 6.30  Maths Chemistry French & Latin Preparation

Br. Canisius Br. Eric Br. Ambrose Br. Daniel

7.45 - 8.30 English & Latin Preparation English Preparation

Br. Canisius Br. Daniel

RECESS

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
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Weekend Supervision Roster10 
 
Saturday 

 Leaving Junior 1st Year VI V

1 Science Drawing No
 B. C. B. A.

2
 Science Maths

3 Br. C. Br. E
Night

Br. KostkaBk.Keep
B. Alf

S. J.

Free Read

   Br.  Canisius              Br.  Alf
  Br. A  Br. A

      Drawing

 
 
Sunday 
 
Gospel Br. B Br. A Br. A Br. Kostka
1
2 Br. C Br. E
3
Night

Br. Kostka
Br. Alf     
Br. Hugh  

Br. C
Br. C  

 
 
EMPLOYMENTS 193211 
 
Bother Brendan  Director, Procurator, Servants. 
Brother Kostka  Office, Stationery, Sacristan. 
Brother Ambrose Infirmary, Stores (including Shop) Showers, Number 3 

Dormitory. 
Brother Hugh Prefect and Master of Discipline Sports. Number 4 

Dormitory. 
Brother Canisius Library, Non-Catholics, Superintend Top Floor on 

Wednesdays. 
Brother Cyril12                 Recreation Room, Top Dormitory (Saturday)           
             Number 2 Dormitory. Assist with sports. 
Brother Alfred Tennis Courts, Community Room Assist with Sports. 
Brother Eric Singing, Assist at Number 2 Dormitory, Garden, Tennis 

Courts, Music, Singing. 
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If one follows through the daily teaching load of one of the Brothers – say Br. 
Canisius – and fills it out with the list of daily prayer times, the boarding 
supervision roster and the list of additional employment, one can begin to 
appreciate that there was not a lot of time for getting up to mischief. 
 
Faced with this sort of workload, most Brothers seem to have concentrated on 
getting their work done, found their relaxation and enjoyment where they could, 
and fitted in their prayers according to the dictates of their conscience and the 
proddings of their superiors. There were some casualties. Brother Loyola was 
transferred suddenly in October 1925 because “his conduct rendered a change 
imperative”;13 Brother Placid, the director in 1935 reported that one of the 
younger Brothers was unhappy and should not have taken final vows the previous 
Christmas;14 Br. Kostka took ill in 1934 and had to be retired to Mittagong where 
he lingered on for a time suffering from acute depression;15 and even the stalwart 
Br. Sebastian developed a drinking problem and had to resign the 
headmastership.16  
 
Yet, on the basis of the available documentation, these were the exceptions rather 
than the rule. Comments by visiting provincials and assistants general while 
sometimes clucking over imperfect attendance at exercises of piety or the scarcity 
of time for secular and religious study17 are almost uniformly positive in their 
assessment of community morale, religious spirit and devotion to work. Almost 
the only time there are hints of dissatisfaction and disunity – judging by the Book 
of Visitation and the Minutes of the provincial council – was during Br. 
Brendan’s time as director when staffing was reduced to seven and Brother 
Brendan, fresh from his term as provincial was struggling persistently to improve 
attendance at community exercises. It appears that a tacit accommodation was 
reached along the lines of Laborare est orare and that most of the Brothers saw 
their work as the prime element in their service of God and their personal 
sanctification. 
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Besides the community prayers, recreation was also a problem at New Norcia, 
given that the pupils were always there to be supervised; but that seems to have 
been solved in a more satisfactory way. In the city houses in Sydney, the 
approved method of taking the Saturday afternoon recreation was to do some 
gardening or go for a walk, in pairs and dressed in clerical collars, with perhaps a 
pause to take in part of a suburban football or cricket game. Some Brothers even 
contrived to play for Catholic social club teams but in clandestine style and with 
pseudonyms appearing in newspaper reports because the practice was frowned 
upon by provincials and most directors. At New Norcia however, where the 
Brothers frequently played the boys at handball, tennis, hockey and yard cricket, 
for Brothers to be members of the First XI was commonplace and coaching the 
First XVIII with its attendant outings and elements of socializing was also smiled 
upon – up to a point. Some of the less athletically inclined Brothers evidently18 
rounded up a few boys of similar disposition, “borrowed” stores from the kitchen 
and actually went for walks where they boiled the billy and ate hot buttered toast. 
The picture machine too, when it was allowed to be used, was a form of 
recreation generally forbidden to the Brothers in day schools. 
 
At New Norcia kangaroo shooting was also quite a popular pastime – it is 
mentioned in the farewell to Br. George19 and in a reminiscence of Br. Andrew20 
– and thereby hangs a tale which seems worth including because it catches 
something of the spirit of the New Norcia community and helps redress, perhaps, 
the impression of unremitting work and incipient nervous breakdowns. Several 
Brothers in the course of the school’s history either borrowed or assumed 
“ownership” of horses for kangaroo hunting, provided by some of the local 
families, notably the Clunes. Br. Urban Corrigan, whose academic activities have 
already been referred to, was also “famous” as the son of a well-known Victorian 
jockey, Tommy Corrigan, and when he acquired a very ordinary stray horse 
during his time at S.I.C. he took some pride in letting his ‘horsey’ background 
come to the fore. By dint of careful feeding, regular exercise and a good deal of 
combing and trimming he converted the  nag into quite a  respectable mount.  
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The Clunes got to hear of this, however, and organized one of their relations, who 
lived at some distance, to write to Br. Sebastian, who was director at the time, 
inquiring about a lost horse and giving a detailed description of all the 
distinguishing marks of Br. Urban’s pride and joy. The story has Br. Sebastian 
standing out in the yard with a lantern in hand reading the letter aloud while Br. 
Urban to his growing consternation found more and more of the tell-tale 
markings. When the trick was discovered, Br. Urban took photographs of several 
stray and mangy donkeys which evidently wandered around the mission and sent 
them off to the Clunes with one of their names written under each of the 
donkey’s photographs and a verse to match.21 
 
Such simple pleasures as these alleviated but could not entirely compensate for 
the continual isolation of the New Norcia community, especially in a physical 
environment where, in summer at least, the climate itself could be very trying. In 
keeping with the last two chapters of this first section of the Rule therefore, 
special arrangements were made both for “The Annual Retreat” and “The Annual 
Vacation”. Permission was sometimes22 given to have retreat during the mid-
winter break rather than the traditional Christmas time and sometimes it was held 
in Perth rather than New Norcia to escape the heat. There was an understanding 
too that every two years the whole community would travel to Adelaide where 
they could make their retreat and have their holiday with a larger group of 
Brothers from the rest of the province. This custom was queried23 by the 
provincial council in 1930 on the grounds of cost, but provincials had 
frequently24 mentioned isolation in their visitations and the community travelled 
to Adelaide again on the S.S. Westralia, at a total cost of £143.6s.6d (return) for 
Christmas 1932. By 1944 however, the then Director, Br. Ethelred, was doubtful 
whether transport could be arranged given war-time restrictions on travel across 
the Nullarbor.25 And after the war, when additional communities were founded in 
the West, the biennial trip east came to an end. 
 
In years when they did not go to Adelaide, after the exercises of the retreat were 
completed, the community normally borrowed or rented a house by the sea 
usually at Bunbury, sometimes Rockingham or Moore River,26 where they took a 
month’s holiday.  
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During this month, a holiday timetable was drawn up by the director and house 
council which still had early rising and retiring and a full routine of community 
prayers and periods for religious and secular study; but there was a more 
generous daily allowance of time for recreation – walks, swimming, picnics, 
euchre parties, fishing and sometimes visits from groups of ex-students or parents 
of present pupils. From at least 193327 onward, the Old Boys’ Association 
adopted the custom of taking the whole community out to dinner at one of the 
hotels in Perth – on their way back from the holiday – and making this the 
occasion for farewelling the Brothers being transferred east and welcoming those 
newly arrived from there. The life did have some compensations. 
 
 
These last two points, regarding contact with parents and ex-students lead 
naturally onto a consideration of Part III of the Common Rules, that dealing with 
relations of the Brothers with their superiors, the pupils, the public and each 
other. Most of the rules in this section need not concern us in any detail. 
Relations with superiors and confreres were meant to be based on mutual respect, 
obedience, co-operation and openness. From the founder’s time the order had 
cherished a “family-spirit” untrammelled by excessive formalities between 
superiors and subjects, or divisions between finally- professed and temporary-
professed, old Brothers and young. There were courtesies and customs giving 
precedence of place in the chapel or at the dinner table to those most senior by 
age or profession but these were taken lightly. And the rule about addressing 
one’s confreres always by the title “Brother” was maintained with some difficulty 
in the face of the Australian predilection for abbreviations and nicknames. The 
quality of relations with pupils prescribed by the rule was – without stretching a 
point – much as has been described in the course of this story so far. But when 
we come to what the rule characteristically describes as “Relations with 
Outsiders” there is need for some further explanation. 
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The spirit and rationale of this section of the rule is summed up in two articles of 
Part III, Chapter Seven:28  
 

Article 365.   Intercourse with outsiders is one of the great dangers to the 
Religious Life; it is by too frequent communication with these that the 
religious spirit departs from communities and that the spirit of the world 
enters with its train of abuses, relaxation and vices. The Brothers shall 
never, without real necessity, have any connection with outsiders. 
 
Article 366. They must be civil with everybody, courteous and respectful 
to every person with whom they have to treat; but they should not become 
intimate or familiar with anyone. 

 
The wording is harsh, but the reasoning is clear. The Brothers were conscious of 
having chosen a more austere style of life and believed, with some justification, 
that frequent mixing with people not similarly committed would dilute or 
undermine their own commitment. The exclusiveness and the negative 
connotations are probably the features which most strike the “outsider”; but the 
positive aspects are highlighted somewhat more effectively in this eulogy of 
Brother Guibertus’s style of directorship, written by Br. Brendan during a 
provincial visitation: “He has succeeded in making the Community happy by his 
genial manner and the esteem each member feels is his by right of subject. 
Seculars (i.e. outsiders) make no claim on his time beyond what duty imposes. 
He likes to be with his Community, to pray with them and to share their 
recreations”.29  
 
It should be pointed out moreover that these restrictions applied not only to lay 
people but also the clergy – “The Brothers are not allowed to take meals at the 
Parish Priest’s house . . . unless in case of great necessity”,30 – and to members of 
other religious orders, particularly of the female persuasion. Thus Br. Urban was 
refused permission by the provincial council when he asked to take drawing 
lessons from one of the sisters at St. Gertrude’s in exchange for teaching her 
French.31 
 
Much depended, however, on the interpretation of the word “necessity”. A 
community as isolated as that of New Norcia could not have survived without  
“outside”  assistance.  
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The Clunes have already been mentioned among the locals who were good 
neighbours to the Brothers. The Lanigans and – in the early days – the Davidsons 
too had been helpful, lending their carts and later their cars to move boarders to 
Mogumber railway station and back, or football teams to Moora and Calingiri. In 
Perth, when the Brothers escorted the boarders going on holidays or had to attend 
to other business they usually stayed at the Coffee Palace in Wellington Street32 
where they were looked after by the owner, Mrs Chamberlain, who was given a 
substantial obituary in the school magazine when she died in 1932. Thereafter the 
landlady at the Derwent Hostel in Murray Street33 took a similar maternal interest 
in their welfare. And when boarding accommodation became very scarce during 
World War II with the influx of the American servicemen, the O’Halloran family 
at Mt Lawley, who’d had two sons go through St. Ildephonsus’ on the Lord 
Abbot Scholarship, always had a bed for the Brothers. A resource which was 
utilized not just by the local Brothers but also, on some occasions by the 
Provincial.34  
 
Finally, the Old Boys themselves were in a special category. The Brothers, for 
their part, felt some sort of continuing obligation to support the ex-students in 
their relations with “the church” and actively encouraged the formation and 
activities of the Association. The Old Boys, in turn, felt a continuing loyalty to 
their former teachers and went out of their way to be of service. In the thirties, for 
instance, Len Williams, a non-Catholic Old Boy dentist would regularly pack his 
kit and spend a weekend up at New Norcia,35 staying at the college, eating with 
the community and attending to the boys’ teeth. Len and other members of the 
executive with cars were always meeting the Provincial and other visitors at the 
boat or train and giving them a meal at the Wattle Cafe before driving them up to 
New Norcia.36 Len even went to the extent of escorting Br. Kostka by ship all the 
way to Sydney when two months of local nursing had failed to bring about any 
improvement in his condition.37 The annual reunions at the college, and the 
dinners in Perth have already been mentioned. 
 
So although the Brothers, by reason of their workload, their physical isolation 
and the lifestyle prescribed by their rule could certainly be said to have been 
“sheltered” from the world, the practical necessities of physical survival and 
professional obligation as well as the growing influence of the press, the radio 
and their part-time university studies ensured that they were not  entirely  
“enclosed”.  
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In his pioneering  History of Education in Western Australia, Donald Rankin 
ventures the criticism that: 
 

The Brothers do not appeal to some people as ideal schoolmen because 
they are men without worldly ties and worldly interests.. They train young 
people to fit harmoniously into the world and adjust themselves to its 
requirements and yet they, the teachers, are not of that world. The claims 
of home, citizenship, society, duty, culture, religion must all be equally 
insisted on and to have a productive effect the teacher must each day be 
speaking from daily knowledge, guiding from personal contact and 
illustrating from actual experience. If teachers are gentlemen and daily 
associating with the best that our city life gives, it will reflect itself in their 
conduct and that conduct will find an expression with the young in the 
class. This desired result must be, to a certain extent, missing in a 
community of men taken up with their own spiritual welfare and 
emphatically indifferent to social duties and practice.38  
 

It is a plausible criticism and one that speaks volumes for Mr Rankin’s 
philosophy of education, especially the goal of socialization and the importance 
he attached to the function of the teacher as role-model; but in the light of the 
foregoing description of the Brothers’ lifestyle, his emphasis on their being 
“taken up with their own spiritual welfare” seems a little overstated. Similarly his 
idealization of the state school teachers’ “daily associating with the best that our 
city life gives” appears unduly optimistic. If the education provided at St. 
Ildephonsus’ could be considered somewhat narrow and excessively exam-
oriented, a very similar criticism of the Education Department’s show-piece, 
Perth Modern, has been made by Senator Wheeldon, speaking of the days when 
he and his contemporary, the present prime minister, were students there.39  
 
One instance of narrowness of outlook or lack of sensitivity which does perhaps 
strike the modern reader is the apparent lack of interest in the educational welfare 
of the aboriginal boys at New Norcia. Relations between the aborigines on the 
mission and the college were almost as thin as those with St. Gertrude’s. There is 
a letter from mid-twenties40 to Fr. Ubach at the monastery in which Br. Chanel 
expresses some considerable fears about the adult “natives” threatening the boys 
practising football on the oval and this may  have  been  the  situation  which  led  
to S.I.C.’s withdrawal from the competition in which they had played the 
aboriginal mission team since the school’s earliest days.  
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Some of the aboriginal workers around the mission were responsible for 
emptying the toilet pans at the college,41 and the aboriginal girls at the orphanage 
did the boarders’ laundry – not always in a very satisfactory way42 – throughout 
the school’s history. But even though the “native” boys’ orphanage was right in 
front of the college and the Brothers could see the boys spending much of their 
day simply playing games in the yard,43 it rarely seems to have crossed anyone’s 
mind that the Brothers as experienced teachers might have been able to provide 
something a bit more constructive for these real aboriginals, as opposed to John 
Forrest’s “other aboriginals”.44  
 
Older Brothers who are today quite sensitized to the aboriginal issue and who 
served at St. Ildephonsus’ in the thirties and forties45 look back on that aspect of 
those days with a certain bemusement and some mild feelings of chagrin. But 
apart from the tentative suggestion that some of the brighter aboriginal boys 
might attend the college46 – made perhaps in the early forties and evidently 
rejected by the Benedictines – and the eventual enrolment of two or three sons of 
local aboriginal families in the last ten years of the school’s life, no concerted 
effort ever seems to have been made to look beyond the daily round of classes for 
the white boys. 
 
Yet here again the secularist critic would need to be wary of concluding that the 
Brothers were more narrow-minded or short-sighted than Western Australian 
society in general. As we have seen, the Brothers were chronically overworked 
just attending to the task for which they had been specifically invited to New 
Norcia, and the Benedictines had continued to reserve the care of the aboriginal 
children to themselves. While there was no official policy of apartheid in schools 
or society generally in the south-west of Western Australia either at that time or 
later, Geoffrey Bolton’s47 description of modern aboriginal history in this state 
would indicate that this was pretty much the de facto situation. Even had the 
Brothers had the time and the breadth of vision – and been able to secure 
Benedictine approval – to attempt the integration of the aboriginal boys into St. 
Ildephonsus’, they would probably have been accused of an even greater degree 
of other worldliness by Mr. Rankin.  
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So if  we  seek a  more accurate  and  useful  critique of the  Brothers’ life at New 
Norcia, it is to one of the Brothers themselves, Br. Ethelred, the headmaster of, 
S.I.C. from 1942 to 1947 that we should turn: 
 

I think it a most unfortunate thing that we are all rushed as we are 
throughout the Province. Some of the teaching that goes on – or doesn’t – 
is a scandal, both here and in other schools, and having too much to do is a 
very bad thing for the religious spirit: there is a lot in the Benedictine idea 
and ideal – Pax. I dare say all the best monks48 are quite content to carry on 
cheerfully, knowing that at present nothing can be done about the situation, 
but to ever come to regard this state of affairs as the normal thing would be 
deplorable. Hope I’ll live to see the day when a man has about the same 
amount of time to prepare his lessons as he has class time to give them, 
and not too many concerns outside his class. Have always felt too, it would 
be a good thing if a monk could be pulled in for an extension of training 
somewhere about the time of profession49 or a little after. Some of us are 
half-baked, both as regard scholastic ability and any idea of self-discipline. 
Many a potentially good man seems to be either burnt out prematurely or 
to be soured. Would like to see a man at the Novitiate with an enormous 
capacity for sympathy. Would like to see Bishops and parish priests told 
where to get on and where to get off when there was a question of material 
factors. Would like to see all dances, euchre parties50 etc. put under a ban 
as far as involvement by Brothers was concerned. Would like to see a 
selection of the Juniorate just a trifle more rigid. Then the millennium 
would by here, and of course, the great Ethelred wouldn’t.51  

 
His aspirations were certainly millenary and in total contrast to anything that was 
ever achieved until the very twilight of the Marist era at New Norcia. 
 
Footnotes to Chapter 8 
                                           
 
1 Common Rules of the Marist Brothers of the Schools, Mount St. Michael, Dumfries (U.K.) 1924, pp.5–6.  
 
2 M.M.A.  A book was kept in each community in which the provincial or assistant wrote up his evaluation in 
standard form. The report was read out at the end of the inspection by the visitor and kept as a reference point for 
community effort. 
 
3 M.M.A.  Each house with more than half a dozen members in the community was supposed to have a council of 
two Brothers to advise the Director and to meet regularly. However, the minute book for New Norcia records only 
meetings held between February 1932 and December 1933. 
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42 B.A.N.N.  Letter from Br. Andrew 7.5.1936. 
 
43 Interview with Br. Cletus Read and Br. Ethelred, January 1983. 
 
44 Forrest’s phrase at the opening of the school, see Chapter 3. 
 
45 Interview with Br. Celtus Read and Br. Ethelred January 1983. 
 
46 Interview with Br. Hilarion January 1983. 
 
47 In Stannage, C.T. op.cit “Black and White after 1897”. P. 124 – 178. 
 
48 Among the Marist Brothers this term is used colloquially to refer to themselves. It is not technically accurate 
however, and particularly at New Norcia where there were real monks the use of the colloquial is confusing. 
Hence it is used in this work only when quoting from contemporary sources. 
  
49 He refers to final profession where the temporary, annual vows that young Brothers take are replaced by life-
long vows, normally about the age of twenty five. 
 
50 Presumably these are to be construed as P & F fundraising functions. While participation in a euchre party 
might have been winked at, involvement in dances at that time would certainly have been unusual for Brothers. 
i 
51 M.M.A.  Letter to Br. Arcadius 1.6.1942 
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Chapter 9 
 
 
 
War and Rumours of War:  1940 – 1947  
 
 
 
Once again, Professor Barcan provides us with a thumbnail sketch of the 
general Australian educational background against which this chapter of St. 
Ildephonsus’ history was to unfold: 
 

War brought prosperity and thus opened up the possibility of 
educational improvement. The war engendered idealism and a desire for 
a better social order, including a better educational system. But the war 
also had its harsher impact on education. From the beginning of 1942 
the cessation of building for non-essential purposes, the occupation by 
the military of school buildings, the conscription of young teachers and 
the evacuation of population from regions in Western Australia and 
North Queensland caused some disruption to education.1 

 
This account then goes on to point out that Western Australia, because of its 
smaller economic base, vast size and thinly-scattered population was not able 
to start on educational innovation in the post-war years as quickly as the 
eastern states. The main changes in the state scene, till the start of the fifties, 
were the consolidation of small rural schools and a decision to follow English 
and eastern states trends by raising the school leaving age to fifteen.2  
 
Again too, the Marist Brothers, as an increasingly significant element in the 
Australian Catholic education scene had to respond to these external pressures 
and to cope  also  with  those  caused by their  own  organic development. 
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The moratorium on new foundations that Br. Andrew had declared after his 
appointment as provincial in 1931 ended in 1937, the year he started his – 
unusual – third term of three years in office. In the next five years, nine 
openings were made from Adelaide in the south to the North Solomon Islands 
in the north.3 By the end of the period covered by this chapter, when Australia 
was divided into two provinces, there were to be three hundred and thirty 
brothers staffing forty-eight establishments.4   
 
Such a rate of expansion, particularly under the additional pressures of war 
time, was not without its costs however. The scholasticate which Br. Andrew 
had re-opened with such determination and foresight was closed again from 
1943 till 1946.5 Three of the Brothers sent to the North Solomons were taken 
prisoner by the Japanese and never seen again.6 Some defections from the 
province after the annual appointments in 1943 led to the closure of Norwood, 
a school in Adelaide which had been struggling for enrolments because of its 
poor location and facilities.7 And the widespread shortage of civilian 
manpower threw a heavier workload on the Brothers, especially those in the 
boarding schools where reliable cooks and kitchen staff became almost 
impossible to find.8  
 
The first S.I.C. headmaster to face the full impact of wartime restrictions was 
Br. Bernard McGann who succeeded Br. Placid as headmaster in 1940. Br. 
Bernard had graduated from Sydney University while teaching in some of the 
Sydney schools, but his posting immediately prior to New Norcia had been as 
Director of the Novitiate, Assistant Master of Novices and Province 
Procurator9 at Mittagong. A bustling, energetic character, he threw himself 
into the task of pressuring Abbot Catalan to do something about the facilities, 
especially the provision of a swimming pool and proper hot showers. Partly 
provoked by the drought conditions of 1940, a boring plant and water diviners 
were brought in and a windmill was erected on top of a well sunk near the 
handball courts. Sketch plans for the proposed swimming pool appear in the 
magazine for 1941 and for  twelve months or so it looked as though “Brickie”, 
“Milky” and perhaps even Clune’s Pool might at last be mothballed as far as 
the boarders’ recreation was concerned.10  
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But the Lord Abbot had seen many vigorous headmasters come and go and St. 
Ildephonsus’ was never to get its swimming pool. The only material 
improvement that Br. Bernard achieved was the purchase – with Old Boys’ 
help – of twin thirty-five millimetre projectors for installation in the hall, and 
for these Abbot Catalan did provide a proper projection room.11 Talking 
pictures, from this time onwards became a fortnightly feature of the 
programme and the St Gertrude’s girls were permitted to attend, though they 
sat in a separate section of the hall. 
 
Br. Bernard also tackled what he took to be the boys’ somewhat lackadaisical 
attitude to studies, bringing in regular bell times, line-ups and assemblies: 
practices which were common enough in the day schools in Sydney and 
elsewhere but to which the more easy-going West Australian boarders were 
not so amenable. School uniform too which until this time – apart from the 
blazer and football colours – had been notably absent, was now given clearer 
definition and a good deal more emphasis in the new prospectus which 
appeared in the magazine from 1941 onward.12 This kind of pressure evidently 
did not go over too well with the boys, however, and Br. Bernard must have 
felt the strain.13 It was probably with some relief, therefore, that he received 
the news at the end of 1941 of his transfer back to Mittagong to replace his 
own successor at the novitiate who had retired because of illness. 
 
One innovation that Br. Bernard introduced to the Religious Education 
curriculum was quite dramatic and, although not kept up consistently after his 
transfer, does call for some comment. In the previous chapter some space was 
given to the impact of Catholic Action on the Old Boys. One of its forms 
which gained considerable popularity in Australia was the Catholic Evidence 
Guild, a programme under which people were trained as debaters and public 
speakers, specifically to defend the major aspects of Catholic doctrine and  
practice.  Apologetics had  always  been a  part  of  the religion  programme in 
the senior classes14 and consequently, with the major superiors’ and the 
hierarchy’s encouragement to implement the Pope’s wishes in regard to lay 
Catholic Action, the Catholic Evidence Guild was introduced to St. 
Ildephonsus’ along the lines drawn up by a Dominican sister for her college at 
Strathfield in Sydney.15  
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The first “public” lecture – on the Divinity of Christ – was given by a team of 
three boys during a visit by a group of Old Boy priests to commemorate the 
centenary of the Founder’s death in June 1940. The Old Boy priests joined in 
the heckling to which the lecturers were ritually subjected; but pronounced 
themselves very impressed with the boys’ grasp of the subject and style of 
presentation.16 A second lecture was given at the end of the year in the 
presence of the whole school and Dom Gregory Gomez from the monastery. 
The following year the Old Boy priests again provided a vocal part of the 
audience for the first lecture – “The Proofs for the Existence of God” – and the 
second was attended by the Abbot, as well as Dom Gregory.17 In addition, 
fortnightly combined meetings were held with St. Gertrude’s during the 
second “half”, the senior girls alternating with the boys in giving the lectures 
and doing the heckling before both sides socialized over a cup of tea provided 
by the sisters.18 In the school chronicle, the first of these meetings was 
proclaimed by the student scribe to have been “a success from the religious 
point of view, but as a social outing . . .  an absolute fiasco”.19 Nevertheless 
the meetings were kept up and the social aspects must have improved for one 
of the seniors was evidently chagrined at missing out on one through illness.20 
Another scribe takes good care in the magazine to thank “the Lord Abbot for 
allowing Dr. Gregory to preside at our meetings”.21  
 
Br. Ethelred Ferguson, who succeeded Br. Bernard in 1942, was a very 
different personality. Although he had missed out by six months on Br. 
Andrew’s re-opening of the pre-service scholasticate in 1932, he had quickly 
gained Victorian Registration by part-time study and, while stationed at Sale 
in Victoria, completed his B.A. by correspondence with Melbourne 
University. In fact, as years went by he was to acquire a reputation for 
bookishness  which  bordered  on  entirely  amiable eccentricity, being much 
given to extensive and extempore quotation from Shakespeare and the 
Classics, both Latin and Greek.22  
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But the letter quoted earlier, his conversation and the Headmasters Reports 
reproduced in the school magazines for 1944 and 1947 reveal a mind with a 
very serious grasp of the educational and religious issues of the day. For, in 
addition to his love of learning, Br. Ethelred also cared deeply about the 
spiritual welfare of the Brothers and boys committed to his care. Had he been 
given his head, there might well have been a New Norcia, or at least a St. 
Ildephonsus’, renaissance; but it was not to be. 
 
There was no question as to Br. Ethelred’s energy, enthusiasm and courage 
however. Here he is writing to the new provincial, Br. Arcadius, within a few 
months of his appointment to S.I.C. “Brother Bernard had the Lord Abbot 
ready for the final shove on the hot water for the boys’ showers, and I gave a 
pretty hefty shove. Things look as if they might happen. If they don’t I’ll act 
and present the Benedictines with a bill for £400 and a fait accompli . . . Am 
afraid I’ll soon be back east as a sop to the Lord Abbot, or have things a little 
more as they should be”.23 It has about it the ring of John Paul Jones intending 
“to sail in harm’s way”. And although there were no other university graduates 
on the staff, they were by his account a very capable and hard working body 
of men.24  
 

We are nearly all able to manage advanced work even beyond what we 
are doing – Brother Patricius is not doing physics but easily could, just 
as Br. Norbert could manage chemistry which he is not doing; I could 
do French, which at present is Br. Norbert’s province, and Br. Patricius 
could easily take the Latin from me and so on. In school the man most 
in need of relief is Br. Hilarion (though he never says so!). He has fifty 
in three (primary) classes and a lot of them not fit for Fourth class . . .25 

 
He was, in fact, somewhat less impressed with the raw material on which he 
and the Brothers had to work. The annual report for 1944 pulls no punches: 
 

The spirit of study has on the whole shown improvement, though it is our 
experience that we start under a handicap with our new material drawn  
mostly  from  country  districts. Still,  we  have  managed to do creditably 
in the scholastic sphere chiefly owing to classification on commencement 
and during the course of the year.  We shall maintain this periodical 
reclassification where necessary to ensure that no class will be unduly  
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retarded by those who do not keep abreast of work. At the same time no 
boy’s interest will ever be sacrificed to the idea of high percentage passes 
from the school in external examinations. Such has never been our way. 

 
Last year’s Junior results were at best mediocre, eleven boys only 
securing complete passes. However, of the five boys who sat for the 
Leaving, though one failed to satisfy and returned to school, the 
remaining four have entered upon courses leading to degrees – two in 
Science and one in Engineering at the University and one at the Dental 
College. Seeing the fewness of our undergraduates of late years, this we 
record with particular pleasure, expressing the hope that year by year a 
fresh sprinkling from the school will join those at the University as a 
prelude to professional careers. I take this opportunity of suggesting a 
review of the complacency with which too many parents, I think, watch 
moderately-talented sons enter upon lesser careers, especially the clerical 
sections of the Public Service.26 

 
Professor Barcan, in one of his accounts of Australian education this century 
draws a contrast between the “educational ladder” constructed in all states 
between the two wars and the “educational conveyor belt”27 developed in the 
fifties and afterwards. From the foregoing it is quite clear which metaphor 
appealed more to Br. Ethelred. 
 
Yet for all his enthusiasm and love of learning, Br. Ethelred undertook no 
dramatic broadening of the curriculum, nor could he report any substantial 
growth in the proportion of boys staying at school to complete the Leaving. In 
his final Headmaster’s Report given at the end of 1947 he was able to report 
Leaving Certificate passes in German, Italian and Spanish as well as the more 
traditional Latin and French and in Physiology and Hygiene as well as Physics 
and Chemistry and to count eight distinction passes among the six students 
who sat for the exam.28 But this apparent upsurge in modern languages is due 
to the presence among the six of an Italian boy, Fiori Rinaldi, who sat for 
Italian, Spanish and Physiology and Hygiene. One other boy took German.29 
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And in the same report Br. Ethelred, the classicist, mourns the decline of Latin 
because “if a boy can, at Leaving Certificate standard, handle intelligently a 
piece of Latin prose, he had behind him a solid mental discipline and is in a 
position to adapt himself readily . . . on leaving school”.30 He is still urging 
parents also to give their sons more encouragement to complete the Leaving 
Certificate, berating in particular the attitude “He’s only going to be a farmer” 
because in Br. Ethelred’s view “Medicine, Farming and Teaching (are) the 
three noblest of the professions”.31  
 
For Br. Ethelred the comparative mediocrity of the results was largely 
attributable, in public at least, to this lack of parental enthusiasm; the fact that 
“among our intake of new students the brilliant boys are few and the plodders 
very, very many (a situation) more in evidence at New Norcia than at any 
other school I have known,32 and to the large proportion of country boys 
whose lower primary grounding had been very variable in quality.33 We have 
already seen his more confidential thoughts about the Brothers’ work-load and 
lack of training. But another contributing factor at this stage was the sudden 
upsurge in enrolments due to “the unsettled nature of the times”.34  
 
The war had affected enrolments positively but only moderately, during the 
first couple of years, with new enrolments averaging forty-five in Br. Placid’s 
last year and Brother Bernard’s two years: only a few more than the average 
intake for the whole of the ‘thirties’. In 1942, the new enrolments leapt to 
seventy, however, giving a total school population of two hundred and two, 
the highest enrolment since 1920, and thereafter new enrolments were 
restricted only by the limits of physical accommodation. The population never 
fell below one hundred and ninety during the remainder of Brother Ethelred’s 
term of office.35  
 
Whether these new enrolments were due to the spread of Professor Barcan’s 
“prosperity”, the urge to evacuate children from potential target areas – there 
is a higher proportion of metropolitan enrolments in 1942, but only one from 
Broome and the North West in general – or to the problems of mothers with 
adolescent sons whose husbands were away in the armed forces, would now 
be difficult to establish accurately.  
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But the fact that the student population almost doubled between 1939 and 
1947 while the Leaving Certificate class size remained static seems to indicate 
that the motivation was more custodial than educational or religious in 
origin.36 The proportion of non-Catholics among the enrolments rose to about 
one third. 37  
 
The war had quite an impact on the sports sector of the curriculum. Both the 
Moora (Football) Association and the Victoria Plains (Cricket) Association 
survived through the 1939 season but the football competition collapsed in 
1940 “owing to the large number of enlistments from the district”,38 and 
cricket that year was also confined to colour competition and a few social 
games. In 1941 the footballers were again limited to social games, including 
two in Perth during the mid-winter holiday: one against Perth Modern in 
which they were soundly beaten and the other against C.B.C. Highgate which 
they easily won. That year the cricketers also had only social games but two of 
these were against A.I.F. teams from the camp at Northam and the following 
year, the sportsmaster, Brother Valentine, arranged a whole series of cricket 
and football matches against army teams. Thus the first eighteen played teams 
from the Signallers, Military Police, Divisional HQ, Field Park and Divisional 
Ordnance with a fair share of success. In the game against Divisional HQ, 
Haydn Bunton and some other V.F.L. players39 took the field much to the 
boys’ delight. So between this level of competition and the quality of the 
afternoon teas provided by the army caterers in “away” games, the 1942 
season was one of the most memorable in the school’s history. 
 
In 1943, even though Br. Valentine was still sportsmaster, things were much 
quieter in football, with only one game against an army team, although the 
cricketers had several and five games were arranged for the school hockey 
team. After those matches which  were  played at New Norcia, the soldiers 
often visited the college and mixed with the boys, even coming into the 
dormitories, talking to them and giving them sweets, shoulder flashes, hat 
badges and the other bits and pieces of militaria that interest schoolboys. 
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Brother Hilarion, who umpired many of the games and ran a dormitory, took 
particular note of the fact that he never heard a soldier swear in the presence of 
the boys and raised it with Colonel Robinson of the Armoured Division who 
had his H.Q. at Moora. “Red Robbie” disclaimed any stress on specially 
selecting the teams that came to the school and Br. Hilarion concluded that the 
visits became a sort of compensation for the domestic deprivation from which 
particularly the married soldiers were suffering.40 In 1944 there was only one 
army game and the Victoria Plains (Football) Association revived; but the 
cricketers had to make do with social games until their local competition also 
revived in 1946. 
 
The rifle club’s fortunes also reflected the ebb and flow of the tides of war. 
The club’s .303’s were withdrawn by the army in 1941 and range practice 
thereafter was limited to .22 shooting. The following year an Air Training 
Corps unit was established, with Brother Valentine as O.C. and this attracted 
virtually every boy within the age limit to its round of drill, aircraft 
recognition, range practice and annual camps despite Br. Hilarion’s comments 
about “Menzies’ Mannequins”.41 Since membership of the two groups 
overlapped, the older boys’ involvement in A.T.C. must have disrupted the 
Rifle Club’s normal pattern of activities, but the .303’s were returned in 1945 
and the two bodies managed to co-exist for much of the school’s remaining 
history.42  
 
Oddly enough, athletics actually developed during the war years and towards 
the end of the war began to reinforce the trend of taking the boys down to 
Perth for competition. The first annual State Schoolboys Championships were 
held, under W.A. Amateur Athletic Association sponsorship at the Leederville 
Oval in 1940 and two S.I.C. boys, Noel Hickey and Edward Nash,43 did  very  
well  despite the three-hour  truck  ride down from New Norcia in the 
morning.  
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The school continued to send representatives down to the championships 
throughout the war, the school’s own athletics carnival flourished with the 
increased enrolments and in 1945, due to the “untiring efforts”44 of Br. 
Theophane, who had succeeded Br. Valentine as Sports master, an annual 
competition was established with C.B.C. Perth. Mr. A.D. Scott, an Old Boy of 
both schools45 donated a permanent trophy for this meeting which was held in 
Perth and though the truck travel told against the S.I.C. team in the first two 
meetings, they eventually triumphed in 1947, Br. Ethelred’s last year in 
charge. 
 
Although not subjected to army takeover or evacuation like the Marist schools 
at Cairns and Ashgrove in Queensland,46 the war did affect living conditions at 
New Norcia. Despite the isolation and rather primitive facilities, St. 
Ildephonsus’ had always had cooks and kitchen hands who served in the 
dining room and did the washing up. Reliable men had been difficult to find 
and even more difficult to keep. Accommodation at the college was meagre 
and there was nothing at New Norcia to hold the average unskilled labourer, 
not even a hotel. Now, such men became almost impossible to find, and the 
most dependable of them, the chef, was called up in 1942 in spite of Br. 
Ethelred’s “dash to Perth to see the man-power officer”.47 Brother Norbert 
became chief “pot-walloper”, organizing the boys to help him and to do their 
own washing up in the dining room.48 A similar devolution of responsibility 
took place for sweeping and dusting the dormitories and, with the habit of 
manual labour spreading, Brother Hilarion managed to interest quite a few of 
the smaller boys in “digging for victory”.49 Brother Ethelred was able to report 
that although this change had been made “merely as a necessary war-time 
measure . . . it has unquestionably yielded fruits in the matter of character 
development”.50 Only one of the parents complained and most were also quite 
co-operative about handing over the appropriate coupons, so there was no 
difficulty with rationing, either, at the school.51  
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Another change in living conditions, only marginally connected with the war, 
was to have far-reaching consequences for the school’s future. In his letter to 
the provincial of June 1st 1942, previously quoted, Br. Ethelred had reported 
on Br. Bernard’s efforts and his own, to have the Abbot install a proper hot 
water system for the boys’ showers, raising the possibility of his acting 
unilaterally. A quotation was, in fact, called for; but Abbot Catalan jibbed at 
the figure - £550 – despite Br. Ethelred’s pointing out that most of the boys 
had not had “a complete body wash for some three months”.52 The Director 
therefore, took the quite unprecedented step – for a local superior, at least – of 
issuing the Abbot with an ultimatum. It was the eve of the mid-winter holiday 
and if the monastery did not give a firm undertaking to have hot water 
supplied, Br. Ethelred would refuse to re-open the school after the holidays. 
The interview “waxed a trifle heated”,53 but to prove he was serious, the 
Director took the further step of informing the boys of his decision and of 
writing to the provincial, Br. Arcadius, apologizing for the fuss but stating 
quite clearly that he would resign as headmaster rather than re-open without 
the new showers.54  
 
War time telephone communication with the eastern states was very difficult, 
especially for a school which still did not have a telephone installed and 
therefore had to rely on the local post office.55 Consequently, much of the 
ensuing negotiations was carried on by correspondence, only six letters of 
which survive: four from Br. Ethelred; one from Br. Arcadius; and one from 
the Lord Abbot. Nevertheless, the outline of subsequent events is reasonably 
clear. Br. Arcadius wrote reprimanding Br. Ethelred but refusing to accept his 
resignation and instructing him to re-open at the proper time. He also 
promised provincial council support and an early visit from Br. Andrew, who 
had stayed on as vice-provincial to help with the visitation of the increasingly 
far-flung province. The school did re-open at the proper time, Br. Andrew 
arrived in August and in September Br. Arcadius sent a long letter to the 
Abbot setting out the council’s firm support for Br. Ethelred’s stand.56 
 
The letter was measured in tone and respectful, but it did not mince words. 
Reference was made to “killing the goose that lays the golden egg”,57 and in 
addition to quite detailed suggestions about  the showers urged  the necessity 
of installing refrigeration, re-opening the swimming pool project and 
upgrading the college ovals.  
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It argued that, though enrolments were then up because of war-time 
conditions, the school would not, when peace returned, be able to compete 
with the three other Catholic boys’ boarding schools then operating in the 
State. And it closed with an ultimatum of its own: “If the scope of our work is 
being seriously hampered, and we definitely consider that it is . . . the Brothers 
might be more fruitfully employed . . . in other centres of activity”.58 In the 
school chronicle for November 6th that year the student scribe announced: 
“All ideas of miracles not happening are smashed. We have a hot water 
system”.59 And in January 1943 the Abbot confirms in a somewhat testy letter 
to Br. Arcadius that the system is operating and that the “Other suggestions 
will be carried out as early as circumstances make it possible”.60  
 
The damage had been done however. Br. Arcadius visited New Norcia himself 
in August 1943 and, apparently unimpressed by the Abbot’s undertakings in 
regard to further improvements at St. Ildephonsus’, travelled to Kalgoorlie to 
interview Dr. Prendiville, the Archbishop of Perth. Letters which subsequently 
passed between them indicate that the provincial revealed his continuing 
unhappiness with the situation vis à vis the Benedictines and sought the 
Archbishop’s approval for a new boarding school at Bunbury, which the 
Brothers would build at their own expense, and for an opening in the city from 
where they would be able to attend the university.61 The Archbishop readily 
agreed to both suggestions revealing, in turn, that he was “longing for the day 
when the drift of our boys to New Norcia will cease”;62 but he was unable to 
arrange anything immediately because the Christian Brothers had the 
metropolitan area adequately covered and the parish priest of Bunbury was 
unenthusiastic about a boys’ boarding school on his doorstep. In the 
meantime, Archbishop Prendiville suggested a humble start with a parish 
junior secondary school at Northam.63 The Bunbury proposal was later made 
semi-public64 however, partly because it was thought, in the Archbishop’s 
words, that it would “have the desired effect as far as the Lord Abbot is 
concerned”.65 But this was more than a mere bluff. As the Archbishop wrote 
to the parish priest of Bunbury: “It is their intention, confidentially, to 
withdraw their staff from New Norcia at the first available opportunity”.66 
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While the Abbot had been angered by Brother Ethelred’s ultimatum and was 
evidently not too happy with the subsequent support of the provincial council, 
it is not entirely clear how seriously he regarded the threat of a rival opening at 
Bunbury or even that he cared whether the Marists continued to operate St. 
Ildephonsus’. Refrigeration was eventually provided for the college but 
nothing was ever done about the swimming pool or the ovals. 
 
Perhaps he had other worries on his mind. It was rumoured67 that the 
Apostolic Delegate, Archbishop Panico, had passed on instructions from the 
Vatican that there was to be no further recruitment from Spain: that New 
Norcia was to find aspirants from within Australia. During the Delegate’s visit 
in April 1940 the Benedictines opened a handsome two-storey brick Juniorate 
building to house the prospective recruits and in an article published in the 
West Australian Record and the S.I.C. magazine, it was explained that after 
more than ninety years in Australia “the time is now fully ripe for our 
Westralian Abbey to draw its recruits entirely from the sons of the land”.68 As 
we have seen, tentative steps had already been taken in this direction: The first 
two Australian-born choir monks – Dom Michael Cave and Dom Basil 
Noseda – were ordained in 1945 and 1946 respectively.69 Nevertheless, 
severing the Spanish connection was a very radical step for such a 
traditionally Spanish community and though there was a reasonable trickle of 
volunteers – aided by the Benedictine policy of paying all their educational 
and living expenses – the response was far from overwhelming and Abbot 
Catalan may well have been worried about the future. Down the track too lay 
the tensions of integrating two different language groups under the one 
monastic roof: tensions which Brother Stanislaus and the Marists had 
experienced some fifty years previously.70  
 
What with the battle over the showers, the threat of an alternative opening in 
Bunbury and now direct competition for recruits – a competition on which the 
Marists felt the Benedictines were sometimes spending money that might 
more justly have been spent on improving facilities at St. Ildephonsus’ – the 
wonder is that relations between the two orders did not deteriorate quite 
openly. This did not eventuate however. Rumours may have circulated but 
Brother Ethelred and Abbot Catalan kept much of the negotiations to 
themselves. The college staff and student body joined wholeheartedly in the 
week-long celebrations which in May 1946 marked the centenary of the 
Abbey’s foundation.71  
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And in both his final headmaster’s report and in his farewell speech to the Old 
Boys’ Association, Br. Ethelred was able to “eulogize”72 the Benedictine 
community “for their complete oblivion of self-interest where there was a 
question of furnishing facilities for Mass, Benediction and the frequentation of 
the Sacraments.73  

 
No coverage of these years at St. Ildephonsus’ would be complete without 
some reference to the impact of the war on the Old Boys’ Association. The 
school had been very young when World War I broke out and consequently 
paid a relatively modest price in that conflict; but this time there was no way 
of escaping the full reckoning. If Catholics had been in a minority as regards 
the Spanish civil war, they were certainly back in the Australian mainstream 
when it came to participation in World War II. Upwards of a hundred Old 
Boys joined the forces – mainly as “other ranks” in the army and airforce74 -
and took part in all the major campaigns in which Australia was involved: 
North Africa, Greece, Crete, Singapore, New Guinea and the Islands. Nineteen 
of them died;75 many spent years in German or Japanese prison camps; Lieut. 
Frank Lavan won the Military Cross for “conspicuous gallantry” at El 
Alamein;76 Flight Lieuts. Charlie Watson and Dick Fitzgerald both received 
D.F.C’s although the latter was killed in the last bombing raid of his tour over 
Germany;77 and one of the Old Boy priests, Fr. Cunningham, was awarded the 
M.B.E. for his work with stretcher parties at Buna.78  
 
Those who remained in “Civvy Street” strove to keep the Association 
functioning, but with considerable difficulty. The annual retreat at North Perth 
monastery was maintained throughout the war; but the annual ball was 
reduced to cabaret status in 1940 and 1941 and then abandoned till 1946. 
Hockey suffered a similar decline, disappearing in 1942 and re-appearing in 
somewhat debilitated form in 1945. Even the annual general meetings had to 
be abandoned in 1943 and 1944. An extraordinary general meeting was held at 
the Australia Hotel in November 1945, however, when the continuing 
committee members noticed a lot of demobilized ex-students in Perth. And in 
1946 all of the annual functions were restored to something like their former 
glory though there was a niggling worry that it was the older rather than the 
younger ex-students who had reconvened. Still, the executive had managed to 
hold the Association together – Brothers Andrew, Clement and Arcadius were  
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loyally met and generously entertained even in 1944 – and a very satisfactory 
crowd assembled to farewell Br. Ethelred and Br. Hilarion when they were 
transferred back east at the end of 1947 to become part of the now separate 
Northern Province.79  
 
So St. Ildephonsus’ survived the war years. Although the world conflict had 
certainly thrown its shadow over the school – a shadow made visible by the 
appearance of the army teams on the school’s oval and the frequent military 
convoys rumbling up and down the northern highway – its direct impact on 
the school was almost benign. The quality of the cooking and housekeeping 
may have declined marginally in this do-it-yourself era, but the enrolments 
increased to the stage where they provided an economic basis on which the 
future of the school might have been assured. If the limping local sports 
competitions were temporarily swept away, they were temporarily replaced by 
the more exciting army games and their absence increased the tendency to 
look towards Perth for more appropriate competition. And if the war threw an 
even heavier workload on the Brothers and further delayed their opportunity 
for adequate training, it also helped them maintain close contact with the 
increased number of boys as they worked side by side in sculleries, kitchen 
gardens and dormitory cleaning. 
 
The most significant developments of the period, as far as St. Ildephonsus’ 
was concerned, were only marginally related to wartime conditions however. 
The Vatican decision – if it was in fact a Vatican instruction – to terminate the 
Spanish recruitment could have come at any time in the previous fifty years. 
The Lord Abbot’s reluctance to spend money on maintenance and 
improvements was simply the continuation of a pattern already established in 
the thirties. And the Marist decision to seek new and alternative foundations to 
New Norcia in the Perth archdiocese was made in spite of wartime difficulties 
in acquiring property and building material rather than because of these 
difficulties. It was the internal and largely unnoticed struggle, not the 
international conflict, which was to have the more far-reaching consequences 
for the college. 
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Chapter 10 
 
 
 
 
Indian Summer :  1948 – 1959 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although the war had “cured” the unemployment and the price collapse of 
the Depression years and brought about a real increase in domestic 
prosperity, re-adjustment to a peacetime economy took several years and it 
was not until 1948 that the real economic boom began to burgeon in Western 
Australia. Led by the wool and wheat industries and climaxing during the 
Korean War years of the early fifties, when wool prices reached 251 pence 
per pound and wool provided fifty per cent of the State’s income,1 Western 
Australia enjoyed an economic second spring, not unlike the situation in 
which St. Ildephonsus’ had been founded almost forty years earlier. 
 
The State education system, still suffering from an effective freeze in 
spending since the early thirties, with its consequent deterioration of school 
plant and teaching strength, took some time to catch up on the deficiencies 
to the two previous decades before it could begin the expansion which was 
to characterize the period from the middle fifties to the middle sixties. 
Fuelled partly by the “baby boom” and the new immigration programme, the 
period saw a spectacular increase in the number, size and quality of the 
State’s comprehensive, co-educational high schools. The number of 
secondary  students  in state schools  rose  from  twelve  thousand in 1951 to  
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twenty-seven and a half thousand in 1961.2 More significantly, for private 
education, the state share of secondary education rose from sixty to seventy 
per cent in the same decade. More than a dozen new high schools were built 
in Perth; and country centres like Merredin, Manjimup, Narrogin, Busselton 
and Katanning, which had in the past sent their quota of boarders to New 
Norcia, received new district high schools of their own. 
 
Australia-wide, Catholic education experienced, proportionately speaking, 
even greater pressures to expand. The Catholic share in the baby boom, the 
migrant intake, and, notably, the intake of non-English speaking migrants 
was higher than the national average.3 To complicate matters still further, 
most of the pressure was urban, calling for large numbers of new places in 
old inner suburbs where there was little space for physical expansion on 
existing church property or in the mushrooming outer suburbs where there 
was no developed church property at all. With no state support, either capital 
or recurrent, the Catholic “system” could not cope with all the demands 
placed on it and the percentage of children attending state schools 
increased.4 Yet even so, Catholic school enrolments increased by one 
hundred and twenty-three per cent between 1946 and 1964.5  
 
The Marist Brothers’ division of Australia into two provinces in 1948 was 
mainly a recognition of the size to which the Australian province had grown, 
but it also gave the provincial authorities a better chance of coping with the 
increased pressure for expansion. Br. Placidus Redden, who had succeeded 
Br. Arcadius as provincial of Australia after the latter’s resignation because 
of ill-health in 1945, was given charge of the new Melbourne, or Southern 
Province. Br. Andrew, much to his dismay,6 was recalled from his classroom 
activities to re-assume duty as provincial of the Sydney, or Northern, 
Province. The Melbourne Province administered all the Marist Brothers’ 
schools in Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria and two country 
dioceses of New South Wales: Wagga Wagga and Wilcannia-Forbes. At the 
time of the division it was allocated one hundred and two Brothers with 
seven more in teacher-training, and it was responsible for seventeen 
establishments.7  
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Two of these schools were brand-new openings in 1948: one in Northam and 
one at Parkes in central New South Wales. During the next ten years a 
further ten establishments were opened, two of them country boarding 
schools and another boarding school, Forbes, was located on a new site with 
new facilities. All three of these new boarding schools naturally had modern, 
if still rather spartan boarding accommodation: long rectangular dormitories, 
light and airy and easy to supervise; adjacent washrooms with hot and cold 
running water. One Brother could look after fifty or more boarders in these 
surroundings. Even in the older, Marist-owned boarding schools – Kilmore 
and Sale in Victoria, Sacred Heart in Adelaide – considerable extensions 
were undertaken during the middle-to-late fifties. In hindsight more could 
certainly have been done to their boarding facilities but at least sizeable 
classroom and laboratory blocks were built. Those on the spot, being to a 
certain extent masters of their own fate, could recognize and respond to the 
pressures of the times.  
 
In the context of all this explosive growth, St. Ildephonsus’, to the outside 
observer, must have seemed a quiet backwater, isolated from the mainstream 
without plans for or even prospects of sharing in the expansion. Despite Br. 
Ethelred’s and Br. Arcadius’ campaigns, there had been no capital 
development or even substantial refurbishment for more than twenty years. 
On the evidence of Archbishop Prendiville’s remark, previously quoted,9 
and a substantial body of correspondence dealing with land negotiations,10 
the energies of the Marist superiors, as far as Western Australia was 
concerned, were now much more directed towards establishing an 
alternative to St. Ildephonsus’ at Bunbury rather than continuing the 
seemingly hopeless task of converting the Lord Abbot. And Abbot Catalan 
for his part, until he resigned as abbot in 1951, continued to be more 
concerned with the internal affairs of the monastery and the abbey nullius 
than with the future of  the school. Yet, for all  that, to the insiders – the boys 
and Brothers who were there in the fifties – S.I.C. was a happy flourishing 
school enjoying what they could not know was its Indian Summer. 
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Br. Lucian Gerber who succeeded Br. Ethelred as headmaster in 1948 had 
been a successful sportsmaster11 and chemistry teacher in Newcastle and 
then director of the Brothers’ school at North Sydney before his appointment 
to New Norcia.12 Perhaps less academically inclined than his predecessor, he 
was a jovial character, no less committed to the physical, social and spiritual 
welfare of his students and he threw himself into what might now be termed 
improving the boys’ “quality of life”. Br. Arcadius, in his long letter to the 
Abbot back in 1942 had spoken of the “new generation that (had) arisen . . . 
people and their children (had) to be met in the convenience of the present 
day”.13 And what had been true enough in the middle years of the war was 
even more urgent amidst the rising material expectations of the fifties. 
Improving the physical and social conditions of the boys became the major 
theme of life at St. Ildephonsus’ during this decade. 
 
With the Benedictines still holding the purse strings and the Abbot’s 
attention elsewhere, there was not, in Br. Lucian’s time, a great deal that 
could be done, however. The refrigeration which had been requested in 1942 
was installed in 1952 and that same year, “Brickie” was re-scooped and the 
wooden jetties for starts and finishes were refurbished and painted white, 
making a brave show for the school’s house carnival in 1953,14 but still 
falling far short of the aspirations articulated as far back as Br. Bernard’s 
time. With the help of raffles run by Br. Albertus15 and donations from Old 
Boys, the tennis courts were extended and bitumenized, a new set of film 
projectors installed, the library renovated and re-organized and a secondhand 
bus acquired.16 Another list of improvements published in the 1953 
magazine includes seemingly insignificant things such as stainless steel 
sinks and bench tops in the sculleries, fluorescent lights in the classrooms, a 
bit of painting and curtaining and the installation of  the school’s own power 
plant to extend the main supply which still came from the monastery 
generator and still closed down at 9.30 each night.17 
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But thus was S.I.C.’s progress measured. While living standards in the state 
were rising steadily, the college struggled to make good a few of the 
deficiencies of the past. 
 
At a less tangible level, but perhaps more significantly, the school had 
moved from the two “halves” to the three-term division of the school year in 
1949, despite some resistance from Abbot Catalan.18 The acquisition of the 
bus in 1950 meant also that trips to Perth for cultural and sporting events 
became an occasional if not yet a regular feature of the “wider curriculum”. 
The local associations still provided the staple competition for the football 
and cricket teams but St. Louis’, Hale School, Aquinas, Wesley and C.B.C. 
Terrace began to figure more prominently in the chronicle and sports section 
of the magazine. The link was still tenuous however – “with faulty steering 
gear on the bus, Wednesday’s trip to Perth seems doubtful”19 – and when 
Perth schools returned the compliment and visited New Norcia they were 
faced with the daunting prospect of meeting the home team on an oval which 
still had more in common with a gravel pit than a football ground. 
 
There seems to have been no significant change in the academic curriculum 
during this period. Marist teacher formation was still suffering from the 
pressure of expansion. The one-year pre-service scholasticate was not re-
established until 194620 and although fifteen of the one hundred and seven 
Brothers21 in the new province at the time of its formation were engaged in 
part-time university studies, there was no university graduate at New Norcia 
during these years until Br. Albertus graduated, at the age of fifty-one, in 
1954.22 Academically, the school continued to be judged on the basis of the 
Leaving results and though these were not especially impressive during Br. 
Lucian’s time, average numbers in Leaving Certificate did creep up to 
almost ten each year; this at a time when boarding numbers, though down 
from the war-time overcrowding, were still averaging one hundred and 
seventy-five  per year. There was one exhibition and several distinction level 
passes but by and large it seems as though the few good boys did very well 
and those not so gifted did poorly: pass rates of five or seven out of eleven 
candidates are typical.23 
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In the religious sphere too it tended to be “more of the same”: catechism, 
sodality and the annual retreat. But if Ireland had been the earthly cause that 
had made Catholic hearts beat faster in the early twenties, and Spain the 
cause of the late thirties, anti-communism was part of the air the boys 
breathed during these years of the Korean and Cold Wars. In the 1948 
magazine Br. Angelus, an ex-student of St. Ildephonsus’, contributed an 
article describing his recent visit to Europe and stressing the atmosphere of 
gloom and expectation of renewed war, especially in Germany.24 At Easter 
1949 the boys listened to a recording of the American Monsignor Fulton 
Sheen’s talk on Communism.25 In the 1950 magazine another Old Boy, Fr. 
Reg Hynes, in an article describing an Australian pilgrimage to Rome, 
includes the revealing detail: “Suddenly in the Red Sea, the ship stopped and 
the lights went out – it must be the Communists”!26 And in 1952 the boys 
heard two visiting speakers warn about the danger of Communism to 
Australia: Fr. Lalor S.J. in April and a Mr. G. Abdulla in November, who 
spoke especially about “the communist influence among the natives of 
Australia”.27 When Br. Lucian finished his six-year term as headmaster and 
was transferred to the new Marist opening at Subiaco, the new school was 
given a motto based on a comment by the well-known victim of Communist 
persecution, Cardinal Mindszenty.28 
 
Before Br. Lucian’s transfer, an even more significant change-over had 
taken place in New Norcia. Abbot Catalan retired from the abbacy due to ill- 
health in May 1951 and in his place the monastic community elected Dom 
Gregory Gomez, another Spaniard, but one who had done his priestly 
training at St. Patrick’s Seminary, Manly, and who had shown considerable 
interest in St. Ildephonsus’: as chaplain, adjudicator of debates, even as a 
player of handball against Br. Cletus and some of the other younger 
members of the Marist community.29 The Marists, especially those on the 
spot,  were  delighted  with  the  new  Abbot,  hoping, no  doubt   for  more 
open-handed support. And it was in Abbot Gregory’s first year of office that 
the refrigeration and the improvements to “Brickie” already referred to, were 
done. 
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However, the policy of Australianizing the monastery community was not 
going smoothly and the new Abbot evidently decided not to involve himself 
in the running of the school any more than his predecessor had. He wrote to 
Br. Placidus and the provincial council suggesting that the Marist Brothers 
assume complete responsibility for St. Ildephonsus’.30  
 
His offer was discussed at the provincial council meeting in January 1952 
and although Northam had opened and Bunbury and Subiaco were now in 
prospect, the council decided that even in the short term there would be 
advantages for the school and the Brothers if they had a freer hand 
particularly as regards maintenance. Four alternative schemes for the 
handover were drafted and discussed by the monastery council and 
provincial council over the ensuing twelve months.31 Jack O’Halloran, 
former president of the Old Boys, and the monastery’s legal adviser, was 
instructed to draw up a formal “Lease and Bailment”, including a detailed 
inventory of the school’s furnishing and this was duly signed and sealed by 
Abbot Gomez and Brother Placidus for a ten-year term starting from January 
1953.32  
 
Under the conditions of the lease, the Benedictines were to modernize the 
kitchen, install a reserve water tank on the roof of the school and continue to 
supply the school with water, power, bread and meat at negotiated prices. 
They were to be paid an annual rental of £500 and remained responsible for 
any capital extensions. The Marists, for their part, were to have full control 
of all the school fees and complete responsibility for the school’s 
management, including the maintenance problem which was, by now, quite 
acute. There was a number of other conditions including a guarantee by the 
Marists to go on publishing the magazine and to reserve space in it for the 
use of the Benedictines. A review of the terms was to be made after five 
years and significantly, in the light of subsequent events, if the lease ran its  
full ten years and was not formally extended, it was to continue in operation, 
requiring twelve months notice on either part for termination.33  
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On the face of it, this was quite a reasonable agreement. As we have seen 
earlier, even during the depression the school had produced an average 
annual surplus of £850 to the monastery, excluding profits from the sale of 
produce. And between 1940 and 1952 the average surplus had been £1,05034 
despite a near loss in 1948 when Abbot Catalan had delayed35 approval of 
the first rise in fees since 1921,36 while the monastery dickered over who 
should pay what fraction of the kitchen and ground staff’s wages. If the 
Benedictines had kept up a regular and adequate maintenance programme, 
their nett income would obviously have been considerably reduced. So the 
rental figure of £500, again excluding the profits from the sale of produce, 
was in effect only allowing the Marist brothers a figure of £550 per annum 
to do their own maintenance. 
 
The economic boom led by wool prices referred to earlier had brought to 
Western Australia, for almost the first time this century,37 double-digit 
inflation and after the initial hesitation in 1948 the Abbot had agreed readily 
enough to subsequent rises in fees, taking the annual cost of board and 
tuition, without extras, from £60 in 1948 to £96 in 1953 and £106 in 1954.38 
In the years following the Marist assumption of full financial control, 
inflation fell back to more manageable levels – an average of four-and-half 
per cent between 1954 and 1958 – and the fees were naturally adjusted to 
allow for this. But with the steady nibbling of inflation, the enormous 
backlog of deferred or neglected maintenance and the New Norcia tradition 
of low fees, there was little scope for amassing great profits or establishing a 
capital fund for the modernization and expansion that would have been 
necessary for the school’s survival.  
 
Nevertheless, the incoming headmaster, Br. Oliver Clarke, an ex-student of 
St. Ildephonsus’ with no university degree but a considerable reputation as a 
teacher and Directorships in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria 
behind him,39 made a concerted effort to catch up on the maintenance 
backlog. During  his  six-year tenure, the  moveable  partitions  between  the  
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classrooms were replaced by fixed, soundproof walls; most of the desks and 
the hall seating were replaced; the first floor balcony around the internal 
courtyard was completely retimbered; the entire building was repainted, 
inside and out; and new internal toilets and washrooms were provided for 
the dormitories. Much of this work was done by the Brothers themselves 
during the school holidays. A professional house painter from Perth came up 
and did the supervising while the Brothers acted as labourers and 
apprentices. Similarly, the odd-job men, Arthur and Alf, acted as foremen 
while the Brothers Ray O’Regan and “Joe” Gordon replaced the flooring on 
the verandah.40  
 
Even with the support of the provincial and the new Assistant General, Br. 
Justinian,41 Br. Oliver could not persuade the Benedictines to provide more 
classrooms; but the abbey did build new quarters for the domestic staff in 
195742 although the Marists contributed £1,000 towards the cost of these.43 
This addition made little difference to the curriculum possibilities within the 
school but it did make the task of retaining domestic staff a little easier, 
though there was still no “night life”44 nor any real social life to make New 
Norcia an attractive billet for the average domestic or groundsman. It also 
gave the Brothers privacy in their own quarters – when the students were on 
holiday at least – for the first time since the school was built. 
 
Despite all these renovations, Br. Oliver’s efforts were by no means limited 
to material improvements. With the energetic assistance of the sportsmaster, 
Br. Callixtus, he introduced a new house system, named after the founders – 
Salvado, Torres, Stanislaus and Sebastian – and based more on the 
traditional independent school model. The senior boys took leadership roles 
and helped organize the internal sports competitions, debating and so forth. 
Senior, junior, junior-secondary and primary forms were established and 
public speaking restored to the prominence it had enjoyed at S.I.C. during 
Br. Oliver’s own school days. The band too, was revived, still with some of 
the violins of yore, but fortified now by piano accordions and some 
woodwinds.45 And though the dormitory arrangements could hardly be re-
organized without major reconstruction, the new teams did compete for the 
title of champion house in a system that flourished for the rest of the 
school’s history. 
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The high point of the house competition for the year was the annual athletics 
sports day in October, which attracted ever increasing numbers of parents to 
New Norcia in the fifties as the road improved and the number of cars in the 
population increased. A feature of the day was the solemn march past in 
team formation, judged by Air Force officers from Pearce and cheered by 
the girls from St. Gertrude’s as well as by the parents.46 But the trend of 
travelling to Perth for games against other schools became more and more 
pronounced. After winning the premiership of the Victoria Plains 
Association for three consecutive years,47 S.I.C. withdrew in 1958 and 
played only games against other schools. A new bus was bought with Old 
Boys’ help in 195948 and in 1960 the Perth connection was formalized with 
St. Ildephonsus’ acceptance into the regular metropolitan competition of the 
Associated Catholic Colleges.49  
 
On the academic side of things, the trend towards staying longer at school 
became more pronounced with the average Leaving Certificate enrolment 
creeping up to fourteen during Brother Oliver’s time and a high point of 
twenty-one being achieved, in 1958. Leaving results were generally good, 
with the number of Commonwealth Scholarships – at least two or three 
every year – replacing Exhibitions as an indicator of the quality. But there 
was still no university graduates among the staff except Br. Albertus and Br. 
Guibertus – commonly referred to, tongue-in-cheek, as the “Bertus brothers” 
– the latter having retired to New Norcia where he taught Latin and kept the 
books once the new arrangement with the monastery came into force in 
1953.50 
 
One novelty introduced into the curriculum during these years was the 
introduction of a few days “Learn-to-Drive” course for the senior boys under 
the auspices of the National Safety Council when “Two of the latest in sleek 
Customlines and a well known local vehicle of slightly less trim lines were 
provided for our driver-training”.51 But in Br. Oliver’s second year he 
discontinued the Air Training Corps sessions with the officers from Pearce 
and restored that half day to the academic timetable for the senior boys.52 
Though there was no casual connection between these two changes to the 
“wider curriculum”, to the observer at a safe distance, it does suggest an 
interesting shift in values. 
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As regards religion, the anti-communist attitude, while still no doubt implicit 
seems to have become less strident; but the actual classroom situation as set 
out in this extract from the report of the diocesan inspector of schools, Fr. 
Cameron, in 1954 seems to have changed very little in forty years. 

 
Annual Report on Religious Instruction53  
 
St. Ildephonsus’ College, New Norcia – Marist Brothers  
 
First Year   Teacher – Rev. Br. Tarcisius 
 
Catechism: To chapter XVI. Memory work very good and 

generally explained well; a few vague. 
 
Bible History: Briefly but accurately retold on the whole. 
 
Sacraments, Commandments etc.:   Sound   instruction   well  

absorbed   and   class generally very clear. 
 
Mass:   Good explanation of parts and their meaning. 
 
Liturgy: Church Year and allied items good. 
 
Our Lady: Devotions. Good general instructions on these 

subjects. 
 
General Topics: Good information and training on reverence to 

parents, the virtues and other matters. 
 
Remarks: A very good standard throughout. 
 
Third Year  Teacher – Rev. Br. Gordon  
 
Doctrine: “Catholic Faith” Part III. Followed to chapter VII. 

Very sound instruction throughout, and especially 
on the Commandments. Clear and practical 
explanations with  few exceptions, and  even  these  

 showed good general knowledge of main facts. 
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Sunday Gospels: Some a little vague, but generally good knowledge.  
 
Our Lady: Main Feasts have been treated as they occur. Good 

explanation of background and doctrines involved. 
 
Remarks: All matter has been given detailed treatment and 

pupils are clear and practical in explanation. Very 
Good. 

 
 
Leaving   Teacher – Rev. Br. Oliver 
 
Doctrine and Good     detailed    coverage.     Explanations    and 
Apologetics: arguments sound and to the point. Difficulties 

faced and met clearly. 
 
Church History: Same as Fourth Year. Good general knowledge of 

selection of matter asked. 
 
Scripture: St. John’s to Chapter XII. Briefly touched on by 

me. Good general knowledge of matter and clear 
on doctrine it covers. 

 
Liturgy: Seasons of ecclesiastical year treated. Known and 

described clearly and significance appreciated. 
 
Our Lady and Not sufficient time to examine at any length, but  
General Topics: the few questions put and answered indicated a 

good grasp of the liberal matter covered. 
 
Remarks: Practical approach throughout and good coverage. 

Generally well absorbed and a very good standard 
over all. 
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The basic model is still that of a simplified “factual” or doctrinal instruction, 
supported by a stress on devotional and pious practices. And it was still 
“working” in the way that mattered most to the most interested observers. 
Each year the Provincial’s Visitation Report notes two or three, sometimes 
five or six boys going off to the Marist Juniorate or Diocesan Seminary. Not 
all of these persevered much beyond one or two years, admittedly, but the 
attraction was certainly there and the priestly ordinations of Old Boys Joe 
Chown, Frank O’Hara and Des Clifford are recorded in the 1953 and 1957 
magazines. 
 
Yet despite the appearance of an unchanged religious education syllabus 
there were in fact a few significant straws in the wind. From late 1955 till 
late 1956, Brother Oliver was in Europe to undertake the exercises of the 
second novitiate.54 In his place, he left Br. Albertus Sellenger as acting 
headmaster. Brother Albertus – one of the first New Norcia Old Boys to join 
the Marists, and easily the longest serving Brother on the staff of St. 
Ildephonsus’ – was a sanguine character, given to strong but usually short-
lived bursts of enthusiasm. The position of acting headmaster was one that 
suited his talents admirably and when Br. Oliver returned, in time to present 
the Principal’s Report on speech night, he was moved to congratulate Br. 
Albertus on “The new vestments, the new and regilded altar vessels, the 
introduction of the Dialogue Mass and the Holy Name Society – all (of 
which) indicates one who puts emphasis on the things that matter”.55 Gothic 
vestments and something as arcane, nowadays, as the dialogue Mass may 
seem odd indications of substantial change; but they were the early signs of 
the liturgical renewal just beginning to influence the Australian Church. In 
Europe this liturgical revival had been accompanied by the upsurge in 
biblical, catechetical and theological studies which were to climax in the 
“System break”56 of Vatican II. 
 
Closer to home, however, there were behind-the-scenes developments which 
were to continue the process which ensured that St. Ildephonsus’ would not 
experience the effects of Vatican II. The remarkable Brother Placidus 
Redden had retired from the position of founding provincial in late 1956, 
having given most of his attention in Western Australia to places other than 
New Norcia. 
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Pressured by Archbishop Prendiville into openings at Northam and Bunbury, 
he had seen the Marists “rewarded” by the Archbishop with a new high school 
foundation in suburban Subiaco.57 But despite considerable efforts by New 
Norcia Old Boys – especially Fr. Cunningham of Dardanup, the lawyers Dick 
Bryant and John O’Halloran and Br. Albertus – he succeeded only in 
acquiring a suitable site for the alternative boarding college at Australind, just 
north of Bunbury.58 The new boarding college itself gradually faded as a goal 
for the provincial council as the Subiaco school grew in size and public 
acceptance. 
 
Br. Placidus’’ successor as provincial, Br. Damian Willis B.A., B. Ed, 
formerly in charge of the scholasticate and several of the larger schools, was a 
respected educator59 but destined to die of a kidney complaint just two years 
after taking up office. Yet even in that short time, relations between the 
monastery and Marist provincial authorities deteriorated. The monastery was 
still experiencing the tensions of adjusting to the intake of Australians,60 some 
of whom had entered after being ordained as priests elsewhere, thus missing 
out on the longer exposure to Spanish and Benedictine customs that juvenile 
entry would have ensured. Perhaps to defuse this tension and give a more 
constructive outlet for pent-up feelings, the Abbot began a building project, 
rehousing the aboriginal families away from the run-down cottages around the 
pro-Cathedral, into new concrete houses on the hill north of the settlement.61  
 
There was talk of a magnificent new Cathedral62 and a notion of making New 
Norcia a centre of pilgrimage in Australia after the style of Lourdes or Fatima 
in Europe.63 The wool boom had declined and the Abbey was no longer 
receiving such a significant income from its large flocks, so with the five-year 
review of the lease terms falling due in January of the following year Abbot 
Gomez wrote to Brother Damian in October 1957 saying that he would like 
the Brothers to increase the annual rent for the next five years from the £500 
originally agreed upon to a figure of £2,000 or forty-percent of the profits, 
whichever was the greater.64 Br. Damian wrote back within a fortnight, 
playing the Bunbury card for all it was worth – “three hundred acres . . . fine 
view . . . good facilities for boating and swimming . . . ovals (with) soft 
surfaces” – pointing out that the Melbourne Province had taken no more than 
£1,000 per annum out of the school in the previous five years and that he 
wanted the rent to remain at £500 for the next three years.65  
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In the middle of the following year, Br. Damian made his last contribution to 
the continuing debate. Abbot Gomez had been ill during the provincial’s 
visit to New Norcia and instead of meeting him, Br. Damian wrote to the 
Abbot raising again the need for new classrooms and a swimming pool; 
referring in passing to the Cathedral project; and complaining about 
opposition to the school from within the monastic community, based 
partially on rumours that the college was making up to £40,000 profit each 
year! He reiterated that £1,000 had been the annual “profits” since the new 
agreement, the rest having been ploughed into maintenance and 
refurbishment, but admitted that in the current year he had asked Br. Oliver 
for £6,000, justifying this by arguing that since the province was by then 
employing twenty-five lay teachers in its various schools the six Brothers at 
New Norcia could have saved the province that sum if they had been 
deployed elsewhere. He concluded with the offer that if the monastery did 
undertake the capital cost of the classrooms and the pool – which he 
estimated at a combined total of £24,000 – the province would accept 
responsibility for the interest. If the Abbot would not give this support, he 
would have to report to his superiors overseas that “there is no interest in our 
work here”.66  
 
The letter was blunt but hardly offensive. The Abbot and his council, 
however, found it “insolent . . . a bitter and unprovoked attack upon this 
community” and hit back with criticisms that the monastery had to live with 
rumours of sitting on “goldmines” for years; and with appeals to the Marist 
Superior General and the memory of the “saintly founder of the College”, 
Bishop Torres. As to the classrooms “we can only hope that . . . you will at 
least show understanding and patience until we shall be in a position to 
accede to your requests”.67 Brother Damian, who was already packing to 
attend the General Chapter of the Order at Grugliasco wearily replied 
rebutting the criticism, withholding any suggestion of apology, but offering 
to meet the Abbot in Perth on his way through to the Chapter.68 The offer 
evidently was not taken up. He passed back through Perth again on his 
return in December 1958, but again nothing was resolved and he sailed on to 
Adelaide where he died quite suddenly. There was absolutely no connection 
between the New Norcia business and Br. Damian’s death – his kidney 
problem was of some years standing – but it is nevertheless difficult to resist 
the image of one more lance being shattered on the shield of Benedictine 
intransigence. 
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So relations between the monastery and the province finished on another low 
note at the end of the fifties’ Indian Summer. To all outward appearances the 
school was flourishing. The Brothers on the spot were happy in their work; 
boarding enrolments were comfortably above the one hundred and eighty 
mark; and under the secretaryship of Neil Manolini the Old Boys’ section of 
the magazine reported on the activities of a thriving and loyal Association. 
With the new maintenance programme the school had not looked as good 
materially since the 1920’s. Yet despite the “facelift” the school’s real 
condition was rather like that of the British Expeditionary Force sent to 
France at the outbreak of Word War II: well equipped to fight World War I! 
Inflation and the attempt to restore facilities had forced fees up to £62 per 
term and although that was still cheaper than the other Catholic boarding 
schools, the gradual dilution of the isolation and the continually rising 
expectations of the post-war generation make the basic inadequacies of the 
school plant less and less acceptable. 
 
Bishop Torres had left St. Ildephonsus’ two significant bequests: an 
imposing physical plant and the goodwill of the Marist Brothers. By the end 
of the nineteen-fifties both of these bequests were in a state of considerable 
decay. The stage was set for the coup de grâce. 
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The Lord Abbot of 
New Norcia 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
His Lordship Abbot Gregory Gomez, O.S.B., has joined the Council Fathers 

on the site of St. Peter’s tomb for the greatest Ecumenical Council 
in the history of the Church. 
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Chapter 11 
 
 
 
 
Striking the Colours:  1960 – 1964 
 
 
 

At the end of 1964, the Marist Brothers at New Norcia decided to 
centralize their teaching services in the metropolitan area, after which the 
Benedictines staffed St. Ildephonsus’ College and renamed it St. 
Benedict’s.1 

 
Mrs Erickson’s brief account of the closure of S.I.C. occurs in the final chapter 
of her history of The Victoria Plains:  a chapter characterized by declining 
populations, disintegrating sports associations and the deaths of old characters 
from the “pioneering days”. The prosperity of the fifties had led to the 
amalgamation and mechanization of land holdings, not to closer settlement. 
Perth continued its inexorable march, absorbing a steadily growing percentage 
of the state’s still expanding population. And it is tempting to see St. 
Ildephonsus’ as simply another casualty of economic change and demographic 
drift. 
 
The history of the college so far and the facts surrounding the actual withdrawal 
of the Marists will not support such a simple interpretation however. As early as 
1916, Brother Clement had pointed out that only a few of the boarders came 
from within the area of the abbey nullius2 and day-students had never amounted 
to more than five per cent of the annual enrolment. Moreover  the  Catholic  
population  of  the  abbey nullius almost doubled between 1952 and 19713  and 
despite the process of urbanization and the better provision of state high schools 
in country centres, referred to in the previous chapter, there was still a 
demonstrable need for boarding places in Western Australia. 
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Boarding enrolments stood firm until the very last year, when the notice of 
Marist withdrawal had been given. And in a quick survey4 taken by the then 
headmaster, Br. Oswald, he estimated that thirty-one of the fifty-three boys then 
in third and fourth years would be “stranded” – left without the option of a 
Catholic day school or nearby state high school – if the Brothers did not make 
some provision for boarders. Moreover, the boarding school, now called 
Salvado College, continues to this day in New Norcia, still struggling with 
water shortages, maintenance problems and accommodation which is even 
more remote from community standards than was the case in 1964.  
 
However, a Marist decision “to centralize in the metropolitan area” is not 
entirely satisfactory as an alternative explanation. The foundation at Northam 
continued until 1982 and that at Bunbury functions to the present day. Even a 
Marist policy to move out from under the perennial handicap of the New Norcia 
situation cannot quite be substantiated, although a plausible “conspiracy theory” 
might well be stitched together out of selected quotations from Br. Clement, Br. 
Arcadius and Br. Damian over the years. But many of the participants in the 
decision to withdraw from St. Ildephonsus’ are still alive, and enough of the 
documentation has survived. So although there is need for some tact and 
sensitivity, it is possible to be reasonably clear as to why and how the Marists 
came to leave New Norcia. It was neither a “conspiracy” nor even the result of 
any carefully developed and clearly articulated policy. Perhaps, to use 
Archbishop Prendiville’s phrase, it could be seen most simply as the Marist’s 
taking the “first available opportunity” of withdrawal that the Benedictines 
offered. 
 
Before setting out the sequence of events that led to the closure however, it will 
be useful to sketch one last time the contemporary situation of the Marists in  
the, now, Melbourne  Province. The rate of expansion established under Br. 
Placidus had not slackened. Even in Br. Damian’s short provincialate, one 
school had been opened in New Guinea and another in the exploding northern 
suburbs of Melbourne.5 
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The new provincial, Br. Donald Grogan, though a former headmaster of the 
schools at Broken Hill and Forbes in central New South Wales, tended to see 
himself as a religious superior and a builder rather than as an educationalist: 
like Willy Loman, he was “ a happy man with a batch of cement”. Nevertheless, 
he gave his continued support to the new four-year, pre-service scholasticate 
proposals which had been developed by Br. Ronald Fogarty, former provincial 
councillor, historian of Australian Catholic Education, and at this time Master 
of Scholastics.6 For Australian Marists part, at least, of Br. Ethelred’s 
millennium had arrived. 
 
Recruitment to this stage, though it had not kept pace with the rate of 
expansion, had been very impressive, Br. Donald in 1963 was able to quote 
figures of “one hundred and eighty-eight Brothers with a further eighty-nine in 
Juniorate, Novitiate and Scholasticate”7 – from the base figures of one hundred 
and two and seven in 1948. But the doubling, almost trebling of pupil numbers 
in the same period and the longer formation meant that more and more lay 
teachers had to be employed throughout the province.8 This growth in the 
number of contracted lay teachers and the holding of young Brothers in fixed-
term courses of study meant that the provincial and the council needed to 
develop more definite advance planning. 
 
Until this time it had been traditional for the provincial to leave the 
announcement of “the shifts” – the list of school staffs for the coming year – till 
the end of the big annual retreats at Kilmore, usually the second week in 
January. With university enrolments and lay teacher recruitment to consider, 
this was no longer possible. It was the thin edge of the wedge, the beginning of 
the end for the old “system” of Australian Catholic education. There was, as 
yet, too little government support to justify much government intervention and 
too little lay participation to require the supervision of Catholic Education 
Commissions. The  Marists and  the other  teaching  orders could still make 
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decisions in direct consultation with Bishops, parish priests and the heads of 
other orders. But their independence was beginning to be a little circumscribed 
by this increasing and increasingly expensive dependence on longer-trained 
religious and salary-earning lay teachers. 
 
At New Norcia, Br. Oliver’s term of office came to its routine but successful 
conclusion at the end of 1959 and Br. Oswald, who had been sportsmaster for 
the previous three years was nominated as his successor. The changeover was 
quite normal and though the staff was reduced to five Brothers in 1961 
permission was given to employ two lay teachers: the trend which, as we have 
seen, was becoming province-wide but which was rather more difficult to 
implement in isolated New Norcia. Again there were no graduates on the staff 
apart from Br. Albertus; but Br. Cletus Read, ex-student and former staff 
member of S.I.C. was transferred back there in 1962, having by then completed 
his part-time B.A. During Br. Oswald’s second novitiate sabbatical in 1963, Br. 
Cletus was acting headmaster, had some share in the withdrawal proceedings 
and was appointed founding headmaster of the successor school - Marist 
College, Churchlands – in 1965.  
 
The first few years of Br. Oswald’s time as headmaster were also completely 
normal: an over-zealous Master of Discipline here,9 a slightly more troublesome 
than usual senior class10 there, causing only minor ripples on the pond-like 
placidity of life at New Norcia. Leaving Certificate class numbers averaged 
over twenty now and, apart from 1961, the pass rates were more than 
satisfactory with seven Commonwealth Scholarships being won in 1960 and 
again in 1963. The 1961 class made up for their poor academic showing by 
winning the Perth Associated Catholic Colleges’ football premiership and that 
same year yet another Old Boy priest, *Fr. Patrick Rooney was ordained in his 
home town of Manjimup. By all the old rules of thumb, S.I.C. was still 
operating successfully. There was even some new ground broken when, again 
in 1961, the first “Ball” in the school’s history was held with the St. Gertrude’s 
girls at the Waddington Town Hall.  There was no objection raised on this 
occasion by the Lord Abbot and the event was staged again each year thereafter, 
though reduced in status to a mere “social”.11 
 
      * Fr. Terence Patrick Rooney 
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Br. Donald on his annual visitations commented favourably on the regularity 
and cheerfulness of the Brothers and on the piety and friendliness of the boys. 
They were at least as positive towards their school and their teachers as the 
boys in the eastern states boarding schools – probably even more so.12 Why 
then the sudden departure? 
 
The final episode in the saga seems to have begun in 1960 when an ex-surveyor 
joined the domestic staff as a kitchen hand and surveyed some proposed oval 
improvements for the Brothers in his spare time. The Abbot had evidently 
approved the project in principle but when Br. Oswald approached Fr. Wilfred, 
the monastery farm manager, to have the work started, he was rebuffed with 
“You are coining money up there . . . pay for it yourself”.13 The incident was 
duly reported to the provincial and the project lapsed; but in mid 1962 that other 
“hardy annual”, the swimming pool, made its final appearance. With the 
school’s golden jubilee coming up the following year, the local Brothers 
thought that the swimming pool would be a suitable way to mark the occasion 
and, despairing of Benedictine support, sought permission from the provincial 
council to launch a fund-raising campaign among the Old Boys.14 The council 
gave preliminary approval and the National Fund Raising Council was 
contacted, but Archbishop Prendiville refused permission for collectors to 
operate in the archdiocese15 and Brother Donald also withheld his signature 
from the contract with N.F.R.C.,16 though not simply because of the 
Archbishop’s veto. There had been other developments since the initial 
permission was given. 
 
Early in 1962 Abbot Gomez had raised with Brother Oswald the possibility of 
the Christian Brothers’ at Bindoon, which was within the abbey nullius but 
some thirty miles closer to Perth, converting Brother Keaney’s Boys’ Town into 
an agricultural boarding school. Br. Oswald rang Br. Donald who immediately 
wrote a very strong protest to the Abbot, objecting that Bindoon would 
seriously undermine St. Ildephonsus’ “market” and adding that if the project 
went ahead he would withdraw the Brothers from New Norcia that  very  year.17  
It was rather an extreme reaction and one that some Marist Brothers would have 
questioned simply in terms of the premised effects on S.I.C.18, but it evidently 
impressed and disappointed the Abbot and the monastic council.19 
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His attention now jogged by the swimming pool permission, Br. Donald wrote 
again to the Abbot reminding him that the ten-year lease was due for renewal at 
the start of the following year and asking under what conditions it would be 
renewed. He indicated that the Marists would require a guarantee against the 
possibility of competition from Bindoon and would not be likely to accept such 
a steep increase in rent as that proposed in the letter to Br. Damian in 1957.20 
The Abbot in a manner which, sadly, was to become habitual, replied that the 
monastic council was unable to decide on conditions and that he himself was 
leaving for the preliminary session of the Second Vatican Council in Rome – 
couldn’t a decision wait till he returned at Christmas time?21  
 
After the next monthly provincial council meeting on October 13th, Br. Donald 
wrote again, addressing his inquiry now to the Prior, Fr. Boniface, in view of 
Abbot Gomez’s absence.22 One of the difficulties in retracing these negotiations 
is trying to decide how much of the delay and indecision is attributable to the 
Abbot personally and how much to division or opposition within the monastic 
council; but, at all events, Fr. Boniface wrote back some three weeks later 
saying that the monastic council could still not make up its mind – couldn’t the 
existing lease be extended for a further twelve months and the matter be 
discussed in May 1963 at the time of Br. Donald’s canonical visitation?23 As far 
as Brother Donald was concerned the answer was evidently “No”; Fr. 
Boniface’s letter was tabled at the November meeting of the provincial council 
and though the councillors accepted the delay it was pointed out that the 
Assistant General, Br. Hilary, had indicated that if the rent was to increase the 
Brothers should withdraw.24 And at the February meeting the following year a 
formal “Deliberation” of the provincial council was sent to the general council 
in Rome seeking approval to withdraw at the end of 1964. The withdrawal was 
to have been discussed with the Abbot and he had indicated that the 
Benedictines would be in a position to handle things in 1965.25 The canonical 
visitation to S.I.C. in 1963 was actually made in March by the Assistant 
General, Br. Hilary, although Br. Donald probably accompanied him.  
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In the provincial council minutes for later that month it is reported that in the 
course of the visitation the Lord Abbot had been informed that the Marists, 
giving one full year’s notice, would be withdrawing at the end of 1964.26  There 
is a break in the correspondence at this crucial stage but the next item, a letter 
from Br. Donald to the abbot dated May 1963 confirmed that the Marist general 
council had approved the withdrawal and proposed a joint public announcement 
by himself and the Abbot.27  
 
On the face of it – a mere three or four months delay – this appears an 
exceedingly precipitous departure from a school where the Brothers had worked 
hard but happily and – by most accounts – successfully for fifty years; even if 
one allows for the modern provincial council’s need for better advance 
planning. What does the written record to this point not reveal? Essentially – 
heresay. Br. “Joe” Gordon,28 formerly on the staff of St. Ildephonsus’ and by 
this time Director of St. Joseph’s, the school at Subiaco, recalls that while he 
was having dinner at the O’Halloran home one evening around this time, old 
Mrs. O’Halloran remarked that she’d heard the Benedictines intended to take 
over the running of St. Ildephonsus’ themselves. The remark was not pursued, 
but Br. Gordon, reasoning that, since the O’Hallorans’ connection with the 
Benedictines was every bit as close as with the Marists, there must be some 
grounds for concern, rang the provincial and told him the “news”. Writing to 
the Abbot some eighteen months later, Br. Donald insisted that the real reason 
the Marists were leaving was that “we could not get a basis for the renewal of 
the lease/contract”29 but in a slightly earlier letter to the new Prior, Fr. Michael 
Cave, he also mentioned the rumour about the Benedictine resumption: “I tried 
to get information on this point but to no avail. I then reported the whole to the 
superiors in Rome”.30 
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Unsubstantiated hearsay is a poor basis for executive decision; however, the 
remark must be placed in its context. As we have noted several times in 
passing, all was not well within the monastery at this time nor had it been for 
some years. This was not quite public knowledge, neither was it a very well- 
kept secret. Abbot Gusi, the Abbot General of the Subiaco Congregation of the 
Benedictines, to which New Norcia was now affiliated, had arrived from the 
Philippines in September 1962 to carry out his canonical visitation of the 
monastery.31 His recommendations to the monastic council were, naturally, 
confidential; but rumour, again, had it that one of his suggestions was that the 
Abbey assume direct control of St. Ildephonsus’ and in this way it would 
improve and secure the flow of recruits which the troubled community 
needed.32 Like Mrs. O’Halloran’s chance remark, this rumour had enough 
plausibility to strengthen the provincial council’s resolve and probably accounts 
for the “Deliberation” being sent before the canonical visitation discussions 
proposed by Fr. Boniface. 
 
The other context in which the rumour – and the subsequent decision – must be 
placed is that of the overall history of relations between the Marist province and 
the monastery. At the local, personal level relations had, as we have seen, 
normally been positive and co-operative: the Benedictine chaplains for instance, 
never being anything but reliable, generous with their time and supportive. But 
from the nineteen thirties at least, the Benedictines’ reluctance to undertake any 
significant, even necessary development of the school’s facilities had been a 
source of increasing Marist frustration. 
 
There was no specific New Norcia “case history” in provincial files in 
Melbourne, logging past negotiations and foreshadowing or developing 
policies; but there had developed a “conventional wisdom” about the place 
based, naturally enough, on the personal experience of provincial councillors 
and their participation in discussions with the provincials and assistant generals 
such as Br. Justinian and Br. Hilary. Br. Donald maintains that, though a 
member of Br. Damian’s provincial council, he inherited no “policy” on New 
Norcia other than the terms of the lease agreement and that he  had  no  personal  
agenda  in  regard to it  until  after  he  had  visited  the school and begun 
attempts to negotiate with the Abbot. 
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Once he judged the pattern of Benedictine deferral and delay to be re-asserting 
itself, he felt that the conventional wisdom was vindicated and found nothing 
but support for his decision to withdraw, even from the councillors with 
personal experience of New Norcia, such as the former provincial Br. Placidus 
and the former headmaster, Br. Oliver.33 The chickens of the previous thirty 
years had come home to roost. 
 
Yet even at this late stage all might have been well if the abbot and the 
monastic council had acted decisively – disavowing any intention of 
Benedictine resumption, renewing the lease under acceptable conditions, giving 
serious consideration to the need for redevelopment etc. When Br. Donald 
wrote in May 1963 confirming the general council’s decision, however, and 
suggesting an early joint announcement there was no reply. When he wrote 
again in July offering a draft statement for consideration34 the Abbot – again on 
the eve of his departure for Rome and the next session of the Vatican Council – 
replied that the deans of the monastery did not want a public announcement 
until the end of the year. In a throwaway line that suggests at least acquiescence 
in, if not enthusiasm for the Marist decision, he adds “We are already taking 
steps for the changeover, which I hope will take place quite amiably between 
both parties”.35  
 
By this time, the Brothers actually on the staff at S.I.C. had been informed of 
the decision and they were becoming anxious about the practical preparations 
for the move.36 Parents were beginning to apply for junior secondary 
enrolments for the coming year. Brother Donald wrote again, to the new Prior, 
Fr. Michael Cave, in October, urging the need for a public statement.37 And it is 
here that the theory of Benedictine resumption begins to falter. Father Michael 
was appalled at the news of which he had heard nothing, having only recently 
returned from a stint on the mission station at Kolumburu. He immediately 
wrote a formal reply38 to Brother Donald asking for time to contact the abbot 
accompanying it with a covering letter giving full vent to his great personal 
distress, accepting Benedictine responsibility for what he clearly saw as a 
catastrophe and exonerating the Marists from any ground for reproach.39 
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He also wrote immediately to his Abbot an even stronger letter asking what was 
to be done. He stated categorically that the monastery community could not run 
the school themselves and canvassed the possibilities of attracting some 
experienced Benedictine teachers from overseas, or of recruiting some lay 
teachers from the education department. But the option that he underlined in his 
letter was that “Your Lordship should personally approach the Superior General 
of the Marist Brothers . . . ask him to over-ride the decision of the Australian 
Council and let the Brothers stay here for another five years or longer during 
which time we may prepare to take the College ourselves”.40  
 
If Abbot Gomez and his council had seriously entertained the possibility of 
running S.I.C. themselves – and from another contemporary remark of Br. 
Donald’s à propos of the March 1963 visit they had given that impression41 – 
he seems to have thought better of it by the time of this second visit to the 
Vatican Council and, in a style reminiscent of Abbot Torres in 1912, almost 
camped on the doorstep of the new Marist motherhouse in Rome, asking that 
the Brothers stay in New Norcia for another three years. Again, as in 1912, the 
superior general passed the Abbot on to the Australian assistant-general, 
Brother Hilary, but this time the assistant stood firm42 and Abbot Gomez had to 
cable back to Father Michael, “Definite answer impossible”. The latter passed 
word on to Br. Donald expecting, as in fact happened, that the Marists would 
make a unilateral announcement.43 The acting headmaster, Br. Cletus, was 
authorised to make a simple statement at the school speech night: “The Brothers 
will be leaving New Norcia at the close of the 1964 Scholastic Year”.44 The die 
was cast; and from this point onwards all the Marists’ efforts were directed 
towards withdrawing gracefully and in good order. 
 
St. Joseph’s, at Subiaco, had expanded rapidly since opening in 1954. 
Extensions were added in 1958 and 1960 – 61, but with the enrolment already 
above five hundred there was still more pressure to extend45 and in late 1960 a 
letter expressing interest in a new senior school site at Wembley Downs  had  
been  sent  to  the West  Australian  Department of Lands.46 Br. Gordon, the 
headmaster at Subiaco was on good terms with the local M.L.A., Dr. Guy Henn, 
and through the latter’s good offices Br. Donald met the Minister for Lands, 
Mr. Griffith, in August 1961.47 
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Steps were taken to acquire twenty acres at Churchlands for £1,100 per acre on 
very favourable terms.48 Between 1954 and 1960 the Marists at New Norcia had 
poured some £15,000 back into refurbishing the school;49 but even so there had 
been some surplus to divert towards the cost of providing accommodation for 
the Brothers at Subiaco.50 Now it was proposed to pay for the land at 
Churchlands in a similar manner,51 although the land acquired at Australind was 
quoted as security.52 Up till then this new land purchase had been seen simply 
as a senior school site for Subiaco – it was described as such in the jubilee 
edition of the S.I.C. magazine – but it was now to play a significant role in the 
withdrawal from New Norcia.   
 
Despite the Abbot’s earlier pledge of “taking steps for the changeover,” 
negotiations with the monastery about “practical steps” proved to be almost as 
difficult as it had been to obtain a decision regarding the lease renewal: the 
delay in the joint public statement being a case in point. In late December 1963 
Br. Cletus, albeit acting on his own initiative rather than as an authorized 
spokesman for the Marists, suggested to the Abbot that the Benedictines should 
begin their management with only the junior secondary classes and that they 
should ask the Marists to make provision for some boarding facilities for the 
new school at Churchlands. This would relieve the Abbey, he pointed out, of 
the very difficult responsibility of guiding senior students who were strangers to 
them through the public examinations and would enable the Marist Brothers to 
keep faith with the boys who’d begun their secondary education with them.53  
 
Province policy was now against opening any more boarding schools, since 
about a third of the establishments in the Melbourne province had boarders and, 
as at New Norcia, this put very considerable additional stress on the already 
thinly-stretched teaching force. However, as Br. Hilary was passing through 
Perth in February 1964, he was met by a deputation of Old Boys, led  by  Jack   
O’Halloran, who  came  to  the  school  at  Subiaco  at  seven o’clock  in the 
morning to lobby for a full boarding school in Western Australia to replace St. 
Ildephonsus’.54 
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Br. Hilary was not very happy about being pressured in this way and gave no 
undertaking to the deputation but on reaching Melbourne, he cabled Br. Oswald 
– now back from his second novitiate course – to survey the boarding 
requirements among the current second, third and fourth year students. In the 
light of this information, the Assistant General, although still opposed to a 
permanent new boarding school, did approve making some temporary 
allowance for the senior boarders from New Norcia.55  
 
Following Br, Cletus’ announcement at the school speech night, word had 
quickly spread among the Old Boys – hence the deputation to Br. Hilary – and 
among the public generally.56 It was not until the end of March however, that 
the Abbot at last declared himself ready to make the joint public statement.57 
When he did, the form of words he suggested made clear, much to the relief of 
the Marists, that the Benedictines had accepted the principle of starting only 
with the junior secondary classes, leaving the senior boys in the care of their 
initial teachers. Br. Donald was less happy with another phrase in the proposed 
statement, however: “The Marist Brothers . . . are withdrawing in order to . . . 
staff a new college in Wembley, W.A.” He wrote back to the Abbot58 insisting 
that the reason the Marists had decided to withdraw was the uncertainty of the 
leasing arrangements. The release of the staff for the new school at Churchlands 
was, he maintained, simply a happy coincidence. He suggested an alternative 
form of words designed to convey the impression of an amicable agreement 
which would enable both “sides” to retain the goodwill of their respective 
clienteles. Finally, therefore, on May 21st the following statement appeared, 
without comment, in The West Australian Record: 
 

In a joint statement issued by the Lord Abbot of New Norcia and the 
Provincial of the Marist Brothers, it is announced that the direction of 
Saint Ildephonsus’ College, as from the beginning of 1965, will be under 
the sole control of the Benedictine Community. 
 
The Marist Brothers came to New Norcia in 1913 at the invitation of the 
then Bishop of the district, the  Most  Reverend Fulgentius Torres, D.D., 
to take charge of the recently completed College. 
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During the fifty years firm friendships have been established between the 
two Communities, and in many parts of Australia there are fond 
memories of days spent at New Norcia. 
 
His Lordship the Abbot and the Benedictine Community are more than 
grateful for the work done by the Marist Brothers at St. Ildephonsus’. His 
Lordship said that it would be difficult to carry on the work established 
by the Brothers; still, with the educational tradition of the Benedictine 
Order, no effort would be spared in carrying on the good work. 
 
The Brothers wish to express their thanks to the Lord Abbot, the 
Benedictine Community, and the parents of those who have attended the 
College during the period, for the many acts of kindness extended to the 
Marist Brothers. They wish the College continued success under the 
direction of the Benedictine Community.59  

 
Since his return from overseas, Br. Oswald, under a great deal of pressure from 
anxious parents, had been scurrying about seeking ways of providing short-term 
accommodation for the continuing boarders. Utilizing part of the Point Walter 
migrant camp was investigated and rejected; hiring one of the holiday boarding 
houses at Scarborough or Cottesloe was mooted.60 Once the Abbot tipped his 
hand in regard to the senior students however, Br. Donald played a card which 
up till then he had kept close to his chest. Gambling on the hope of an early 
grant from the new Commonwealth Science Laboratories Scheme he had, the 
previous December, quietly instructed the architects to scrap the proposed 
science facilities in the new school building and to re-allocate that space as 
temporary boarding accommodation.61  
 
Even with this short cut he was very worried about the financial risks involved. 
The new school would cost at least £100,000 and needed to clear £13,000 each 
year to service its debts. An economic slump might lie just around the corner, 
his own term as provincial was nearly over and he did not know who his 
successor was or what his attitude to Western Australia might be. 62  
Nevertheless, at the May meeting, the provincial councillors signed another 
formal “Deliberation” to the general council, seeking approval to spend 
£150,000 on the new college at Churchlands, including some small- scale 
accommodation for boarders, to cater for the senior classes from New Norcia.63  
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The new building at Churchlands was only just close enough to completion to 
open in time for the 1965 school year. Builders were still around the school for 
much of first term and Marist College took in the senior students from New 
Norcia, as a one-off arrangement and those from St. Joseph’s, Subiaco on a 
continuing basis. Somewhat to the chagrin of the Subiaco Parents and 
Friends’,64 the new school also took the badge, motto, school colours and a 
significant number of the staff from St. Ildephonsus’, though not, of course, its 
name.65 There was some internal controversy among the Marists as to whether 
the boarding school should continue with the first headmaster, Br. Cletus Read, 
fighting a losing battle to retain the boarders against the firm policy of the 
province. Some ten years after it opened, Marist College amalgamated into a 
multi-campus regional Catholic co-educational high school – Newman College 
– retaining a Marist headmaster and some staff, but surrendering the S.I.C. 
colours, badge and motto. The ex-students’ association, which had begun to 
lose its social strength in the late fifties under the impact of television66, loyally 
followed the Marists to Churchlands. But it was hard to maintain the same spirit 
with a day school and when the co-educational amalgamation took place the 
task of maintaining a sense of continuity became even more difficult. Only the 
hockey team retains the colours and the connection today. 
 
The old crusader castle at New Norcia began its new career with a new name 
also – St. Benedict’s – and with just the primary boys and two junior secondary 
classes. Its early days were not particularly smooth. In 1970 a lay principal was 
appointed; in 1971 the Year 11 and 12 Science classes were made co-
educational with St. Gertrude’s; in 1972 all the classes were made co-
educational and in 1974 the amalgamation was formalized as Salvado College 
with a lay headmaster. The last Josephite Sister withdrew in 1978.67 Even 
today, as Salvado  College, with a  few  Benedictines  but  a largely lay staff 
and a good deal of government financial assistance, it continues to experience 
many of the physical and financial problems which had beset the old schools. 
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Even in its translation and transition to alternative locations and different 
identities, S.I.C. was reasonably typical of Catholic secondary schools in modern 
Australia: many have become co-educational, most are metropolitan, all have 
predominantly lay teaching staffs. But the development of Marist/Newman and 
of St. Benedict’s/Salvado lie outside the scope of the present work. St. 
Ildephonsus’ as the subject of this history and as the institution that its ex-
students and ex-teachers knew and loved died with the departure of the Marist 
Brothers from the Benedictine ambience of New Norcia.68  
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Chapter 12  
 
 
 
 

Retrospect 
 
 
 
Ironically, many of the negotiations for the withdrawal of the Marist Brothers 
from St. Ildephonsus’ were conducted during the school’s golden jubilee year, 
1963. The celebration of this anniversary was quite elaborate: there were three 
distinct stages, all of them very well attended. The final year, by contract, was 
largely a holding operation with enrolments slightly down1 and no magazine to 
mark its passing. The only ceremony seems to have been a community dinner for 
the Marists at the end of their annual retreat at New Norcia, hosted by Abbot 
Gomez and the Benedictines, who were presented in their turn by Br. Oswald 
with a monstrance as a gesture of gratitude for the past and good wishes for the 
future.2 It was a very small, almost a family affair, notable only for the fact that it 
signalled the parting of the ways in a manner which severed none of the well-
established friendships that had developed over the years and demonstrated a 
remarkable absence of any institutional animosity. As the writer can testify from 
personal experience, Marist Brothers are still welcome guests in the Abbey at 
New Norcia today. 
 
The first phase of the jubilee celebrations, on the other hand, was held in Perth. 
Archbishop Prendiville presided at a solemn High Mass in the cathedral, sung  by  
a  choir of  three  hundred  and  fifty  boys  from  all four Marist schools in the 
West, on August 15th, the vigil of the Marist’s patronal feast, The Assumption. 
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That evening a dinner at Subiaco Civic Centre was attended by Bishop McKeon, 
Abbot Gomez, the Minister for Education, Mr. H.E. Lewis, the Leader of the 
Opposition, Mr. A.G.L. Hawke, the acting Lord Mayor, and a total of three 
hundred senior clergy, politicians and Old Boys. Not quite the constellation of 
notables that had attended the school’s opening, perhaps; but Western Australia 
had become a much bigger and more complex society in the meantime. The 
overall population had almost trebled and Catholic numbers had grown from 
around sixty-five thousand to almost two hundred thousand, a full quarter of the 
State’s total.3 Little wonder that the Minister for Education was very generous in 
his compliments regarding the loyalties engendered by the private schools in 
general and “the bond of friendship that was so strongly marked between the 
Brothers and boys of St. Ildephonsus”4 in particular. 
 
A specifically Old Boys’ re-union at New Norcia itself was held the following 
Sunday with two hundred and fifty ex-students attending Mass, which was 
celebrated simultaneously in the college chapel and hall, and taking a buffet 
luncheon in the dining room and courtyards to cope with the crowd. Also in 
attendance were many former “greats” of the staff – Brothers Andrew, Xaverius, 
Ethelred, Guibertus and Albertus – whose fares from the eastern states had been 
paid by subscription from the Old Boys. The group photographs taken on the day 
were reproduced in the magazine and show a healthy roll-up of more than twenty 
from the pioneering years and then thirty or forty representatives for each 
succeeding decade except, predictably, the fifties. It was a day for older men to 
revisit old haunts, pay homage to former teachers, refight ancient battles and 
generally indulge in nostalgia. The younger generation of Old Boys, still 
relishing their freedom from institutional constraint and caught up perhaps in the 
pursuit of the shining toys of an increasingly consumerist society, would not yet 
have made a pilgrimage back to the Alma Mater quite such a high priority. The 
current students’ celebration was an even larger affair, combined with the annual 
sports day in October, when their parents could participate. Again there was a 
special Mass – outdoors this time – and the crowd for the day was estimated at 
about two thousand.5  
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The photograph of the students in party hats at the thanksgiving banquet that 
evening in the decorated dining room has little of nostalgia about it – they are 
simply a happy group of boys enjoying a bean feast. A picture elsewhere in the 
magazine draws attention to the fact that seventeen, of two hundred and three, 
were sons of Old Boys; but all except two of their fathers were farmers or living 
in small country centres which made St. Ildephonsus’ with its still relatively low 
fees a practical as well as a sentimental choice. 
 
What then, in retrospect, was being celebrated on all of these occasions? Other 
than surviving fifty years, what did those involved feel had been achieved? 
Looking at the jubilee magazine, one cannot help but be struck by the fact that 
the only ex-students singled out for special mention are those who had become 
priests or entered religious orders: one hundred in all, including two Anglican 
priests.6 Quite apart from Archbishop – not yet Cardinal – Knox, there was by 
this time quite a respectable tally of Old Boys who had risen to the top of their 
professions, to professorships or senior positions in the public service and private 
enterprise. Twenty-two had died for their county in two world wars.7 None of 
these are mentioned in the magazine, though they were given some prominence 
in the commemorative supplement to The Record.8 The only ex-students other 
than the clergy featured in the magazine itself are those who attended the 
celebrations and those in contact with the Old Boys Association, whose coverage 
is largely domestic – a sort of “hatches, matches and despatches” column. 
 
Quite a strong case should therefore be made for the proposition that the virtue 
prized most highly among ex-students was not, say, success but, rather, loyalty; 
and that the purpose of the whole educational exercise had been to instill such 
loyalty – to the Brothers, the  school, the Church and – by extension – to God. 
Seen in this light even those ex-students who had opted for the clerical or 
religious life could be construed as exemplifying simply the highest form of this 
loyalty, having forsaken all others to serve God and the Church.  
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In the sermon for the jubilee Mass in the cathedral, ex-student Fr. Harry Brennan 
had given some emphasis to the virtues of piety and purity flavoured by devotion 
to the Blessed Virgin; but most of his time was spent recounting the growth of 
the order, the vocations produced by the school and the hopes for future growth – 
thoughts calculated to inspire further confidence in, and loyalty towards, the 
institution. And in the only other reflective article in the jubilee magazine the 
anonymous author chooses to define “The TRUE traditions of the College” as 
“traditions of loyalty, solid piety and family spirit . . . deep-seated comradeship 
between the boys and those Brothers who have worked with them, willingness 
and generosity and . . . large-hearted team spirit”.  
 
But loyalty is a somewhat relative, even amoral virtue: a commitment that 
attaches its exponent to some further, more absolute cause or value. And even 
when we have in this instance identified the loyalty as being directed via the 
Brothers, the school and the Church towards God, there still seems to be some 
need to ask, in the light of the story we have traced, what that actually meant in 
describable, behavioural terms. If we look for such a description or articulation 
among the documentation that has formed the basis for this study, however, we 
come up against a relative dearth of material.9 Headmasters down through the 
years drop hints in the “Foreword” to the magazine or make brief forays in the 
preamble to their annual reports. But only two headmasters, Brother George 
(1917 – 1919) and Brother Borgia (1920 – 21) and two of the Benedictines, Fr. 
Rios in 1924 and Dom Jerome in 1947 have left any more extensive statement as 
to what they believed a specifically Catholic education should be attempting. 
 
Br George, in both his annual reports and his slightly longer article, “Stray 
Thoughts  on   Education”10  reveals  himself  as  a  conscientious, even  avid 
reader on the educational issues of his day, commenting on the “New Education 
Bill lately introduced into the House of Commons”11 and “Educators . . . 
especially in America devoting considerable time to experimentation in 
educational methods”.12 
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For him, however, education is essentially a matter of “Formation of Character” 
and while that concern does not distinguish him too markedly from the dominant 
neo-Herbartians of his day, his follow-up perhaps does: “We hold that formation 
of character is inseparable from religious training”.13 Moreover, although he is 
conscious of arguments in favour of “vocational, cultural (and) utilitarian” 
objectives in education and fashionable methodologies such as Montessori’s, he 
personally subscribes to a perennialist, pre “Renaissance” ideal of the educated 
man that dates back at least to St. Jerome.14   
 
Br. Borgia also rejects a simply utilitarian attitude towards education measured 
by exam results or limited in definition to equate simply with schooling. He too 
stresses character development, giving a great deal of emphasis to the  
“atmosphere” of Catholic schools and to the contribution of the Mass, 
Sacraments and devotions such as the Rosary in creating that atmosphere. For 
him this atmosphere is an important element in the formation of character but so 
too is the example and influence of both parents and teachers. And, in a strikingly 
modern note, he emphasizes the need for confidence and trust in dealing with the 
young: “A boy can become trustworthy only with practice. If a stone wall of rigid 
vigilance is built around him, his moral and spiritual powers will be atrophied”.15 
One can discern a reasonably high degree of congruence between these two 
“theories” of education and what was actually happening at St. Ildephonsus’ in 
those days. 
 
Fr. Rios’ and Dom Jerome’s essays are, by contrast, somewhat more academic 
exercises. Fr. Rios’ was in fact written as an occasional address for the 
inauguration of the University of Western Australia’s Newman Society, then 
printed in the school magazine.16 It is quite a liberal, if rather ostentatiously 
literary invitation to these Catholic university students to aim for the academic 
heights in emulation of great Catholic scholars from the past. There is only one 
Truth and all truths lead to Him; only sin is forbidden. Dom  Jerome’s  article17  
on  the  other  hand,  a  reflection of  the educational aspects of Pope Pius XII’s 
encyclical commemorating the fourteenth centenary of St. Benedict, is somewhat 
more conservative in tone.  
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Making heavy use of Cardinal Newman’s essay “Tamworth Reading Room,” he 
lambastes Benthamite utilitarianism in education and calls for explicit doctrinal 
teaching and moral training. 
 
In the same issue of the magazine Br. Ethelred, in his annual report18 was 
exhorting parents to at least exhibit enlightened utilitarianism and keep their sons 
at school long enough to complete the Leaving Certificate. 
 
Around this time too, Kevin Byrne as one of the leaders of Catholic Action and 
active in such Catholic intellectual circles as Perth could then boast of, had been 
querying Br. Ethelred19 as to just what was distinctive about Catholic education. 
He seemed to expect an answer or at least an aspiration in the direction of an 
alternative curriculum to that provided in the state schools – an answer which 
many liberal non-Catholic supporters of pluralism in education have also sought 
and which Australian Catholic schools have almost always failed to deliver.20 Br. 
Ethelred, for all the seriousness of his commitment to St. Ildephonsus’ and 
Catholic education in general, never had time to give Kevin a systematic answer. 
Besides, it was not a question which many other ex-students, nor parents for that 
matter, were in the habit of asking. 
 
A few years later, Br. Kevin Eaton, an ex-student of New Norcia and a graduate 
in education as well as arts, but assigned by this time to the Sydney Province, 
contributed the last item of any substance in the school magazine towards the 
definition of the school’s educational “philosophy”. Discussing moves towards 
the implementation of a “Higher School Leaving Age”, his initial concern is with 
the economic and manpower problems that the proposed legislation will cause for 
the still unsubsidized private schools; but moving on from this he approves of the 
change, in the light of his reading of developmental psychology, but in particular, 
and for our purposes most significantly, because an extra year at Catholic schools 
will provide “a most effective means of checking leakage from the Church”. 21 
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So, from a theory of education as character formation in a context which 
acknowledges the existence of competing philosophies and alternative 
methodologies and which shows an awareness of the cultural achievements of the 
past and the psychological discoveries of the modern age, we come back to this 
very simple objective of preventing leakage, or, in more positive terms, of 
instilling loyalty. If a postscript is needed to this tracing of the school’s 
articulated raison d’être, it comes from the tireless typewriter of Old Boys’ 
secretary Neil Mannolini, in his own “stray thoughts” on the school and the 
Association. “Special prayers should be said in the College Chapel that no Old 
Boy disgrace his Alma Mater by giving up the practice of his Faith. It’s a sad 
thing indeed when this happens and more so when an Old Boy marries outside 
the Church”.22   
 
By following through first the jubilee celebrations and then the more extended 
philosophical statements about the school’s purpose, we have arrived back at this 
virtue of loyalty. Before trying to weigh such a conclusion in relation to our own 
times, there may be value in reflecting on this apparently key concept from one 
more approach. If we take the school’s early and enthusiastic acceptance23 of the 
university’ s curriculum in secular subjects and, even more clearly, if we look at 
the ex-students’ voluntary service in two world wars, it is quite arguable that the 
loyalty we have identified was not usually opposed to or even very critical of the 
mainstream values of Australian society. When tensions did arise, as in the Irish 
affair of the early twenties, the Spanish question of the late thirties or the 
perennial discussions of state aid, the argument at the popular level tended to be 
carried on in fairly emotive terms. Ireland’s cause was a matter of St. Patrick’s 
Night Concerts and in the Spanish Civil War there was little attempt to argue the 
respective merits of the republican or nationalist causes in a priori or historical 
terms. One side were “communist” and killers of priests and nuns; the others 
were defenders of the Church. End of argument. One’s loyalty was to the tribe 
within the nation, to the Catholic minority within a nominally Christian majority 
rather than to intellectual rigour or to first principles. 
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From this perspective, the school’s function was as much emotional – or perhaps 
social – as it was intellectual or moral: its purpose was to socialize the young into 
the ways of the tribe and bind them to it by ties of affection, of friendship, of 
marriage. Hence the comparative dearth of philosophical analysis of the school’s 
purpose, hence too the quite rudimentary and almost completely static religious 
education programme. The “tribe” took most of this for granted. If you were a 
Catholic, your parents passed on the basic fundamentals and they trusted the 
Brothers to see that the fundamentals were appropriately extended. Some bright boys 
might win exhibitions to the university and others might opt for the priesthood or the 
religious life; but from the recurrent exhortations of successive headmasters it would 
seem that parental expectations lay in the direction of producing a competent 
breadwinner who was a practical Catholic in his domestic, social and civic life. 
 
The nett result of such a sketch must be the conclusion that the Catholic philosophy 
of education as exemplified in the history of St. Ildephonsus’ was, if not utilitarian in 
the strictly Benthamite sense of the term, then certainly fairly pragmatic. Hence all 
those annual reports which recount exam results, sporting victories, pious practices 
and school “tone”, with occasional nods in the direction of music, drama, public 
speaking or current affairs. An exceptional headmaster, like Br. Ethelred, might, as 
we have seen,24 hold out for an intellectual subject like Latin in what he understood 
to be purely educational terms, but he was fighting a losing battle. As long as Latin 
was useful for law and medicine and necessary for the education of priests, Catholic 
schools held the line on Latin. Once it was removed as a pre-requisite for priestly 
studies, the language quickly disappeared from the curriculum of most Catholic 
schools. If St. Ildephonsus’ taught Latin till the day it closed, that was only because 
the Second Vatican Council had not yet introduced the vernacular liturgy. 
 

This conclusion as to the Christian utilitarianism or pragmatism underlying the 
history of St. Ildephonsus’ should come as no great surprise. It has become 
something of a commonplace among observers of Australian education in general 
and Australian Catholic education in particular that “Australians are . . . 
pragmatic (we are stronger on practice than theory) and derivative (we import 
theories and apply them with a  minimum of reflection)”.25 This  comment  
comes from no less   sympathetic a  critic than the late Monsignor J.E. Bourke, 
inaugural Director of the Federal Catholic Education Office in Canberra.  
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And he goes on to explain these characteristics in much the same way as Br. 
Ronald Fogarty explained the emphasis on examination results: 
 

If Australians were disinclined to develop educational theories, education 
department practice at least offered an ostensive or working definition of a 
school. Religious differences apart, Catholic schools tried to conform to 
this working definition which represents the community expectation of 
what is conveyed by the word ‘school’. To do otherwise would be to risk 
forfeiting the confidence of potential clients.26 

 
Nor should this conclusion come – except in a hopelessly idealistic or romantic 
way – as too much of a disappointment. A clearly articulated and daringly 
different philosophy of education is the sort of feature about a school which is 
likely to appeal only to a highly conscientized and – usually – a reasonably 
affluent minority of parents if the Australian experience of alternative schools 
over the past twenty years is any guide.27 “Religious differences apart,” 
Australian Catholics have not usually been highly conscientized and S.I.C. with 
its low fee structure was well and truly in the mainstream of catering for the 
average rather than the affluent part of the population. 
 
Yet this practical policy of conforming with the education departments’ “working 
definition of a school” should not either lead to the conclusion that St. 
Ildephonsus’ and schools like it were simply state schools with religion periods 
and the Rosary added. As Mr. Lewis, the Western Australian Minister for 
Education quoted earlier remarked, “The loyalties that so obviously existed 
within the independent schools . . . were qualities that had not yet been inculcated 
in the state school system” – a comment echoed even by critics of the Catholic 
schools’ comparative lack of articulated and definable difference from the state 
schools.28  
 
To a certain extent, the difference in the case of St. Ildephonsus’ can be put down 
to the fact of its being a very isolated boarding school. In the words of one of the 
younger generation of (lay) Old Boys, “The isolation of the College  bred  a  
tremendous  affinity  and  mateship which  could have been greater than other 
colleges of the day – much like the mateship of old war comrades – having 
shared hardships, isolation, longer breaks from family and an intense pride in the  
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College, born maybe of parochialism or an underdog complex – typically West 
Australian”.29 And a former Western Australian Supreme Court judge 
commented to Dick Bryant on how the S.I.C. ex-students of the older generation 
stuck together much more closely than the ex-students of the less isolated and 
more prestigious C.B.C. in Perth.30  
 
Yet while the boarding school atmosphere accounts for part of the difference, it 
does not, cannot, account for all of it. Always, reading between the lines in the 
magazine, or listening to the reminiscences of the ex-students, it is the impact of 
the Brothers that stands out: Br. Andrew showing Dick Bryant or Joe O’Halloran 
how to bat,31 Br. Nestor teaching Jack O’Halloran how to shave, or Br. Ethelred 
comforting a homesick new boy by sharing his own homesickness with him.32 
The ideal of the teacher or mentor and model quoted from D.H. Rankin in an 
earlier chapter and used by him as a critique of the Brothers as teachers seems to 
be precisely the factor that most differentiated St. Ildephonsus’ and made it most 
effective. In the words of another of the younger generation of (lay) Old Boys, “I 
believed in what the Marist Brothers were doing and in my own way I was trying 
to keep the Marist spirit alive among the Old Boys”.33  
 
In a recent talk34 to the Brothers of the Melbourne Province, the Bishop of Sale, 
Eric D’Arcy, for many years a lecturer in philosophy in the University of 
Melbourne, spoke of the contribution of the teaching Brothers to the Australian 
Church. He drew a contrast between the character of Catholicism as he knew it in 
Australia and as he had experienced it many times on visits to Western Europe. 
He had been struck by the largely feminine and juvenile flavour of Catholicism in 
Europe: church congregations were mainly composed of women and children. In 
Australia, by contrast, there is to this day a more even balance of the sexes and 
laymen often play significant roles in the life of many parishes.  
 
This, Bishop D’Arcy put down to the influence of the teaching Brothers: their 
modelling of an adult faith at once totally committed and totally masculine. The 
Bishop was a guest and the occasion was an after-dinner speech, but he is, 
nevertheless, an astute analyst and his observations chime in quite harmoniously 
with the perception of all of the Old Boys consulted in the preparation of this 
work. 
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Critics as diverse in philosophical standpoint as Henry Schoenheimer and Alan 
Barcan have discerned a decline in the quality of teaching and teacher 
commitment in Australia generally since the Second World War,35 and there has 
been quite a lot of talk of a decline in public confidence, particularly in state 
secondary schools.36 In Australian Catholic schools over the same period, 
religious teachers have declined from a position of almost complete control to the 
stage where they now constitute at most fifteen per cent of the total – admittedly 
much larger – teaching force.37 As this chapter has shown, in the absence of any 
widely accepted and clearly defined philosophy of Catholic education, the 
religious – with the confidence of the hierarchy, parents and their students – were 
effectively the guarantors of the Catholicity of the education provided and the 
essential component of its success. In seeking to fend off a similar decline in 
confidence in Catholic schools as the teaching staffs become almost totally lay, 
Church authorities have acknowledged both the contribution of the religious in 
the past and the unlikelihood of the process being reversed: 
 

The efficacious work that so many different Religious Congregations have 
traditionally accomplished through teaching activities is greatly esteemed 
by the Church and so she can do no less than regret the decline in religious 
personnel which had had such a profound effect on Catholic schools . . . 
This Sacred Congregation sees a genuine “sign of the times” for schools in 
(this) . . . It seems necessary to begin . . . trying to delineate the identity of 
the lay Catholics who work in a school . . . The lay Catholic educator is a 
person who exercises a specific mission within the Church by living, in 
faith, a secular vocation in the communitarian structure of the school: with 
the best possible professional qualifications, with an apostolic intention 
inspired by faith, for the integral formation of the human person in the 
communication of culture, in an exercise of that pedagogy which will give 
emphasis to direct and personal contact with students, giving spiritual 
inspiration to the educated community of which he or she is a member, as 
well as the different persons related to the educational community. To this 
lay person . . . the Church entrusts the school’s educational endeavours.38  

 
“Living in faith…communitarian structure…direct and personal contact..spiritual 
inspiration”: if the Brothers at  New Norcia over  those fifty years have done no 
more than establish a benchmark in the hearts and minds of their pupils by which 
the achievement of their successors in these aspects of the educational effort are 
to be judged, they have served the Church and the State quite heroically. 
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College Roll 
St Ildephonsus’ College 

New Norcia, Western Australia  
Opened 10th February 1913 

 
Date Name Birth Date Address 
07.02.13 1 Coronel, Godfrey Edward 14.09.1998 Muja, via Collie
07.02.13 2 Smyth, Bryan 9.1906 212 Bulwer St., Perth
08.02.13 3 Hassel, Norman James 27.01.1898 Victoria Hotel, Toodyay
08.02.13 4 Jones, Roy 14.08.1894 Turipia, Coorow
08.02.13 5 Attwill, William John 30.11.1899 Railway Stat. Yalgoo  Cue Line
08.02.13 6 Silcock, Joseph John 14.09.1898 Bradley’s Siding via Walkaway
08.02.13 7 Sellenger, Leslie William 04.06.1903 25 Mary St, Fremantle  
08.02.13 8 Sellenger, Charles William 06.02.1901 25 Mary St, Fremantle
08.02.13 9 Heritage, Charles Alfred 07.02.1899 Sandune Rd, Geraldton
08.02.13 10 Lee, Harold Lional 25.06.1901 Club Hotel, Yalgoo 
08.02.13 11 O’Sullivan, Daniel William 01.11.1905 Supply Store, Leederville
08.02.13 12 Hurley, John 06.05.1906 South Terrace, Fremantle
08.02.13 13 Hurley, Joseph 1905 South Terrace, Fremantle
08.02.13 14 Giralt, Jack 21.04.1904 Colin Crescent, West Perth
09.02.13 15 Loneragan, Frederick William 1898 Bolgart via Toodyay
09.02.13 16 McNulty, Clarency Sydney 12.08.1902 Shenton Road, Claremont
09.02.13 17 Byrne, Kevin Patrick 12.1905 Hotel Australia, Fremantle
09.02.13 18 Byrne, Sylvestor 10.05.1907 Hotel Australia, Fremantle
10.02.13 19 Hennessy, James Patrick 21.07.1898 Erlistoun, Lancefield
10.02.13 20 Davidson, Victor Glentromie
10.02.13 21 Moffat, Hubert Edward 24.01.1899 32 Brisbane Terrace, Perth
10.02.13 22 Rodda, Harold Matthew 12.4.1898 The Boulder, Bay Rd., Claremont
10.02.13 23 Rodda, Roy The Boulder, Bay Rd., Claremont 
10.02.13 24 Rodda, Patrick Brian 12.10.1904 The Boulder, Bay Rd., Claremont
10.02.13 25 Rodriguez, Clarence Albert 23.08.1898 Continental Hotel, Broome
10.02.13 26 Rodriguez, Patrick Richard 17.03.1900 Continental Hotel, Broome
10.02.13 27 O’Connor, James Philip 14.07.1898 Hill Street, Bayswater, Perth
10.02.13 28 Dix, Joseph 06.04.1898 Warwick Park, via Moora 
10.02.13 29 Neville, Thomas J. 22.04.1898 Leonora
11.02.13 30 Kolle, Alan Joseph 22.05.1898 Main Camp, Wood Line Kurrawang
11.02.13 31 Taylor, Alexander Lester 27.02.1900 Broad Arrow
11.02.13 32 Hynes, John Joseph 12.07.1899 Fir Park, Waterloo
11.02.13 33 Halleen, Hugh 05.01.1897 P. O. Kalamunda
11.02.13 34 Bell, Revelstone Harry 1900 C/- Crooks & Brooker, Geraldton
11.02.13 35 O’Neill, Terrence 11.11.1899 No. 6. Mill, Jarrahdale
11.02.13 36 Bendon, Francis Joseph 29.04.1901 Rokeby Road, Subiaco
11.02.13 37 Treacy, John 2.1905 West Australian Hotel, Perth
11.02.13 38 Brennan, Joseph Patrick 15.10.1900 188 Burt Street Boulder City
11.02.13 39 Brennan, Kyran Valentine 24.03.1903 188 Burt Street Boulder City
11.02.13 40 Murdock, George Longmore 15.03.1902 Pingelly Hotel, Pingelly
11.02.13 41 Abbott, Ross 12.1905 Pingelly Supply Store, Pingelly
11.02.13 42 Webb, Francis Joseph 15.06.1901 Maritana & Collins Sts, Kalgoorlie
11.02.13 43 Webb, Fredrick William 10.04.1904 Maritana & Collins Sts, Kalgoorlie
11.02.13 44 Kearney, Patrick Joseph 18.11.1903 Spencer Street, Bunbury
12.02.13 45 Drew, John 12.02.1896 Northampton  
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Date Name Birth Date Address

12.02.13 46 Conway, Louis Patrick 24.06.1896 Marine Terrace, Geraldton
12.02.13 47 Morrissey, Stanley 1896 Francis Street, Geraldton
12.02.13 48 Morrissey, Onslow 24.03.1898 Francis Street, Geraldton
12.02.13 49 Williams, John Gerald 17.01.1899 Murchison House, via Northampton
13.02.13 50 Ryan, Leo John Joseph 14.03.1899 Marmion Street, Cottesloe
13.02.13 51 Meehan, John 3.1903 Austin Downs, Day Dawn
13.02.13 52 Meehan, Arthur 4.1904 Austin Downs, Day Dawn
13.02.13 53 Sturbridge,William Stanley 28.02.1900 Dongarra
15.02.13 54 McManus, Edward Patrick 06.03.1900 Terminus Hotel, Boulder City
16.02.13 55 O’Connell, Joseph 10.06.1899 Union Club Hotel, Kalgoorlie
17.02.13 56 Daly, Timothy Harold 27.10.1902 38 Hickory St, South Fremantle
18.02.13 57 Byrne, Daniel Joseph 05.05.1898 Shamrock Hotel, Boulder City
18.02.13 58 Green, Clive Patrick 23.12.1899 Landscape Hill, via Pingelly
20.02.13 59 Kelly, Edward 04.03.1904 245 Barker Road, Subiaco
20.02.13 60 Purtell, John Joseph 25.10.1901 “Marsfield” Brunswick Rd. Albany
20.02.13 61 Miles, Allen 1903 Hampton Rd, Beaconsfield Fremantle
20.02.13 62 Paterson, Norman Edward 04.02.1903 Surrey Hotel, Boulder Rd. Kalgoorlie
22.02.13 63 Kenevan, John 18.03.1901 Dowerin via Northam

* * * * *  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

Lord Abbot Br. Director Br. Provincial
Br. Assistant 
General

Br. Superior 
General

Archbishop of 
Perth

Bish.Torres Br. Alphonsus Br.Jn Dullea Br. Stratonique Arch. Clune

Br. Stanislaus

Br. Clement
Abb. Catalan Br. George Br. Columbanus

1920 Br. Borgia Br. Diogene

Br. Guibertus

Br. Brendan

Br. Joseph Br. Clement
Br. Sebastian

1930

Br. Andrew
Br. Brendan

Br. Placid Arch.Prendiville

1940 Br. Bernard
Br. Arcadius

Br. Ethelred
Br. Placidus Br. Leonida

Br. Lucian

1950
Br. Justinian

Abb.Gomez
Br. Oliver

Br. Damian
Br. Hilary Br. Ch.Raphael

Br. Donald

1960 Br. Oswald

1964  
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St. Ildephonsus’ College 
1913 – 1964 

 
1913 1918 1923
Stanislaus Healy Dtr. George O’Meara Dtr. Guibertus Browne Dtr.
Sebastian Hayden Edward Hurley Andrew Power
Edward Hurley Andrew Power Brendan Hill
Columban Cooke Sylvester Ceresito Theodore Fitzpatrick
Sylvester Ceresito Brendan Hill Xavier Lyle
Bernardine Callaghan Wilfrid Mathieson Athanasius Raess
Priscillian Blanc Tarcisius Gill Xaverius Curran
Emile Nuber Gonzaga Brown Chanel Morgan
Roy McKechnie (lay)

1924
1914 1919 Guibertus Browne Dtr.
Stanislaus Healy Dtr. George O’Meara Dtr. Sebastian Hayden
Sebastian Hayden Edward Hurley Andrew Power
Edward Hurley Sylvester Ceresito Theodore Fitzpatrick
Tarcisius Gill Andrew Power Xavier Lyle
Walstan Curtin Wilfrid Mathieson Athanasius Raess
Bernardine Callaghan Chanel Morgan Xaverius Curran
Wilfrid Mathieson Ambrose Ducarre Chanel Morgan
Sylvester Ceresito Brendan Hill
Mel Patrick Morrissey 1925
Roy McKechnie (lay) 1920 Guibertus Browne Dtr.

Borgia Coughlin Dtr. Sebastian Hayden
1915 Edward Hurley Theodore Fitzpatrick
Stanislaus Healy Dtr. Sylvester Ceresito Xavier Lyle
Sebastian Hayden Andrew Power Loyola Hayes (6 months)
Edward Hurley Brendan Hill Dominic O’Connor
Tarcisius Gill Chanel Morgan Xaverius Curran
Walstan Curtin Ambrose Ducarre Nestor McAuliffe
Gonzaga Brown Wilfrid Mathieson Albertus Sellenger (6 months)
Wilfrid Mathieson
Roy McKechnie (lay) 1921 1926

Borgia Coughlin Dtr. Guibertus Browne Dtr.
1916 Edward Hurley Sebastian Hayden
Stanislaus Healy Dtr. Sylvester Ceresito Xavier Lyle
Sebastian Hayden Andrew Power Dominic O’Connor
Edward Hurley Theodore Fitzpatrick Urban Corrigan
Henry Gaffney Rupert Kenny Xaverius Curran
Sylvester Ceresito Xaverius Curran Nestor McAuliffe
Tarcisius Gill Chanel Morgan Albertus Sellenger
Gonzaga Brown
Andrew Power 1927
Wilfrid Mathieson 1922 Guibertus Browne Dtr.
Roy McKechnie (lay) Guibertus Browne Dtr. Sebastian Heyden

Sylvestor Ceresito Xavier Lyle
1917 Andrew Power Dominic O’Connor
George O’Meara Dtr. Brendan Hill Urban Corrigan
Edward Hurley Theodore Fitzpatrick Nestor McAuliffe
Sylvester Ceresito Rupert Kenny Theophane Hill
Andrew Power Xavier Lyle Ambrose Ducarre
Brendan Hill Xaverius Curran
Gonzaga Brown Chanel Morgan 1928
Wilfrid Mathieson Joseph McAteer Dtr.
Tarcisius Gill Sebastian Heyden
Roy McKechnie  (lay) Xavier Lyle

Dominic O’Connor
Urban Corrigan
Nestor McAuliffe
Theophane Hill
Ambrose Ducarre  
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Appendix 4 (Cont.) 
 

1929 1935 1942
Sebastian Hayden Dtr. Placid Gilchrist Dtr. Ethelred Ferguson Dtr.
Urban Corrigan Canisius Smith Patricius Fitzpatrick
Theophane Hill Charles Bradley Norbert Matheson
Patricius Fitzpatrick Alphonsus Newell Hilarion Dickson
Raphael Quinlan Honorius Ashworth Valentine Flynn
Alfred Pope Justus Laird Fidelis Drain
Jerome Fitzgerald Joseph Godwin Murray Alan Elliott
Ambrose Ducarre

1936 1943
1930 Placid Gilchrist Dtr. Ethelred Ferguson Dtr.
Sebastian Hayden Wilfrid Mathieson (2 mths) Patricius Fitzpatrick
Theophane Hill Charles Bradley Hilarion Dickson
Patricius Fitzpatrick Alphonsus Newell Valentine Flynn
Alfred Pope Honorius Ashworth Baptist Faulkner
Kostka Maund Reginald Moore Fidelis Drain
Cyril Ryan Marcellus Kivlighon (6mths) Alan Elliott
Canisius Smith
Ambrose Ducarre 1937 1944

Placid Gilchrist Dtr. Ethelred Ferguson Dtr.
1931 Charles Bradley Patricius Fitzpatrick
Sebastian Hayden  Dtr. Reginald Moore Hilarion Dickson
Theophane Hill Marcellin Kivlighon Fidelis Drain
Patricius Fitzpatrick Cletus Read Valentine Flynn
Alfred Pope Ambrose Ducarre Baptist Faulkner
Kostka Maund Alan Elliott
Cyril Ryan 1938
Canisius Smith Placid Gilchrist Dtr. 1945
Ambrose Ducarre Charles Bradley Ethelred Ferguson Dtr.

Reginald Moore Albertus Sellenger
1932 Marcellin Kivlighon Theophane Hill
Brendan Hill Dtr. Cletus Read Hilarion Dickson
Canisius Smith Ambrose Ducarre Fidelis Drain
Alfred Pope Baptist Faulkner
Ambrose Ducarre 1939 Alan Elliott
Eric Wighton Placid Gilchrist Dtr. Lucius Bernheim
Kostka Maund Charles Bradley
Hugh Reid. Reginald Moore 1946
Cyril Ryan (till March) Cletus Read Ethelred Ferguson Dtr

Norbert Mathieson Albertus Sellenger
1933 Hilarion Dickson Theophane Hill
Brendan Hill Dtr. Noel Noonan (part)
Canisius Smith 1940 Hilarion Dickson
Ambrose Ducarre Bernard McGann Dtr. Fidelis Drain
Eric Wighton Charles Bradley Benildus Howley
Alfred Pope Reginald Moore John Baptist Ryan
Daniel Bruggy (6 Months) Cletus Read
Cuthbert Shinnnick (6 months) Norbert Mathieson 1947

Hilarion Dickson Ethelred Ferguson Dtr.
1934 Albertus Sellenger
Brendan Hill Dtr. 1941 Hilarion Dickson
Canisius Smith Bernard McGann Dtr. Callixtus Hogan
Charles Bradley Cletus Read John Baptist Ryan
Alphonsus Newell Norbert Mathieson John Bosco Fountain
Honorius Ashworth Hilarion Dickson Aloysius Sheehan
Cuthbert Shinnick Valentine Flynn
Romanus Hazlitt Fidelis Drain
Kostka Maund (2 months)  



 

Appendix 4 (cont.) 
 

1948 1954 1960
Lucian Gerber Dtr. Oliver Clarke Dtr. Oswald  Maher Dtr.
Albertus Sellenger Albertus Sellenger Albertus Sellenger
Jerome Hickey Callixtus Hogan Angus Ronan
Evin Roughana Guibertus Brown Canice O’Donnell
Callixtus Hogan Gordon Heinrich Edmund Hesford
Mark Dooley Raymond O’Regan
Aloysius Sheehan Richard Spain 1961

Tarcisius Tankard Oswald Maher Dtr.
1949 Albertus Sellenger
Lucian Gerber Dtr. 1955 Marius Woulfe
Albertus Sellenger Oliver Clarke Dtr. Evin Roughana
Callixtus Hogan Albertus Sellenger Basil Toohey
Jerome Hickey Callixtus Hogan Neville McManus
Evin Roughana Guibertus Browne
Aloysius Sheehan Tarcisius Tankard 1962
Mark Dooley Gordon Heinrich Oswald Maher Dtr.
Stanislaus Dillon Raymond O’Regan Cletus Read

Richard Spain Marius Woulfe
1950 Baptist Faulkner
Lucian Gerber Dtr. 1956 Hilary Pererson
Albertus Sellenger Oliver Clarke Dtr.
Callixtus Hogan Albertus Sellenger A. D. 1963
Jerome Hickey Callixtus Hogan Oswald Maher Dtr.
Evin Roughana Guibertus Browne Cletus Read
Stanislaus Dillon Tarcisius Tankard Thaddeus O’Callaghan
Mark Dooley Oswald Maher Kilian Flynn

Raymond O’Regan Xavier Collins
1951 Richard Spain
Lucian Gerber Dtr. 1964
Albertus Sellenger 1957 Oswald Maher Dtr.
Callixtus Hogan Oliver Clarke Dtr. Cletus Read
Jerome Hickey Albertus Sellenger Alexius Higgins
Evin Roughana Oswald Maher Raymond O’Regan
Stanislaus Dillon Tarcisius Tankard Kilian Flynn
Mark Dooley Raymond O’Regan Thaddeus O’Callaghan

Richard Spain
1952
Lucian Gerber Dtr. 1958
Albertus Sellenger Oliver Clarke Dtr. Kenneth Harris and 
Alexius Higgins Albertus Sellenger Edgar (Clement ) Stephens
Stanislaus Dillon Oswald Maher spent some months at S.I.C.
Berchmans McCarthy Patricius Fitzpatrick after returning from the 
Mark Dooley Tarcisius Tankard Second Novitiate in 1957.
Lawrence Morton Raymond O’Regan

Thomas Lawlor
1953
Lucian Gerber Dtr. 1959
Albertus Sellenger Oliver Clarke Dtr.
Callixtus Hogan Arbertus Sellenger
Guibertus Browne Oswald Maher
Gordon Heinrich Canice O’Donnell
Raymond O’Regan Tarcisius Tankard
Laurence Morton Raymond O’Regan
Victor Chalmers  
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Instituto                                                                            (added by the revising editor) 
del 
Fratelli Maristi                         Grugliasco………..19 
 
Memorandum of agreement between his  
Lordship the Rt. Rev. Fulgentius Torres O.S.B.  
DD Bishop of Dorilea, Abbot Nullius of New Norcia  
W.A. and the Rev Bro Stratonique, Superior Gl  
of the Marist Brothers. 
 
1. The Rev Brother Sup. General supplies five  
Brothers to conduct St Ildephonsus College  
New Norcia. 
 
2. His Lordship and Bishop provides the Buildings  
and grounds free of all rents, rates and taxes. 
 
3. (His) Lordship also provides the religious services, 
including Daily Mass and the Holy Sacraments  
free of all charge. Holy Mass will be said  
in the College Chapel every day except the  
Sundays, when it will be heard in the church. 
 
4. His Lordship will supply without charge  
provisions of every kind required for the Brothers 
and others dependent on the College and for  
the pupils – except the personal clothing of  
the Brothers, which these will provide 
for themselves, according to their Constitutions. 
 
5. His Lordship provides free of charge all furniture, 
utensils and apparatus required for the house  
and school and for all repairs. 
 
6. As His Lordship meets all outlay, so he  
will receive all ordinary pension and fees paid  
by the Students. These will be fixed by  
His Lordship in concert with the Brothers, and  
are to be kept moderately low, as His Lordship’s  
object is above all educational and not financial. 
 
7. To cover all travelling expenses from Europe or  
elsewhere, provide personal outfit for the Brothers  
and their library, His Lordship will pay  
once only £60/Sixty pounds. 

 
8. To provide personal clothing for the Brothers,  
travelling expenses/other than those mentioned  
in previous art./ Novitiates and formation  
expenses, visits to Superiors, etc His Lordship  
shall pay the Brothers £50 (fifty pounds) each  
per annum. 
 
9. The Rev Bro Superior Gl. or his representatives in  
Australia, shall be free to change the Brothers  

Copie 



 

whenever he judges it expedient, provided the school  
work is not interrupted thereby. 
 
10. For the discharge of their school duties, the Brothers  
shall be free to follow their own methods and  
customs, and the directions of their own Superior  
in religion, while conforming to the laws of  
the State. 
 
11. His Lordship will supply any help that may be  
required by the Brothers from the Fathers to teach  
instrumental music, languages, agriculture or other  
industries, etc. One third of any consequent extras  
paid by the pupils, for subjects taught by the Fathers,  
shall be paid to the Brothers, and the other two  
thirds to the Bishop. The whole will go to the Brothers,  
when they themselves teach the extras. 
 
12. The Brothers may receive juniors, Novices, or school- 
astics for their Institute, but at their own expense  
for maintenance. 
 
13. One guinea a term of the pension will be  
conceded by His Lordship to the Brothers, as  
a bonus to encourage the latter. 
 
14. Fess received form day pupils will be for the Brothers. 
 
 
(Signatures)                  •F.Torres O.S.B.                                   fr Stratonique 
       Bishop & Abbot of New Norcia                             Sup. Gl 
 
 
Article additionnel: 
 
Les présentes conventions sont faites pour une  
période de trois années, qui commençera en février  
1913. Elles se renouvelleront par voie de tacite  
reconduction. En cas où l’une des parties  
contractantes voudrait les résilier, elle devrait  
en avertir l’autre partie une année devant la fin de la période trienniale.  
Grugliasco 29 juillet 1912 
 Fr Stratonique Sup Gl 
•F.Torres O.S.B. Bishop & Abbot  
           of New Norcia 
 
 
Addendum: The present agreements are made for a period of 3 years which will begin in  
February 1913. They will be renewed by tacit agreement. If one of the contracting parties  
should wish to annul them, it must signal its intention before the end of the 3-year period. 



 

The College Shield and Motto 
(“Vitam Praesta Puram”) 

 

 
 

The shield chosen for our College by the first Brother Director, Rev. Brother Stanislaus is the 
figure known as the “Vesica Piscis”, which from early times has been regarded as an emblem 
of Our Lord, derived from the Greek word “Ichthus”, which signifies a fish. Eusebius and St. 
Augustine tell us that the word is formed from the celebrated acrotic of the Erythrean Sybil, 
who predicted the coming of the Lord. 
 
The Italians call the same figure “mandorla” from its almond shape. From earliest times this 
figure had formed the aureole of Our Lord, and from no less an authority than Pugin we learn 
that all seals of Colleges, Abbeys and other religious communities, as well as of ecclesiastical 
persons, were made invariably of this shape.” As a shield it is said to signify the Devine 
protection.  

 
Pagan art signalised the apotheosis of the humanity by halo. Christianity crowns its heroes 
with the nimbus of an imperishable glory. But the aureole more strictly encircles the whole 
figure of glorified humanity. Hence it became a fitting type of that system of education that 
aims at the cultivation not merely of the mind, but of the whole being, and the “restoration of 
all things in Christ.”  
 
The motto, which sets before youth an ideal to mould their lives upon, is taken from liturgical 
hymn “Ave Maris Stella.” This hymn is by some ascribed to St. Benard in the 12th Century, 
and by others it is accredited to St. Venantius Fortunatus as the close of the 6th Century. In 
1629, when Pope Urban VIII revised the liturgical hymns, “Ave Maris Stella”, together with 
the three most beautiful hymns in honour of the Blessed Sacrament by St. Thomas Aquinas, 
the hymn of the Angels at Vespers, and a few others were considered flawless and so 
remained unchanged. This sweet hymn seems to have the same charm for us today as it had 
for the faithful in the middle Ages. It is like a string of pearls, any one of which might be 
selected for motto or inspiration. Our choice has fallen upon “Vitam Praesta Puram” – “Keep 
our lives unblemished”.  
 
No loftier ideal can present itself to youthful aspiration, for a blameless life is the source of 
earth’s highest happiness, and the pledge of that blessed realm where nought defiled shall 
enter. 



 

Reprinted for the 1938 Silver Jubilee from the 1913 SIC Magazine. 

 

“VITAM  PRAESTA  PURAM” 
By Dom Jerome. O.S.B. 

 
Our Motto!  Not merely a word or a thought packed away in a word. A college motto sums 
up all the aspirations of both teachers and pupils.  
 
Our Motto is special in being a prayer – motto. It not merely says what we want. It prays for 
it. It is taken from a fine old ninth century hymn “Ave Maris Stella.” But it must be translated 
“Lead a pure life” as I have often heard it given out. It is a prayer to Our Mother: “Keep our 
life pure, or unsullied.” Again it does not refer merely to purity in the sense of chastity, but to 
that general purity of life, which is called holiness. 
 
But to be holy in our Church’s words, “to have the true circumcision of the Spirit: that is, to 
be separate from sin, to hate the works of the world, the flesh, and the devil; to take pleasure 
in keeping God’s commandments; to do things as He would have us do them: to live 
habitually as in the sight of the world to come, as if we had broken the ties of this life and 
were dead already.” –(Newman) 
 
That this is the correct explanation is clear from the context: 
 

Free us from our faults. 

Make us gentile and chaste. 

Keep our life unsullied. 

Grant us a safe journey, 

So that in the sight of Jesus 

We may be happy together for ever. 

 
And something else is clear. It is this: Our Motto conveys one of the deepest of our Catholic 
Faith. Without purity of life we can never see God. Our Lord said: “Blessed are the pure of 
heart, for they shall see God.” St Paul wrote: “Follow after holiness, without which no-one 
shall see the Lord.” 
 
Therefore the day a boy enters the ranks of our College he pledges himself to become a holy 
member of the Holy Catholic Church, a holy chid of Holy Mary, his Mother. He accepts fully 
all the Gospel standards. He challenges the whole world. His chief aim is not sport, nor even 
study. For him the advice of St Paul is final: 
 
“Train thyself in piety. For whereas bodily training is profitable for little, piety is profitable 
all things, possessing promise of life both here and hereafter. Faithful is this saying, and 
worthy of all acceptance; such indeed is the end for which we toil and struggle, because we 
have set our hearts on the living God, who is the Saviour of all men, and especially of the 
Faithful.”  

1 Tim.4.8-10.
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PERMISSION TO USE PHOTGRAPHS FROM THEIR WEBSITE. 

Benedictine Community, New Norcia   www.newnorcia.wa.edu.au 

Rebecca Ferris .  .Photographer ..SIC Chapel. 

Traveltop.com      Photographs  of New Norcia buildings. 

Avonvalley.com…Photographs of New Norcia buildings. 

Gnangarra.com    Photographs of New Norcia buildings. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

St Ildephonsus’ College Class Rooms and Laboratories 
2010 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

View of St Ildephonsus ‘College from the Monastery 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

St Gertrude’s College for Girls 
 
 

 
St. Marcellin Champagnat statue 

 
 
 



 

 
Early Photograph of St Ildephonsus’ College 

 
 

 
Our Mother of Perpetual Succour 

 
 



 

 
Abbey Church, New Norcia,  2010 
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New Norcia Township in 2010 
Line. 
8.   Monastery –white buildings in foreground.                                                                   4. Post Office 
8.   St Joseph’s Convent and School for Girls– red building above Monastery.                 Garage not shown 
11. Abbey Church with red roof and tower in centre of photo.                                           Hotel not shown 
11. St Gertrude’s Girls College – top centre of photo. 
14. St Ildephonsus’ Boys College Class Rooms 
17. St Ildephonsus’ Boys College – top right corner. 
17. St Mary’s Home for Boys – red building in front of St Ildephonsus’ College. 
19. New Flour Mill. 
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